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THE

CITY

ELECTION.

•lection Monthly was one of the
held here and the vote was
Two causes contributed to this
1 here was no opposition to the Keicket, and the w eather ami travelhad. The work of the Hoard of
• •u before the election resulted
in*
ting list of li.vj. The names of '.*1
a ho had died or moved aw ay were
and P new names were added. This
fairly represent the number of per: he city elegible as voters, and when
anvass is made the number will be
ncreased. Following is the vote for
or and w ard officers :
•

•■ver

I

FOR

MAYOR.

1

small.31

2
30

3

25

4
22

5
20

Total
134

FOR ALDERMEN.

4.

Charles 1’. llazeltine.31
Marcell us R. Knowlton.32
James 11. Perkins.25
A Valter G. Hatch. .22
1 >aniel II. Strout...20
FOR COl NCILMEN

4.

Freeman M. Wood.31
Calvin A. Hubbard.31
Charles W. Lancaster.35
Fred D. Jones... .30
Charles II. Waterman.25
A. B. Stantial. 25 j
Albion K. Jackson.22 |
Clarence M. Knowlton .20 j
Fverett A. Nickerson.20
Prescott 1>. IP Carter... ,,,.20

VV. B. Rhoades, a well known resident of
Troy, died at his home in that town Feb. 1st
after a long illness of a complication of diseases, at the age of 66 years, 7 months and 19
days. His health had been greatly impaired
for a number of years, and he had also suffered much from lameness. The Pittsfield
Advertiser says :
The deceased was a son of William and
Elizabeth Rhoades, and was born June 11,
1855.
He was always dutiful and obedient
to the wishes and desires of his parents,
working with liis father on the farm, learning with him also the blacksmith and stonecutter’s trades during his minority, at
which he worked in after years. He was
twice married, in October, 1850, he was
married to Miss Mary H illman, with whom
he enjoyed all the pleasures of a happy
home until August, 1884, when she was called to the higher life, leaving her husband
and an only child. Miss Minnie Rhoades,
to mourn the loss of a devoted Christian
w ife and mother.
Sept. 5, 1885, he was married to his second wife, Miss Ida Wright of
Pittsfield, who survives him, and who so
tenderly and faithfully attended to all his
needs and desires during his long and painful sickness. He bore his suffering uncomplainingly and with most marvelous patience and fortitude.
lie removed to Pittsfield in April, 1869,
where he worked at his trades as blacksmith and stone cutler.
He assisted his
lather in the contract he had taken of laying the Inundation of Maine Central Institute, and helped to lay the foundation of
the Pioneer Woolen Mill also. In November, 1886, he went into the clothing business
and opened a clothing and custom tailoring
shop, which vocation lie followed until
March, 1895, when he removed to his native
tow n, where he purchased a farm, making
many marked improvements in the condition of things around him. Always industrious, his labors were wholly directed
toward advancement. Whatever his hands
found to do, he strove to do well. Although
ol a quiet and retiring disposition, he enjoyed sociability and the visitation of
friends at his hospitable home was a source
ol great pleasure to him at all times. While
unable to see his daughter, Mrs. Ritchie,
her letters of filial regard and many kind
remembrances were a great comfort and
consolation, a solace in his hours of weariness and pain.
He will be remembered as
a kind, tender and affectionate husband and
father, an obliging neighbor and an honest,
upright citizen. He leaves a widow, a
daughter, Mrs. William Ritchie of Grafton,
North Dakota, one brother, O. B. Rhoades,
and two sisters, Mrs. Hannah Woods and
Mrs. Freeman My rick of Troy, to mourn
their loss.
The funeral service was held at his late
residence Tuesday forenoon, Feb. 4th, Rev.
W. A. Luce of Cnity officiating in a brief
and impressive manner. The bearers were
R. E. ^tone, E. H. Gareelon, G. L.
Tyler
and R. W. Cook. The interment was in
rairview oemcten,

I

j

Circle of the ladies of the G. A. R. in
Los
Angeles, and was at one time a member of
the Woman’s Relief Corps of Belfast.
Letters have been received here announc-

ing the death, in January, of Augustus
Perkins, near his home in Dayton, Nevada.
He had been in his usual health and
was
away from his farm on business when he
died suddenly, probably of heart disease,
lie was born in Belfast, a son of the late
Edward and Joanna (Wight) Perkins. He
left here 43 years ago and engaged in farming and cattle raising in Nevada, in company with his twin brother Albert, and they

have ever since continued in the same busiHe was unmarried. He leaves two
brothers, Frank, who lives in Machias, and
Albert, and two sisters, Miss Eliza Perkins
of Belfast and Mrs. Isabel Stubbe of St.
John, Washington. His last visit to Belfast
ness.

was t(i

years ago.

Mrs. Eunice L. (Cain' Downs of Palermo
found, Saturday afternoon, March 1st,
by Fred Bailey, who supplied her with
butter, lying upon the floor, clothed in her
night robes. The selectmen and coroner
were notified and Dr.
Ridley of Branch Mills
was summoned to hold the
autopsy. They
pronounced death due to an enormous
tumor from which she had suffered for
years, and that it probably occurred the
previous night. The deceased was 73 years,
and 4 months of age; and althougha woman
of considerable property chose to dwell
alone in a house on a lonely road near Level
Hill, Palermo.
,
was

Arthur C. Ellingwood, Jr., the child of
Dr. and Mrs. A. C. Ellingwood, died at the
home of his parents on Saturday,
March8th,
at the age of one year and
twenty-four
He was a bright and promising
days.
child, and his parents have the sympathy
of many friends in their bereavement.
A little life. One fleeting year
Held all its meed of joy and woe.
Its only gift, to smile, to know ;
A little life—but one so dear I
Mrs. Charles L. Rand died at her home in
\\ aterville March 5th.
She had been in
Poor health for some time and a short time

ago went to the home of her mother in Troy
in the hope that the change might be beneficial, but this did not prove to be the case.
She is survived by her husband, who is a

brother of Alderman-elect Frank Rand, and
three children.

MAINE, THURSDAY, MARCH 13.
LETTER FROM

WASHINGTON.

Maine Matters at the National

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, D. C., March 12. The pilgrims from Maine to the Capital at Washington have come and gone, carrying with
the
warm remembrances of
of their friends within the confines of the District of Columbia. Many
Maine people visit here during a twelfth
month; sometimes in excursions and sometimes individually, but not for many years
has a company of Maine people been made
to feel more at home than did the members
of the Maine legislature and their friends.
To be sure they went the round of sightseeing, as thousands of people do here
every year, but the Maine people enjoyed
them

some

cordiality

numerous special privileges. They entered
the .Senate galleries equipped with cards
for the reserved seats, which Senators Frye
and liale furnished them, to look down

upon the Solons of that body. They saw
the finely appointed apartment for the vice
president of the United States, where Senator Frye now holds forth, and then they
moved over to the House side into a somewhat more turbulent atmosphere, where
gallery doors once more swung open for
them, and where they not only saw the
House in session but also had pointed out
the prominent members of the floor. Monday
Gov. Burleigh and Mr. Littlefield headed
the procession of Maine people and marched to the White House, where President
Itoosevelt gave them one of his characteristic greetings.
This is more than most
visitors to the Capital enjoy, although
parties of two and three get an audience
with the President almost daily. His rule
has been against receiving large delegations,
but he waived this point in favor of the
Maine people.
IjUl every man oi tne Maine delegation in
Senate and House took it upon himself to
make things pleasant for the visitors, and
they were aided in this by the ladies of
their families. In this regard Mrs. Hale

maintained her reputation as one of the
most graceful hostesses in Washington.
The senior Senator and his wife entertained the travellers at a reception from their
splendid Sixteenth street residence Saturday afternoon, which will be a pleasant
memory to the members of the Maine legislature and their friends for many years to
come.
The only unfortunate occurrence
was the extremely rainy weather.
It was
almost as though they were on Maine soil
and amidst Maine surroundings. The gathering was composed almost entirely of
Maine people.
Mrs. Burleigh and Mrs.
Powers, who have presided over many hospitable affairs at Augusta which the
members of the legislature have attended,

The Waterville correspondent of the Ken-Emma F.
(Abbott) McDonald died
Journal says: “the city was again
suddenly at her home on Congress street nebec
shocked Wednesday, March 5th, by the anShe had nouncement of the
CharlesS. Bickford .30 Friday morning, March 7th.
death of a prominent
William A. Mason.25 been in poor health fora long time, and for
business man.
This was Welciti^Hkmd
James F. Sheldon.---22 a week had
the
well-known boot and
lingWn
Dinsmore,
bemi con lined to her bed the
Thomas L. Shute.19
shoe dealer.
Mr. Dinsmore's health has
greater part of the time. Friday morning not been
FOR CON STAR I. KS.
very good of late and lie has been
she was feeling better and went to an confined to
his home more than usual dur
William H. .sanborn.31
were among the special guests of the afterLevi L. Robbins .30 adjoining room, but when returning fell lug the past few weeks, but nothing unusuAlexander H Smalley.23 and must have expired instantly. A physi- ally serious was expected. The trouble was noon and assisted Mrs. Hale in extending
caused
I
heart
by
disease and resulted in his a welcome. Then the reception was a sort
Moses F. Hurd.22 cian was summoned at once
by telephone, death at his home on Pleasant street about
John M. Crosby. 20 i
of reunion for Maine people, for it gave
but the sufferer was beyond mortal aid.
o clock, W
morning. Mr. Dinsednesday
FOR WAKOKNS.
Mrs. McDonald was a daughter of the late tnore s native town was Belfast and he many natives of Maine, long resident elseRobert Waterman.31
learned his business there, coming to Wa- where,
opportunity to renew old friendWm. IP Wight.30 ; Hon. Nehem'ah Abbott, and wife-of lion. terviiie about L'5 years ago.
During his res- ships, for practically all the large contin- j
Her husband and idence here be was
Lucius F. McDonald.
A lbert B. Smalley... 25
prominent in business
George F Mayhew....22 father both served as Mayor of Belfast, and circles and was highly esteemed. A widow, gent of Maine people resident in Washing- j
who was Miss Lizzie Bush of North Yassal- ton were invited.
Fred N. Savery. 20.
There are many of these,
the latter represented this District in Con- boro
and one daughter, survive him. In
FOR W AKD ( I l'.RKs.
in almost every profession and
gress. She was a lady of high ideals, of Mr. Dinsmore's death the business life of prominent
< litford J. Pattee.31
refined tastes and genial disposition. She the cutj suiters a distinct loss and one that calling here. The venerable Chief Justice
James I). Tucker ...oo
" ill not soon be
of the Supreme Court of the United States,
forgotten.”
Augustus 1). Hayes.••••25 never missed an opportunity to do good, and
lion. Melville W. Fuller, was by no means
ilalph 11. Mosher.22 her many friends feel deeply the loss they
Maine Folks in California.
Herbert K. Bradman.20
the least enthusiastic of the guests over the
have sustained. Her husband survives her,
occasion. There was a reminder
but of her
father’s family only one
The regular monthly meeting of the Pine propitious
Mrs. Gero Guilty.
of the late James G. Blaine, long the idol
remains, Clifford B. Abbott of Bos- Tree Mate Association of Los Angeles,
of Maine Republicans, in the presence of
-Mrs. Esther ton. The funeral services were held at her California, was held
Mi-.. March
Friday evening, Feb.
i.
found guilty of man slaughter in late home
Rev. Harry iwth, in llarmonial Hail, on West Fifth ! his daughter, Mrs. Harriet Blaine Beals,
Monday
afternoon,
husband s death, by the jury,
who sat at the head of the heavily laden
afternoon. A motion for a new Lutz, pastor of the Unitarian church,officiat- street. To these meetings, in addition to |
i" immediately made, and pending
ing. The bearers were Ex-Mayors (!eo. E. all members and their families and all resi- table in the dining loom and poured coffee.
i- upon it Mrs. Ger<» was admitted
As soon as Senator Hale heard of the
Johnson and Albert C. Burgess, and Messrs. dents of Los Angeles who have lived in
c, Monday.
visit of the Maine people he exGeo. G. Pierce and Amos Clement.
Maine or have allied themselves to Maine prospective
■i t, was charged with fatally stabhibited the liveliest interest to give them a
husband, Thomas Gero, at their
Maine
by
marriage,
visiting
people
people
; t'liesuncook, last October.
The
Clara M. Terry died at the home of Mrs. are always cordially invited and welcomed. good time during their stay. There was
trial two days,and the evidence
communication with
Eliza
Waterhouse
in
Centre
a
hundred
and fifty to two hundred frequent telegraphic
Montville, Fully
tin special interest.
Maine to determine the details of the trip,
_•
iiment showed that liquor had March 4, aged 58 years, d months, 7 days.
members and their guests assembled on
the names of the party, and the time of
auk by both Gero and his wife and For a number of years she had been an in- this
occasion, which was of a social order.
if was a dispute, during which Gero
j their coming. Gov. Burleigh and Mr. Litvalid and during a portion of the time was They alternate their
between
someetings
ii the abdomen.
11 e staggered outsubject to much suffering, which she bore cial and literary entertainments. After a tlefield, who always work here elbow to el'1 died.
**sses told of Mrs. Gero saying with
with great patience and fortitude. She had round of pleasant introductions, which re- bow when the interests or the entertain*
li that she “couldn't help it'' when
made her home with Mrs. Waterhouse for a sulted in agreeable acquaintances and called ! ment of Maine people are at issue, gave prac:ud was called to her attent ion.
all their time tor two or three days
of months prior to her death, where up
numberless
reminiscences between [ tically
Gero, Friday, in her own behalf, number
i to looking after the visitors and planning
; that Gero cut himself in an
attempt she was tenderly cared for, receiving every ; Maineites of the old time and the present, a
his hunting knife from her. Gero attention conducive to her comfort and most
their itinerary. They had been in Washinteresting entertainment was given I
>'odsmanand guide, and the tragedy
ington long enough to know all the ropes
Miss
was ever of an
members
of
the
happiness.
Association.
Terry
by
muted in the woods beyond the
Following and how to make official doors
open and obamiable disposition.
'mad region.
Her mind was en- j is the program : Remarks, President, A. W. j
In all this they were
1
t.,
Me., March lo.—-Mrs. Esther riched by instructive courses of readings, i Kinney: piano solo, Miss Viola Wright; stacles disappear.
• evicted of
Guv. Rowers and Mr.
a bly seconded by
manslaughter on Natur- which added to a
naturally reverent and i recitation, Miss Jennie Grover vocal solo, Allen.
killiug her husband, today withdrew
•tion for a new trial, and took a contemplative nature, produced a character ; Miss Alberta Merritt; recitation, Mrs. May
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Bird of Rockland
me of six months in Piscstaquis county
well calculated to bestow much enjoyment ; 11. Clark; piano solo, Mrs. £. Castillo; recihave been here several days, on their way to
Miss
Lois
those
with
whom
she
associated.
She
Grover:
vocal
Mr.
tation,
E.
upon
solo,
the South.
They have been guests at the
was ever a dutiful and loving daughter, ! J. Baldwin.
The Familiar Whistle Again.
Hamilton. Mr. Bird has been afflicted with
After this was dancing and cards, remindcaring faithfully for her aged parents while
a bad cold and with hoarseness, from which
*
Shoe Factory Resumes Opera- |
they lived; a tender and obliging sister, and | ing all of similar events in the little country he has
tion?
temporarily almost lost his voice,
i school house of long ago.
a faithful friend.
A
circle
of
friends
Dr.
A.
W.
Plumlarge
Two other recent arrivals have been Gen.
s
Davis of Lynn, Mass., arrived [
held her in high esteem, and will miss her mer, formerly of Winterport, is treasurer j
I and Mrs. J. S. Smith of Bangor. In years
> and took charge of Leonard & Bar- |
Of her im- of the association.
Among tho large num; greatly now that she is gone.
>lioe factory.
Work was begun in the
gone by they have spent two or three
her
were
Mrs.
mediate family, three remain—one brother,
Pitcher and daughters,
present
months every winter in Washington. They
room yesterday, Wednesday, and
J. II. Terry of Allston, Mass., who was formerly of Northport, Mr. Geo. E. Wallace,
j
: always stop at the Shoreham, where Gen.
advanced through the various dewith her the last week of her life, remain- a former resident of Belfast, Mrs. J. W.
I Smith is a familiar figure, and his stories in
nts as fast as is practicable.
The
ing until after the funeral; Mrs. Ann Frederick and Charles W. Frederick of the
will be operated under the “color
snug little sm king room have long been
Graves of Boston, Mass., and Mrs. Eliza Belfast, and others from Morrill, Hampden, |
! the delectation of a group of notable Washb} which the work passes the Graves of San Francisco, Calif. The funeral I Castine, Bangor,
and
Veazie, Portland
ington raconteurs.
departments under different color.-d services were held at the home of Mrs. | Castine.
lhe several Granite l utter s Unions of
The system is comparatively new, but
Waterhouse March <Jth, conducted by Mr.
the I’ine Tree State have been Hooding
Transfers in Peal Estate.
admirably wherever it is used. The H. M. Howard. The interment was made
is favorable, and it is expected to
Washington of late with petitions for the
in the family lot in the cemetery at White's
lie factory running to its full capacity
The following transfers in real estate re-enactment of the Chinese Exclusion Law.
Corner.
These are the formal petitions, signed at
»>n
Miss Carrie Gihnortrfias charge I
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry
the request of labor officials, mostly of the
office work.
Mr. .James J. Twombly, aged 90 years, : of Deeds forthe week ending March 12,1002: ;
I Federation of Labor, who are much in
died March 3d at his son Walter’s at the old J. R. Brackett, Baltimore, to C. 11. Dodge,
The City Elections.
a strong law enacted by
Win. D. i earnest to have
homestead in Monroe. lie was born in New York; land in lslesboro.
The members of the Maine
1812.
Ilis father, Na- Bennett, Bucksport, to D. W. Kerst, do.; j this Congress.
Frankfort
was little of interest in tlie
10,
July
city
held in Maine, March loth. With thaniel Twombly, was born in Dover, X. I land and buildings in Stockton Springs. i delegation have presented numerous peti1 »t ion of Bangor and Brewer, where
11. He married Miss Betsey Jones of Fas- Sarah K. Stewart, Belfast, to W. L. Latli- tions of this character, all of which have
■■re drawn on tlie question of whether j
rop, Northport; land and buildings in North- I been referred respectively to the House
ti
ne and came to Monroe where he spent
be toll bridge between the two cities
1
on foreign affairs and the Senate
be purchased and made free, there the remainder of his
days. James .J. for port. \\. L. Lathrop to Beacon. Ethical committee
committee on immigration, which commitcontests of importance. Hon. Win.
land
in
Union,
Northport;
Joel tees
his winters in lumbering.
Northport.
thirty
years
spent
are
now
\as elected Mayor of Bangor
considering different bills to
by 170
M. Miller, IJncolnville, to Geo. \. Mahoney, !
accomplish the end desired. It does not apolid Brewer elected Leon F. Ilig- At one time when coming home from the
Bnth cities voted for a free bridge,
woods he went into Moosehead Lake with a do.; land in IJncolnville. Piper Knight, I.in- peal yet what kind of law will be enacted,
but it has long been assured that some
'■"giista and Belfast the Republican four-horse team
and came near losing his coluville, to Geo. A. Mahone ; land and 1 legislation was certain before this session
>\as the only one in the held, and at
in
IJncolnville.
i-.uge
ieS.
buildings
Achorn,
of Congress adjourns.
Both committees
id the Citizens elected their entire life. That is only one of his man\ adven| have
to Elantha W. Bobbin.-, Seal >port
been grappling w ith the question ever
"ver the Independent Citizens by a
tures.
His wife, Eliza Ferguson Twombly, Belfast,
i margin.
since the beginning of the present year.
land
in
Belfast.
E.
S. Achorn to Norman A.
died a few years ago. They leave three
The four Maine votes in the house were
avy storm made traveling hard and a
Nickerson, Belfast; land in Belfast. William recorded this week against the
-lit vote was cast in the outlying dis- sons—John S., Walter and Willard of Monproposition
IV. Clark, Frankfort, to Blanche S. llarri- to place rural free delivery carriers under a
Mrs.
and
two
Abbie
Dollotf
roe,
daughters,
contract system, as was provided in the bill
of Monroe and Mrs. Ella Brown of Bangor. ! man, Prospect; land in Prospect. Jacob L.
brought forward b> Representative Loud
Belfast Weather Report.
The services were held at the house, Kev. Ames, Unity, to John and Ida M. Woods, do: of California. The Maine men were satisland
in
Francis
E.
t
W
interUnity.
lark,
fied, from an examination of the measure,
Ashley A. Smith of Belfast officiating. F.
"wing is a summary of the weather
to Warren S. Grant, do.
land in Win- that it would be very unwise to attempt
port,
A. Aye took charge of the funeral.
■ d of the
such an innovation for a service that has
Belfast station of the U. S.
terport, Howard Murphy, Belfast, to James proved
unusually popular and nearly selfliter Bureau for the week ending March
I. Jackson, Northport; land in Northport.
all over the country. Gov. Bura
We published Feb. 27th brief notice of
1902:
M. Neal et al., Brooks, to Chas. M.
inaugurated a campaign against the
the death of Mrs. Luther in Los Angeles, Henry
measure
over two weeks ago and bore a
do.; land in Brooks and Knox. Chas.
hand in rounding up a big bunch of votes
Calif., and have since received the follow- Place,
L- ? Wind. Sky, etc.
E. Lane, Brooks, to A. E. Chase, do.; land
against it. Chairman Loud is a personal
ing notice from the family: Mrs. Nancy
and buildings in Jackson. Tryphosia M. friend of Gov. Burleigh, but the latter told
M. Luther passed from this life on the 4th
Mr. Loud at the beginning he could not supto
AddieF.
Rankin, Linyolnville,
N.W. to E. Cloudy. Snow and high
Thayer,
day of February at 10 o’clock a. m., of
port the bill.
wind.
land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Gov. Burleigh has received a petition from
4 23
N. Part cloudy; clear after 10 a. m.; ureamic poisoning, just 37 days from the do.;
Harriet Neal et al., Belmont, to Herbert E. citizens of the towns of Thorndike and
snow fall, 2 days,8 inches, drifted;
time her husband, Rensselear Luther, passof
.84
an
inch.
Waldo
in Waldo county for a rural free deprecipitation,
land in Belmont,
Manila M.
ed away. Two brothers, Mark and Ilenry Morrill, do.;
W. Part cloudy.
livery route to begin at Thorndike. The
* 12
to
A.
J.
Carpenter,
N.E.
Liberty,
do.;
narometer
went
Skidmore,
Cloudy,
up Warren, both of San
same was filed with Superintendent Macken
Bernardino, Calif., land in
from 30 the previous evening to 30.5
Liberty.
—with request that it be placed in the hands
and three sisters, survive her—viz: Mrs.
at 7 a. m.
of
M
21
Inspector E. P. Boutelle of Bangor for
s.E.
Cloudy; snow and rain; not Maranda Roberts and Mrs. Ilattie
Oscar Dilworth has resigned his position early investigation and report.
Foss,
enough to measure.
•i4 23
as watchmaker and engraver in the
E. ..Cloudy. Rain and snow to 3 both of Brooks, Maine, and Mrs. Flora C.
jewelry
p.m.; snowfall, 2 days, 7 inches; Mudgett of Massachusetts.
Wallace Arey and family moved here
The floral trib- store of H. W. Jones and about April 10th
will be with Mr. W. F. Greene in the new from Belfast by the M. & M. Tuesday and
precipation, 2.66 inch's.
4- 21
utes
of
the many friends were very beauti8.
Part cloudy.
Rain in night;
store
in
Greene
will
block.
live in the Boardman house on Cross
Madison
T
jewelry
.06 of an itch.
I'VK SCHOOL COMMi m-A..

..lathes II. Ho\\0s

-.31

•.

j

■

1

■

Sorting

1

Capital.

ful.

She

was

a

member of Gen. Lawton

Bulletin.

street.—Camden Herald.

HIGH

1 m.

NUMBEIM1

SCHOOL NOTES.

compared

notes

and

therefore

were

C. Thompson; Constables, Frank
Carleton,
Wm. McCormack. Appropriations: Free
High school, $300; common schools $1,800;
text books, $800 ; schoolhouse
repairs, $300;
highways and bridges, $3,000; support of

not

familiar with the argument of the opposing
side; and as it was the first attempt at anyWhen “English” comes our hearts go pit-athing of the kind, he thought they deserved
pat
to be complimented. In this he voiced the
If asked to distinguish between “which”
opinion of the entire audience.
and “that.”
We shake and tremble when we’re asked,
“Who can do it?”
But no one can, so we’re told to study till
we know it.
’04.

The Senior class are preparing Howell’s
farce, “The Elevator,” to be given in the
near future to raise
money for graduating
expenses.

School closes
of two weeks.

the subject gradually.”

Friday

.A Freshman quotation,

for a spring vacation

Teacher:
Examinations this term bring

a

belong ?”

welcome

1’upil ’02,

relief from book exams.
The system recently adopted of reading parts of the required books in class, and discussing them,
finds favor with teacher and pupil.

“To what

poor,$500; salaries, $900;abatements, $100;
discounts, $175 hydrant rental and miscellaneous, $1,400.
Troy.
The annual town meeting was
held Monday, March 10th, with the following resiilts: Moderator, R. E. Stone; Town
Clerk, Clarence Whitney; Selectmen, Hartley Cunningham, Mark T. Dodge, Joseph
L. Stone; Collector, E. 11.
Gowen; Tieasurer, L. L. Rogers; School Superintendent,

“He approached

nationality did Tasso f_r®d

H.

Bagley;

School Committee. C. J.

Hillman, G. A. Woods, W. B. Knight; Auditors, George L. Tyler, Augustus Stevens,
Enoch
Barkrr.
Money appropriated:
Schools, $835; roads and bridges, $18>00;
other purposes, $1,500.
Stockton Springs. At the town meeting held March loth the follow ing officers
were elected:
Selectmen, S. B. Merrithew,
K L. Blancha.’d,
Irving Harris. The other

“Irish.”
TOWN ELECTIONS.

Bucksport. At the annual town meeting March 3d Geo. D. Crane, Fred Wood
and Walter Snowman were chosen selectThe Sophomore English and Freshmen
men.
They voted to abolish the office of
English classes are doing good work, speci- road commissioner, to accept the state road officers remain the same as last year, except
to
abolish the liquor agency and to that twro new members wrere elected on the
mens of., which will appear from time to offer,
school board, namely, Charles French ami
time in this column, beginning with our next collect the taxes by a new scheme.
Bar Harbor.
At the town meeting Charles Kneeland.
number.
It is thought best, for many rea- March 3d over 800 votes were
Palermo.
At our annual town meeting
cast, resulting March
10th th following officers were * ;eetsons, to withhold the name of the writer, so in the choice of J. E. Bunker, .Ir., Alonzo ed:
Moderator, Samuel Marden; Clerk,
Higgins and Raymond Joy, selectmen; W.
merely the class numeral will be affixed.
II. Sherman, town clerk; 0. A. Maiden, George Crommett; Selectmen, Assessors
superintendent of schools. Two innova- and Overseers of the Poor, 11. F. Foye, s K
The B. II. S. Literary Club was called to tions were introduced. In the first place R?>lr.1.er» ^ B. Worthing ; Treasurer, Charles
I lullips; Collector and
Constable, Charles
order last Friday evening with the presi- no smoking was allowed, the meeting being
held in the new casino, and three or four Phillips; Superintendent of Schools, Will
dent in the chair. Owing to the absence of hundred ladies were
•Jones;
Schoo'
m the galleries.
committee, Bert Pinkhain
ForBoad Commissioners, the selectmen.
the regular secretary, Miss Ileal was ap- merly the meeting often lasted three
days.
Thorndike. Selectmen, A. S. Higgins,
pointed secretary pro tern by the chair. On A motion was carried to adjourn and have a
committee of 25 citizens present reports for Jeter Harrno i, R. S. Ward; town clerk
motion of Mr. Howard, a by-law with
appropriations two weeks hence. The an- Nelson Gordon; treasurer, F. A. Harmon ;
reference to the meetings was adopted. nual appropriations sometimes
constable and collector, E. W. Dver ; school
go as high
superintendent, A. L. Ward; schoo comThe entertainment committee reported the as $75,000.
mittee, Jlowaid Small. Amounts appropriWashington.
Selectmen, F. Light, W. ated:
program for the next meeting, and tile 0.
Roads and bridges, $1200; b. i-lge,
Luce, A. W. Sidelinger; town clerk, \V.
evening’s program began with a debate: M. Staples; treasurer, R. C. Ingalls; col- $800; school, #500; poor and other charges,
“Resolved, That the proposed canal route lector, W. E. Deering; constable, W. M. $1200.
school superintendent, L. M.
across the Isthmus of Nicaragua is prefer- Staples;
Staples, school committee, II. X. Chaplin.
PERSONAL.
able to that across the Isthmus of Panama.” Amount appropriated, $3,000.
Knox.
Selectmen, E. J. Vose, C. ,1.
Stevens opened the debate for the affirmaW. G. Preston went to Boston
E. L. Thompson; town clerk, E. G.
Fridaj on
tive.
He spoke of its nearer situation as a Vose,
Vose; treasurer, B. L. A born ; constable, business.
decided point in its favor, making the W. 1’ Wentworth; collector, E. .1. StephenMrs. Jesse II. Webber is visiting friends
voyage of steamers sailing from New York son; school superintendent, O. B. Woodschool committee, E. R. Wentworth. in Searsport.
to San Francisco two days shorter than by bury;
Amounts appropriated: Schools, $446.40;
the Panama route. He stated, also, that roads, $2,000.
Tliomas W. Pitcher went to Boston TuesCamden.
At the annual meeting of the day on business.
the soil, climatic conditions and geographiCamden Village Corporation, March 3d the
cal situation were all more favorable at
Charles W. Perkins went to Boston last
following officers were unanimously reNicaragua. Lake Nicaragua, he said, would elected: Clerk, Josiah Hobbs; first assessor, week on business.
IV.
R.
L.
M.
furnish an unfailing water supply, while
Kenniston• third,
Gill; second,
Mrs. M. 0. Littlefield visited friends in
F. G. Currier: treasurer, Fred L. Curtis;
at Panama the supply would be precarious.
Castine the past week.
S. Knowlton: lire wardens, F.
collector,,!.
The time of construction was also favora- G. Currier,
Spencer Mero and H. J. Potter.
Capt. John Littlefield of Boston visited at
ble, as during two or tne years spent in Under article 4 it was voted to accept the
Ezra L. Talbot’s last week.
of the officers.
Article
voted
to
reports
5,
at
Panama
would
excavating
Nicaragua
raise by assessment the sum of $215 to pay
Mrs. A. A. Howes is visiting
be paying for itself. The prevalence of the
Judge and
salary of the officers. Article G, voted
the doldrums at Panama was spoken of, to raise by assessment the sum of $1,200 to Mrs. W. P. Whitehouse in Augusta.
the
interest
on
the
bonded
debt.
Artiwhile at Nicaragua fair winds and smooth pay
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hazeltine went to Boscle 7, voted to instruct the assessors to purseas prevail.
The difference in cost, a chase a
piano, paying for the same out of ton Monday and are at Hotel Touraine.
paltry five millions, would soon be made the earnings of the opera house.
Mrs. Fannie Stinipson anil daughter Alice
Islesboko.
Selectmen, Austin Quinn,
up, it was claimed, by greater profits.
W. S. Pendleton, .1. A. Sprague; town clerk, arrived home Monday from
Brockton, Mass
Mr. Read then took the floor for the J. P.
A.
II.
conBragg; treasurer,
Parker;
Mrs. Flora J. Heath, who has been in
negative, lie called the attention of his stable and collector, L. X’. Gilkey; school
audience to the fact that not only the cost superintendent, J. A. Sprague; school com- Auburn the past winter, arrived home Monmittee, A. II. Parker. Amounts appropriat- day.
but the maintenance of Nicaragua would ed :
$1,800, town charges; $850, schools; $],exceed
of
that
Ross II. Pattershall left Tuesday morning
greatly
Panama, and al- 800, roads and bridges; $500, repair school
houses.
for Portland to enter Shaw s Business Colthough the United .states was a rich counVinalhavex. Moderator, T. J. Lyons;
try she would not long remain so if money town clerk, O. P. Lyons; treasurer, L. R. lege.
lie said that for Smith; assessors, selectmen and overseers,
was needlessly wasted.
Fred Smalley arrived home last week
A. L. Pierce, K. II. Bradstreet;
(). P.
from Mattapan, Mass., where he has been
rapid transit the railway lines were employ- schoolLyons,
committee, E. II. Lyford. Money
ed, and the difference of two days was not appropriated: Schools, $3,000; roads and at work.
Mr. Read also said that bridges, $1,500; support of poor, $2,200;
to be considered.
Mrs. Lillian Greene of Medlield, Mass.,
the Panama route would be much shorter town debt, $1,500; text hooks, $450; Memoarrived Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs.
rial day, $75; other purposes, $4,700.
for vessels sailing from New York to South
North Haven. Moderator, 11. T. CrockFrank I. Wilson.
American ports, to Peru, for instance; and ett. town clerk, A. .1. Ames; treasurer,
William Whitehead of Belfast has emittand
Frank
selectmen
would
be
built
assessors,
Beverage;
that a large trade
rapidly
ed in the l'. S. army and is oil his way to
overseers, 11. M. Leadbetter. 11. I’. Stone. B.
up between the countries, in reference to G.
K.
Carver; the Philippines.
Babbidge; school committee,
the climate he contended that the U. S. san- superintendent, S. A. Nutt. Money ap1
Hr. John Stevens, Jr., was called to Banitarian systems would soon overcome all preprinted : Schools, $800; roads and bridges,
text hooks, $ 125.
gor yesterday afternoon by the serious iilobjections in that line. 1 le contended that ;I $1100;
Brooks vie i. e.
0. L. Tapley;
Moderator,
the danger in the locks would be much town clerk, Geo. II. l'apley; treasurer, ness of his sister.
Carl Cole, who lately returned from the
greater at Nicaragua on account of the fre- ! Lewis F. Gray ; collector. William II.Stover;
assessors, selectmen and overseers, Ralph
quency of volcanic eruptions ; and as to the 11.
Philippines, went to Madison last wee!; to
L. Condon, T. T.
Condon,
Augustus
doldrums, he said that steam was coming Harvey; school superintendent. Samuel W. work in the pulp mill.
into use so rapidly, to the exclusion of sail- Tapley; school committee, Mj rl Lymburner,
James W. Deeriug still remains critically
*
B. Coombs. K. .1. Smith. Money aping vessels, that this fact would have very ! Loring : Schools, $'.i3‘.); roads and
bridges, ill in Brockton, Mass. There is but little
printed
little weight. Mr. Stevens again took the 1
81,000; support of poor, sson: text books, change in his condition.
floor for the affimative. lie said the esti- $100.
Samuel llodgkinson arrived home Monjikek isle,
.umuuaior, r.uwin ij. n;t>mates of cost were not to be depended upon,
day from Skow lagan, where he ha> bee;,
k 11; town clerk, T G. Pickering; treasurer,
as the Panama Company had already exi Jail son Torrey: assessors, selectmen and at work in a shoe factory.
pended amounts much greater than the esti- overseers. 1). W. Torrey, J. S. Katun,
Murray Gurney has arrived home at cP«
In
reference
to
the
he
mates.
George F. Snowman: school committee
earthquakes,
P. s. Knowlton, F. A. Gross. M. P. Joyce,
Head of the Tide from the Philippine.*,
said that a shock felt at Nicaragua would
roads
Money appropriated: Schools, $2,8iH):
be as severe at Panama, but -too miles away. and bridges, $2,400, text hooks, $550; where he served m the army.
As to the greater length of the canal, why, current expenses, $8,500.
C. 0. Poor was at his place of business
Unity.
At the annual town meeting,
he said, sail 800 miles farther to reach a I
Tuesday after a week’s confinement t** .h*
! which occurred March loth, lion. William
shorter canal. Most of the exports from Moulton was elected moderator, after which house by an attack of the mumps.
Peru are now received at San Francisco the following officers were chosen: Clerk,
Alfred Stinson of North Searsport ha.*
and the canals would not affect this trade in F. I). Chase; selectmen, assessors and over- been appointed an aid on the staff of Dept
seers of poor, Amanda Rack lift. W. 11. J.
j
the least. The greatest amount of com- Moulton, George Varney ; treasurer, L. II.
Commander Merrick, Maine G. A. R.
merce, Mr. Stevens said, is between San j Mosher; superintendent, J. R. Tabor; road
Capt. Robert r. Patterson arrived Innm
Francisco and the Philippines and New I commissioners, Archibald Tozier, Ruel
! Willey, Elias
Fowler; constable, Louis Monday irom New York, where his vessel,
the
and
route
York,
by
eight Thompson. Appropriated for schools, what the schooner Anna Pendleton,is discharging
Nicaragua
days, at least, would by saved by sailing the law allows and $2oo for free high schools ;
We are glad to know that Mr. Augu*ras
vessels. The terriffic heat at Panama makes roads and bridges, .$2500; support of poor,
vote of the town every tax payer
Perry, who has been confined to the louse
the climate almost unbearable, and out of on $000. By his tax to the treasurer
shall pay
; 5 per
infor several days by illness, is steadily
engineers, workmen, etc. sent out by the [ cent discount July 1st, 8 per cent. Jan. 1st.
Waldo. At the annual town meeting proving.
Panama company, but three were alive in j
i
loth the following officers were electthree months. He said no sanitary pre- March
Miss Enieroy Ginn returned home last
ed: Moderator, O. G. Hussey ; clerk, L. M.
cautions could overcome the ravages of j llr>ant; selectmen, assessors and overseers Thursday from visits in
Philadelphia,
yellow fever and other prevalent diseases. [of the poor, o. G. Hussey, C. J. Richard- Wilkesbarre, New Haven and Providence
C.
II.
L.
A.
treasurer,
Kellar;
Smith;
He concluded his argument by saying that son,
M iss Charlotte B. Frost returned home ai
collector and constable, N. F. Clary; truant
the thirteen millions more for the mainte- officer, Marriner Smith; superintendent of the close of a term of school in Norti.,*m
|
nance of Nicaragua would not be thowi
schools, L. N. Simmons; scliool committee, New Hampshire, where she taught Kr* ■!».
Ossie Dutton.
away, but would go into the pockets of the
Latin and English Literature.
I Swan yii.le. The following officers were
employes. Mr. Read disputed the fact that elected at our annual town meeting March
Miss .J. A. Curtis of N*ursport,
at
j
shocks would De telt at tne distance men10th: Moderator, A. F. Nickerson; Clerk,
St. John’s Kpiseopal church, Bang) r, -.mi;
tioned, and mentioned the hi recent ones at I A. T. Nickerson; Selectmen, Assessors and
at the meeting for men at the V M. <
\ m
Overseers of Poor, C. R. Nickerson, F. «
Nicaragua, which had not been felt at Cunningham and
II. W. Murphy ; Treasur- ; that city last Mitulay afternoon.
Panama. lie said the extra thirteen miler, 11. M. Chase; Collector, A. L. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. C K. Libby of Burnhan
lions might better be kept in the U. S. The ; Member of School Committee, A W. Cur>
terminal harbors, he said, were far superior itis; Supt of Schools, Miss Mar\ Steven> : were the guests of Hon B. \V. Kogei and
Town Agent, Win. Clements; 'limint offi- family last week.
They were retm u
at Panama.
He concluded with his reasons
J.
W.
Nickerson.
Mone\
raised:
$55e
cer,
for liis attitude—the cheaper cost and main- for support «d‘ schools; $2.*u ior town ex- from their weddm;T tnp
penses; $275 for support of poor; >1,Junto
Mrs. (ieorge O. Whit* arrived home Mon
tenance of Panama; new South American
high'ways; $75 to bu\ books s5o to day from Boston, Mass., where she \ -it
trade which would be encouraged; the repair school
houses.
The town is out of j
repair
shorter distance, making less danger, and, debt and has .$011.01* in the treasury.
| ed her sister. She was aeeompanied by hei
!
Prospect. Moderator, F. L. Ward ; Clerk,
in time of war, fewer troops to guard it;
niece, Miss Mabel Knowlton of Newport
John F. Lildn, i24th term <, Treasurer,
K-‘
and its superior harbors. At the conclu- John F. Libbv, (joth
term); Selectmen,
sion of the debate the committee appointed Overseers of Poor and Assessors, W. 1*.
( 1 i Hold R. Abbott of Boston was ip.
to collect and count votes reported that the 1 la. iman, .I. A. Gray. John Bojd ; Supt. of
Belfast the past week, lie came on acL.
R.
School
Fames.
Committee,
ballot stood 33 to K in favor of the proposed Schools,
count of the illness of his sister. Mrs
F. t Cunningham; Collector of 'luxes, ().
route across Nicaragua.
B. Gray.
Momn raised: $ijoo for town;
Emma McDonald, hut she passed amp be
for
for
roads; $:;oo for
schools; $7oo
Miss Chamberlain sang “The Heroes who $r,5o
fore lie arrived.
; $lon fo: text books.
bridges
Sank on the Maine" very prettily and
Biieiiill.
Dr. V
I. West lately received a
Selectmen, F. ;\ Greene, F.
very
received much applause, and Miss Eva K. Herrick, C. A. Snow ; Town Clerk, S. l>.
flattering oiler to take charge of the ship,
A.
J.
School
who
Wescott;
Treasurer,
recited
the
Long;
Knowlton,
followed,
poem
a
mentof
lot
of
horses
from
New
Fred A. Butler; Scliool
Orleans
“Life is lint a Dream’’ in a very pleasing Superintendent,
« South Africa, for the British
Amounts approcommittee, F. W. Mayo.
army, but
The next number on the program priated, $7,025.
manner.
tother engagements prevented him from inLincolnyille. Moderator, Jos. Gould;
was a banjo solo by- Ernest Webber, which !
cepting it.
received an encore, to which he responded j Town Clerk, Arno \V. Knight; Selectmen,
I Overseers of Poor and
Assessors, A. F.
Charles Clark Mann of .Springfield. Mass.,
by singing “My Coal Black Lady," with a Hahn, R. W. Hardy, Frank A. Miller;
j
author of Pocket Island and I'ncle Tern,
banjo accompaniment. Even this would ! Treasurer, L. D. Ames; Collector, L. II.
was in Bangor
Thursday on business. )|is
not satisfy his enthusiastic audience, and i Knight; Superintendent of Schools, N. D.
Ross. Money raised for schools, $1,250; for forthcoming book, Rock haven, will be ,on-<!
he was obliged to sing again. Miss Triggs j
of
for
Lee
poor,
$2,000;
&
support
$800;
highways,
by
Shepard, his publishers, about t'-,
then recited the touching poem “The Oyster- for State road, $200; for repairs of school
mi ddle of the month.
man,” and Mr. John Clement gave a very- houses, $150; for school books, $.'»o; for inBelfast friends of Charles P Biown.
cidental expenses,
for celebrating 1 noth
pretty piano solo, responding to an encore. anniversary of the$800;
formerly of this city, will be pleased to h- ai
town, $50.
Mr. Winfred Hill then read a paper on
Liberty. At the annual town meeting of his success as proprietor of the New
Hole], Rochester, N. ||
This hotel is
Rapid Transit in America. He spoke of the held March 10th the following officers were City
well equipped and thoroughly up to date
elected: Moderator, L. F. Hurd; Clerk, G.
good effects of competition between steamers II.
will
Kelfasters
do
well
to
it then patFrank
W.
give’
Cargill; Selectmen,
Sherman,
and railway lines in reducing rates and J.
Greeley and C. M. Howes; Treasurer, A. ronage when travelling that way.
increasing speed; of the recent experiments J. Skidmore; Superintendent of Schools, C.
Fillmore M. Gilmore and familv, who
in liquid air and electricity; of the under- M. Howes; School Committee, W. D. Sanwere
burned out in Kearsport. have
ford; Collector and Constable, A. P. Car- movedrecently
to the Curtis’ building at the eot nei
ground railway in Boston, and the new gill.
of Searsport and Swanville avenues, l ast
Winter port. At the annual town meetsteel tunnels in New York ; of the motorBelfast. They lost nearly all their house,
with one ex- hold effects
ing March 10th the old
cars being introduced; of the
in the tire, and were n-n genersuperiority of ception, was re-elected boaid,
without opposition.
American machinery; and of the marvelous The officers are: Town
ously treated by their friends ami neighClerk, Daniel M.
bors.
improvements in the last hundred years. Spencer; Selectmen, Assessors and OverThe program was closed by singing the seers of the Poor, Amos F. Carleton, Ira G.
Among those who left Portland last FriYoung, Fred D. Clark; Treas., Charles C. payon tile legislative excursion to Washing“Soldiers’ Chorus” from Faust.
Before
Moody; Coll., Herbert Cole, Town Ag’t ton, D. L\, wore .Mrs. 11. P. Farrow, Beladjournment, Principal Howard compli- and Auditor of Accounts, Seth H. Morgan ; mont; Mr. and Mrs. S. T. .lackson, East
•letterson : V D. Ross, Centre Lincolnville;
mented those who had taken part, particu- School Committee, J. II. Baker, N. C.
Thompson, S. E. Littlefield; Supt. of Mr. and Mrs. .s. A. Richardson, East Jefferlarly in the debate, ne said it was no cut schools,
Walters. Littlefield ; Fire Wardens,
son; Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Vogel, Castine;
and dried affair, as the disputants had no A. F. Carleton, Ernest A.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Damon,
Vinalhaven.
1

|

|
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j
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
]!» Wonderful Growth and Prosperity, lliverelde, the Greatest OrailKe-GrnwilljJ DisI

riel ill

lie World.

I

LETTER FROM GEORGIA.

Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
Rheum, Tetter and Acne

•

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Eos Axgei.es, Cal., March, 1902.
This city has a very serious attack of
It lias a
the big tiead, and no wonder.
right to have it. In lsso the entire population was not over 11,000 souls. Today it has 125,000 inhabitants and 25,000
visitors at least; and all these with but a
single thought. Even a transient here
is soon impressed with the idea that
Eos Angeles will have 250,000 people in
l',02. and a plump half million ten years
later. The arguments made to prove

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Tiiomasviet.e, Feb. 28, 1902. Iu

inflammatory and disfiguring skin eruptions that
genuine bodily discomfort and worry than all other known
diseases. The impurities or sediments which collect in the system because
of poor digestion, inactive Kidneys and other organs of elimination are
taken up by the blood, saturating the system with acid poisons and fluids
that ooze out through the glands and pores of the skin, producing an indeto that class of

Belong

cause more

scribable itching and burning, and
the yellow, watery discharge forms
into emsts and sores or little brown

cheerfully endorse your S. S. S.
for Eczema. I was troubled
with it for 26 years and tried many
remedies
with
no Food effects, but after
,,
and white scabs that drop on, leaving using a few bottles of 8. 8. 8. was entire*
Wm. Campbell,
the skin tender and raw. The effect ly relieved.
313 w- Central St., Wichita, Kan.
of tile poison may cause the skin to
crack and bleed, or give it a scaly, fishy appearance; again the eruptions may
I

as

can

labors,

a cure

large

ground into rows, from three to three
and a half feet apart, and are followed

—

is lie.113 rapidly developed hv the 1'nit,1.
Mates government. All that l.os
Ang. es is asking from the present Con-

ter how successful a person may he in
a new country, or how limily wedded to

Dull Headaches

their timber, the stum page removed
and the ground ploughed and harrowed
until it is in a very inviting condition.
With plows the workmen break up the

consist of innumerable blackheads and pimples or hard, red bumps upon
the face. Purification of the blood is the only remedy for these vicious skin
diseases.
Washes and powders can only hide for a time the glaring
blemishes. S. S. S. eradicates all poisonous accumulations, antidotes the Uric and other acids, and
restores the blood to its wonted purity, and stimulates
and revitalizes the sluggish organs, and the impurities pass off through the natural channels and
relieve the skin. S. S. S. is the only guaranteed purely vegetable blood
purifier. It contains no Arsenic, Potash or other harmful mineral.
Write us about your case and our physicians will advise without charge.
We have a handsomely illustrated book oil skin diseases, which will be sent
free to all who wish it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga.

abundance; has l.tfiKi manufacturing establishments; receives tourists the year |
around from all over the world, and has
|
a line ooean-harbor at San I'edro, which

and it may be interesting to folgrowth of the cotton plant. The
tracts of land have been cut of

low the

..

assertions of this type seem to be
sound. It has a tine climate the year
around; is only an hour’s ride from as
beautiful ocean beaches and resorts as
the world can show; is the centre of the
southern California fruit industry; the
nucleus of great farming and mining
industries; has productive oil-fields in

our

third “Pen Pictures of the South,”
we will speak briefly of the cotton crop,
the State of Georgia ranking secondAn
the United States in the product of that
article. It is the great money crop of
the south. In the coming month of
March the cotton planter begins his

after by the cotton planter and
fertilizer, which is a patented machine
With few exceptions
of many makes.
soon

large tract is quickly done.
phosphate and seed have
been distributed in the long furrows,
the earth is turned hack lightly and the
planting

of a

As soon as the

had a
Oranges have

seed left to the care of the warm earth
so much to regulate

and rains which do

word as to Hiverside,
the size of the crop. After a short
most delightful visit
I its interests or delighted with its clitin* cotton makes it appearance,
I
the
in
richest
it
is
the
made
it
what
period
city
dditioi al appropriation of mate, it is st-eowl nature to retain a deep
"es.- s an
when it IS culled out with a hoe, only
I here are to,non.
count ry, per capita.
nimo for the breakwater at
Min
to
Slate
and
desire
oi
his
native
love
non invested in this industry a a me. w hieli
two or three stalks being left in the
1
ii
M)0(i,(Hki for dredging at the to fraternise with others from the same
'I lie
or more apart.
-an:
l.'.on.non l'oi a post-of l section and to receive them is brothers. gives it a good, clear title to the great- drill some two feet
] cm’ a; d
are then "barred off” in the t
est orange growing (list riet in the world.
plants
ex
arc
tin
:
so
hi
the
uiiding
A few incidents a t le theat es here
y
city
1 I;
stiff lands," which is done by the use
takes thirty tw.1 .orange-packing
within a few weeks have reminded me
11
ly modest i ie as well a.- enei
in
Hiverside City
alone to of a plow passing along beside the cotminus houses
It seems likely that thewoik at of
Kiel.aril liolden
Maine.
some of the1
M'
redl-o w :; 1 be continued, and that a Dora appealed for a week in Did .led 1 and e the immense annual 1 rop. Last ton plant and removing
I season this district >1 nt Last .'i.mmi ear dirt front the plant: while in the sandy
Maine,
and
ion.
uenci ms appropriation for a pub
Kueksporl.
I’roiity
1 n 111 ear-loads
loads out ■') a total of
lands they are "sided up," the earth
theatre
i:i.g w Ii in ]aisst'd. thong! t' ■ r s. 11 .1 to i lease the critics al
for the Mate. This year the totals will
being crowded up around the roots of
will probably be cut y
ii e t'gures
\*
una/ingly: and only last week 1
'a
1
isideiably les owing to the itry the plant. The crew of planters work
1 n ,1unitary ast the i ost oilire M v- Maud l.illi.iu Dei ty sanu at the I .os
and the exceptionally
cold over these plants twice during the seaC: ic. 1 season
ver the -ana- month
■in ;e.,sed
he DCnee.
At _■ ns theatre it
weathei in Iieeeml et and January. son plowing out the swt ops three tunes.
ago Marly
per cent., which Mis- Kerry is well known at home, hut
The fruit, in some low-lying sections,
The last plowing is done in August,
a
uativi
ntiy n increase, i nlum
alifornian, anti for this
was tom lied by the frost,
which is! when the cotton bolls begin to open,
... seemed a great success.
on. o'
i.;ng in xt in line, ft «-iluim us to it so far as its export is con- I and the cotton from then on is
ready
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the distribution of the guano and cotton seed is entirely by machine and the

I will not close this letter without a
where

“
way of knocking the bottom out of a man"; they are unpleasant and unnecesThe
powerful minerals which make up the »o < ailed headache cures will
sary.
mor.
a
headache
into submissiveness, but cure it
drug
The liver fails to work,
There is something back of these “dull hcada* hes."
the
not
of
stoma*
h
do
other
biliousness;
get all the nourishment
organs
producing
out of food, but leave it to pass off hall dig*sted; the waste matter is improperly
carried off and remaining in the bowels poisons the whole system.
One or all of these are responsible for “dull headaches." Correct these and there 11
be no “ dull headaches."
TONIKO-TEA establishes conditions that assist the liver in the perfect performance of its work; it imparts health to all the organs of the stomach, insuring proper assimilation of the food; promotes regular and natural evacuations of
the bowels. It i- in this wav that TuNIKO- TEA cures headaches.

have

Ask your

{

druggist

for book,
*‘A Plea for Tea.'*

Sick Headache Relieved.
Yassalboro, Mains.
Toniko Rfmfdy Co., Waterville, Maine.
iiear Sir,— I can recommend your Toniko-Tea and
I have suffered a great deal
am only too glad to do so.
with Sick Headache and have tried a great many different
remedies, but h ive never received any benefit until i used
Since using it I have not had any
your Toniko-Tea.
severe attacks of headache.
People in this place that
have used it are very much pleas< I with the results.

j
j

_

Yours

E. L. COLB A PH.

truly,

■

Cheurvfield, Maine.
Toniko Renin- Co., Waterville, Maine.
I am taking your Toniko-Tea for Stomach
Gentlemen,
For more than
trouble and it is helping me very much.
a y ear I had he
lache every day and suffered a great deal,
but have not felt a pain in my head now forthree months.
Yours

|

hatiki^eurings

...

truly,

Mrs. LOVICEY INGERSOLL,

Batter than Recommended.
White Rock, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
1 have given }"ur medicine a good trial
Gentlemen
I think there is
and found it b iter than recommended.
I would not be withno medicine for the Liver like it.
You can use this if you wish for (he benefit of
out it.
others.
Mrs. WM. F. LIBBY.
Very tr lv yours,

1
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towns of this section.
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The Chamber i>l Commerce is one of

t! i' most generally visited cl' the public
pei day and no questions asked
in:
either side.” Others are building' buddings, it is a city enterprise, but is
t tin- of
the -iglits ot used for exhibits from all the counties
and projected,
1
of Southern California, and these exa magt -• ; nvn i- the new ‘'Angelin.
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—iri——
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others but little inferior.

of

system, which is being products without number, go to make
constantly augmented to meet the de- up the business assets. No wonder it
Flowers, fruit, berries
mands of the growing sections.
Two is a rich state.
companies practically control all the and grain every month in the year;
Los
street-car travel,—the
Angeles four crops of hay off the same hind in
sf veet Railway <'o. owning more than a ! a season; either an oil-well or a gold
hundred miles of track out of a total of mine in almost everybody’s hack yard.
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find

more
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that his
than
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spouts

There

extraordinary specimens
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and

were
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I noticed ba-

pineapples, raised in San

.-taiiding the system is bonded for
a
ml cost of the plant- perhaps Diego County; a pumpkin weighing wo
tin
11. cars run loaded from early llis.: sweet potatoes weighing from 1:5
mol
,l
;i;til long after the theatres to W His., and corn-stalks measuring
me’:,
nanas
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are mu at

cent:}
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foi

sa
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rt ises

night.

amen

twenty-one

A contention lias re-

in the

city

wonderful

council as to

mens,

of f nuichises for new lines and
:igl carrying lines. These frane

of

duly

e'cording
having been publicly advertised,

were

But

specientry

registry

hook for the

eclipsed

visitors names

After

sold seteral weeks ago,
toa statute of the .State, after

Mine

the

tip.

these natural

feet from butt to
as

registering,

attendant that this

1

them

all.

remarked to

an

was

the most pon-

derous book 1 had ever seen.

and

lie said, “tliis is
baby to the one

Sbib.ooo. The mayor lias
brought
\ etui d the sale, and the courts will perhaps Lave to straighten out the matter.
some

hall.”

Then I

Why,”

nothing. This
on

is just a
the other side of the

sought

the other one.

Registry Rook
used at the Pan-American Exposition
at Buffalo, in 1001, containing 100,000
large population.
In one day recently a newspaper re- names, and is by far the largest registry
its weight
porter discovered that travellers were in the world. I should judge
registered at the different hotels from must be fully three hundred pounds.
I was spotted and approached on the
every State of the Union, besides many
from abroad, and tliis happens nearly street a few days ago by a big policeMaine is well represented man, and I thought 1 was in for a
every day.
011‘tlie hotel registers, and has a large police court trial, at least. My mind,
went over tlie
representation in the citizenship of the in a few seconds time,
town. There is a Maine Association list of misdemeanors against tlie City or
of which I had been guilty since
here, with permanent headquarters, State
It all goes to show the immense profits
of the electric-car tin Hie in cities of

|

It was tlie California

and
holding social meetings several times my residence,
in the old State of
affairs
breaking
a
winter
and
having
grand
during the
I Maine. But the officer had simply to
summer picnic each I'ourth of July.
shall endeavor to attend the next meet- request my services as juryman the
week and that 1 report at the
ing and will duly report to The Journal. following
date mentioned.
Mr. George E. Wallace, a former citi- Court-house on the
an explanation being made the
On
on
this
zen of Belfast, is my informant
and said he would trj
theme, and has regularly attended the officer apologized
meetings of the Association. No mat- and find some one nearer home.
various other law-

falling of tiie blossom,
ready for picking.
One day recently our party were led
;o a negro burying ground, or colored
•emetery, for the lines here are drawn,
;ven in the burying of the dead; and a
most interesting sight was presented to
the eye of the northerner.
Very few
following

the

PRESJDENT

ELECT PALMA

AT HIS DESK.

eighteen years he has lived at Central
Valley. N. V., where he has conducted
a
school for boys.
President Palma
will be inaugurated chief executive of
his native land on May 1 next.
LOST

HER

This

Maine.

When

Commereial

gained

Interviewed

a

Woman

hy

Reporter She had
Them, However.

in

Bangor
Fully Re-

a

The Commercial, Bangor, M
To say that she lost her senses was not a
figurative expression in the case of a Maine
woman for she was without the sense of
taste or smell for months and an attack of
intluenza was the cause of it all. The story
is not without a lively interest. Here it is :
Mrs. Emily S. Black, lives at No. ;> Howard street, Brewer, Me. She laid a severe
attack of the grip, the w inter before last,
j
which left her weak, nervous and debilitat- j
ed. Nothing seemed to help her and, growing worse and worse, she almost gave up
hope of ever being well again, until she j
tried a remedy which has brought relief to
thousands of similarly affected people.
When interviewed hy a Bangor Commercial reporter she said :
“More than a year ago 1 had a severe attack of the grip which left me in bad shape.
Everything 1 ate distressed me so much
that 1 could not bear to take food, and
and 1 thought I must starve. I had numbness in my limbs and could not taste or
smell for four months. 1 was ailing for
six months or more and part of the time I
was obliged to stay in bed.
I took various
medicines that were recommended to me
hut none helped me and instead of getting
better I became worse. Finally, when I
was all run down, weak and nervous, I saw'
a pamphlet advertising Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People, and decided to try
them. From the first box 1 experienced relief and by the time 1 had taken six I was
entirely cured. I have not needed them
since.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
contain, in a condensed form, all the elements necessary to give new life and richness to the blood and restore shattered
nerves.
They are an unfailing specific for
such diseases as locomotor ataxia, partial
paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervo.us headache, the
after-effects of the grip, palpitation of the
heart, pale and sallow complexions and all
forms of weakness either in male or female.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are sold by all dealers or will be sent
postpaid on receipt of price, 50 cents a box;
six boxes, $2.50, by addressing Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
From

are

marked with head-

Some have wooden slabs, hut
A
majority no marking at all.
great fad prevails of decorating the
graves witli hits of crockery-ware, and
stones.
the

on

SENSES

laterally Happened to

if tiie graves

some

greatest

of tiie graves were found tiie
imaginable collection ot old

earth ware pitchers,

broken

tea-pots,

toothpick holders,colored glasses, plates,
and anything of that nature having a
bright appearance. .Many of the graves
have decorations of oyster shells, and
some few were completely covered with
bits of decoration collected from the
hotel

dump.

Goats are very numerous here. They
practically live on nothing and give good
returns in milk to their owners. Some
stock farms are to be found

very good
in the vicinity of Thomasville and some
of the best herds of Jerseys the writer
has ever had the

pleasure

of

seeing

are

found here. Other flue herds are to be
found on the plantations of the northerner who has his plantation as a southern winter home, and raises the best in
all lines. Grain comes high in price;
about one dollar per bushel, except perhaps oats, which cost so to 85 cents. 11 ay
is $25 per ton. Very little hay of good
quality is raised here.
Oukin J. Dickey.
OASTOMIA.
Have Always
ltie Kind
B*"*the

For Over

BougM

Sixty Years.

Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
An

Old

and

hii«i

sixty years 11.. M-.W-Yclln WKKK1A TRIIUM
national weekly newspaper, read almost entirely b\
er>. and bus ei jo \ *mI the coniidence and support ot the An
mv similar publicntm
a doirree never attained b\
to
people
i

A

BAZAR<

-mi n finny

i A

P

AH Seams Allowed and Perforations show
the Basting and Sewing lines.
Only to and IJ cent! each—none higher
A»k for them. Sold in nearly every city
and town, or by mail from

THE McCALL CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St, NEW YORK.
THi I• pi11 >1 i«-.ti) .lonni m mid MeCall'sMaga•/Iiit- vvitli fret* natteni>. will be sent one year for
§2.10 in advance, addit ss
Kki*. dot Unai, I’m. CoBelfast. Me.

N0T1 E OF SAlE.
to

a

license

from the

Honorable

.Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo, I
shall sell at public auction on the thirty-first day

of March. A 1). 1902, at nine o'clock m the lorenoon, at the dwelling house of the late Horace N.
Monroe, in Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo,
all the right, title and interest which Horace N.
Monroe, late of Lincolnville, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, had in and to the following described real estate, viz:
A certain lot or pared of land bounded northerly by laud 01 C. A. Frohoek and F. d. Hiugins;
easterly by land of Thomas Monroe, Hiram Ileal
and the town road leading from the Dean schoolhouse, so-called to the .lames llanly place, socalled, in said Lincoinvillc; southerly by land of
Hiram Heal a d by two lots of land of the said
Horace N. Monroe, deceased, known as the
(iusheclot and the Freeman ot ; westerly l>y said
Hushee lot and land of E. T. Richards. contain
ing lifty acres, more or less, and known as the
home farm of the said Horace N. Monroe.
Also one otiiei certain lot or parcel of land
bounded northerly by land of Eugene T. Richards; easterly by lain! of the said Horace \.
Monroe, deceased, known as the (lushee lot;
southerly by land of Pei in Freeman and westerly
by land of Claude T. Ileal, containing
acres more or .ess, and known ;;s the Hardy

fifty-live

plan-.

Also

lot or parcel of land bestones on the northerly
from H. N Menr<>e'» t >
Willard Hardy’s; thence as said load runs soutu
forry-fiv« degrees west foi t\-eight rods to a stak-*
and stones at the corner* of »». Hardy’s land:
thence no thwes’ttuh along line of said Manly
land
rods and 1 links m a stake and -ton- s
at the corner ol
mnrm's and Hardy's l.ad
thence north sixty d- grees east foity-si.\ re.i
by lanyl of said Monroe to stake and st.> «•-;
thence south tweuly-l wo degrees east twenty
two rods and seven links to place ol beginning,
containing seven acres, more 01 less.
Also one other certain lot or parcel of laud
bounded northerly and easterly by the hone,
tarm, so-called, oi' the siid Horace N. Monroe,
deceased; southerly l>y |land of one Freeman,
and westerly by land of said Horace N. Monroe,
deceased, containing five acres, more or less, ami
known as the (lushee lot.
Also one other certain lot or parcel of land beginning at the northerly corner at a stake and
stones at land owned by Mrs. Young; thence
southerly thirty-eight and one-half rods to land
owned by one Dunum to a stake and stones;
thence southeasterly on line of land owned by
said Dunton twenty six and one-half rods to a
stake and stones; thence northwesterly by land
owned by Stephen Young thirty-eight and onehalf rods to a stake and stones; thence westerly
on land of Stephen Young twenty-six and onehalf rods to the place of beginning, including a
right of way across the land owned by Lovisa E.
Young; said lot containing thirteen acres, more
or less, and being the same premises conveyed
to the said Horace N. Monroe by Lovisa E.
Young by her deed dated June 5, A. D. 1879.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of February A.
I). 1902
JOSEPH S. MULL1N,
Administrator of the estate of Horace N. Mon3ttr9
roe, deceased.
one other certain
ginning at a stake and
side ot the road leading

Well-Trif.d

The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows of
Maine is desirous of ascertaining the
sentiments of the various subordinate
bodies throughout the State as to the
advisability of establishing in this
State a home for indigent members of
the order. A communication lias been

received by Asylum Lodge regarding
the matter, but as yet no action lias
I been taken.—Kennebec Journal.
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die cotton boll is

Sometimes it takes all a man’s fortune

tins system, and many
years ago were offered *1.000,00** for
tiici; -lock, whirl, cost them nothing.
l’oday its value is far iryoiid this, not-

Franc;si

blossom lias withered and fallen
plant, having had hut one day
if life. On an average of six weeks

building. Every variety
fruit, hour, vegetable and berry that
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of the

sun.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
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s..:,
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Lady agents wanted Send lor terms.
Stylish. Rei able, Simple, Up-todate, Ken- in cal and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.
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so

tlie mind can enumerate is raised in
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GRAIN,
FEED,
The

SEEDS and

Best and Most Practical Farm and fnmitv
Paper Published *

For

GROCER
Importers

Only $2.00

Believing that

every
one

dealers*

of our reader* should
farm and family journal

';i

"lit*

finest

quality

Sail

of
of

one

have at least
good
we have perfected
arrangements whereby w**
send that practical and instructive journal.
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Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
to til" Undersigned, it has" I'eell made
that
tbe Searsport National Hank, in C:
semi
monthly,
Farm and Homi
published
Searsport, in the'County of Waldo me
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s sub
Maine, lias complied with all the pro\
scription making a volume ol" over 600 pages,
Act of Congress to (‘liable Nation;* <
teeming with all the latest and most reliable in j tlu*
Associations to extend their corporate
lorination that experience and science can supply.
1 and for other
purposes, approved .July I
No better proof of its popularity can be ottered than
Now therefor** 1. William b.' liidgely. c
its enormous circulation, which extends into ever}
ler of tile Currency, do lierehv e. rtit;.
than a
state, each number being read by no
million readers.
Searsport National bank, in the town
port, in tin* County of Waldo and State
of tins
is authorized to have succession for t!
To those who take advantage promptly
I bet
offer we will send with Farm and Home
specified ill its amended articles ot a
4 >.xoo
namely, until close of business on F*-1
Webster Pocket Dictionary, containing
other
words with full pronunciation, and much
and is
useful information. It contains 192pages
A sample
use.
specially designed for pocket
copy may be seen at this office.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
great offer, for never before was
so much offered for so small a sum. Remember
we send both papers a full year, all postpaid,
at the very low price stated. Address all orders
to

11122.
In testimony wliereof witness my ban
of office this fourteenth day of Februa;
WM. H. Hllxfl
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Comptroller of tlie ( hi
1-’
No. 2642.
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REP. JOURNAL PUB CO., Belfast He.

R.

SIMONTON
LAWYER

A DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
liereb> gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix with the will annexed of
the estate of
NELSON SMART, latent

Searsport,

in the Comity of Waldo, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate «*f said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
lnent

immediately.

LIZZIE M. ALLEN.

Searsport, Feb. 11, 1902.—9

And Real Estate
I

Agee

Offices, Chestnut St., opp. Bay View
CAMDEN, MAINE.
Will attend to any collecting or other la
ness you may have in Knox or Waldo
and buying, selling or leasing real estate,
cottages, looking up titles of real estate,
wills or conveyances, negotiating loans, ct
3m3

1 irT"oF
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the Investment of

American
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spojiilenee
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Journal.]

of The

dens or farms are
cultivated, and the
beautiful harbor of Coral
Bay—one of
the best protected natural
harbors in
the West Indies—is
very little used. Indeed, the world at large has hardly
heard of it, though it is second
only to
that of Charlotte Amalia.
Fannie B. Ward.
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The man who started to run a race in
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The praise 1 would like to give your Golden
Medical Discovery' I cannot utter in words or
describe with pen." writes James B Ambrose,
Mifflin Street Huntingdon. Pa
Esq., of u
"1 was taken with what our physicians here
said was indigestion. I doctored with the best
around here and found no relief. I wrote to
you and you sent me a question blank to fill out,
and 1 did so. and you then advised me to use
Dr. Pierce's Golden M dicu'. Discovery
I took
three bottles and I felt so good that I stopped,
being cured. I have no symptoms of gastric
trouble or indigestion now."

the
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to
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cover

free

on

expense
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Golden Med-

nothing

just

Sense Medical

receipt of stamps
of mailing only.

Twenty-one one-cent stamps for the
f V*ook in paper covers, or 31 stamps for
the cloth-bound volume.
Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
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tlie overwhelming
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Danish Judge,

who tills several other important offices, such as chief of police, harbor
master, postmaster, custom officer and
head of the truant school—a sort of reform institution situated on the tiny
island. Ilis police department consists
of two members besides himself. St,
John is only twelve, miles off the eastern end of St. Thomas—a pleasant halfhour’s sail.
Profitable stock farms
might be established here with small
investments; and the possibilities of
fishing and of canning establishments
are great.
The water about all these
islands is fairly swarming with the best
lish in the world, and is so clear that the
bottom, far below, may be seen at any
point. At present almost no fishing is
lone around St. John, almost no gar-
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similating the Food andRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes Digeslion.CheerfulnessandRest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Kot TCaiic otic

A. A. HOWE & GO,

unprotected, be harmed simply because
she is not capable of protecting herself.
This most pathetic case shows the
class, so helpless, that Maine is not
caring for. From the inevitable result
of this case we can see that simply
from an
economical standpoint it

DRUCCISTS.

Avoid Grippe.

WO/E OrSAKCEL PITCHER

Pumpkin Seed

\

A/x. Senna
Rochelle Sails
Anise Seed

poor

She will have to be cared for at the
expense of her town, and, alas, that will
not be the end. Such a girl as this will,

j
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Bi Carbonate Soda *
IKrmSeed
Clarified Sugar
hStCayreeei flavor.

j

I
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Aperfecl Remedy forConstipaFion, Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature of

_new' YORK,

The Surest Preventive

of

sell-protection

is Minard's Liniment.

As to where those feeble-minded are,—
whom we
have neglected—if

<

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY.

FRED

ATWOOD,

no
investigate we will find,
VVINTERPRT, HA1NE,
doubt, many of them in alms houses
and many out on the streets, laughed
at by the thoughtless and harmed
by the cruel—those whom we have REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
we

Grippe

South Berwick, Me., Jan. 3,1902.
Dear Sirs.—I received y«»ur letter yesterday,
and was very glad to hear from you. I ain
pleased with our Liniment. 1 was lame for
a 1e\v days from skariiig.
I thought of your
Liniment and sect for it. In two days l"was
all we;i.
My lather and mother recommend
it :«» •.
Father said his hoc
had a -nrain In
her knee, and he rnhhed it in and the horse
was well
in a >horr time
Mother had
diphtheria, and he used it also. Well. I will
<-h>-e now. Hoping to ln-ar from you soon, 1
remain,
Sincerely ours,
wii.i.iam r. Thomas.

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.
_

1591.
those

is a dangerous form of disease.
Just a little sneezing, a little headache, and, presto! you’re in its grasp.
Grippe in itself is nothing more than
a bad cold; but as it has been
generally conceded that grippe is produced
by a germ which infests the system
and leaves it undermined, weakened,
susceptible to all sorts of diseases,,,it
becomes a disease to be greatly avoided.
Many deaths result from grippe, and
many infirmities, such as Bright’s disease, tuberculosis, deafness, failing
eyesight, stiffened joints, throat troubles. catarrh, and all forms of blood
troubles, often follow a siege of this
disease. Gripjie can be stopped within
an
hour after it starts by using
Minard's Liniment.
Take it in mild
doses, mixed with molasses, internally,
and, after applying a hot cloth to the
surface of the skin, rub the remedy
thoroughly into the pores. The result
will be really magical.
Your grippe
and every vestige of a cold will disapIt always
pear within a few minutes.
works just the same. It will cure in
No one should be
every instance.
without this grand old
King of
.”
Pain
Head Mr. Thomas’s thankful
words:

H.
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Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Real estate bought and sold.
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because of their
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Correspondence solicited.

men-

easily

astray, being moral imbeciles
belonging rather in a permanent
Home for the Feeble-minded, needing

and

the state's permanent care and control.
jail to-day is a feeble-minded

In one

man, low and weak morally, who has inherited his lowness from feeble-minded

Kitchen

career

FOR SALE.

Furnishings.

parents—feeble-minded through three
generations.
| How much cheaper it would be if the
State would give these cases permanent
I care
before they have a chance for a
TIN
j
i
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fmher. tiic lute Kiupi'i'Of Frederick.
’ll:" lmisor is lU'C'la'.ui to have more
than once evinced jea! usyof bis band
some lii'o'.b'r. who i.as always been
poiuilar wiib tbe people because of bis
liberal ideas. Prince Henry was reared
for tbe mi vy.
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Shades,
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MAIN AND rEDPRAL STRELIS.
C*>'u<-r lot in tlm business heart *»1 tipbill t**et. t.evel a ini good building si»ot.
be worth si.mio insuii' of live years.-

Burners and

Price

Wicks.

|

New England Fare.

Pork and beans, severally and jointly,

especially jointly, are in season
fifty-two weeks in tlie year, the beans
delicately small, brown and crisp in the
uppermost layer, tender and deliciously
soft below; the pork with mathematically straight scoring, brown and crackling above, an exquisite jelly, salted to
an exactness in which a grain more or
less, a quarter-hour less or more, were
and

MOODY.

with the snappiest of “scraps” and the
satellite platter of split and buttered
“ry’ ’u’ injun" griddle cakes.
All suns alike beam upon the b’iled
dish, the mountain of lightly corned
beef, the scored potatoes bursting their
silken nut-brown jackets, and every
attainable vegetable serving as guard of
honor—squasli, “greens,” Indian corn,
beets, carrots, turnips, cabbage! And
for dessert is there not the pie, the un-

Sovereign

TRUE “t. F." ATWOOD’S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
restore

and liarbor improvements, as provided
for in the bill now before Congress, includes the following for Maine: Sulli-!
van Falls, $50,000;
Carver’s harbor,
1
Vinalliaven, $20,000: Camden, $7,400;
Isle of Shoals, $30,000; Lubec channel, I

j

35

to health.

you

cents a

bottle.

~

j

$53,000; Bagaduce river, $3,000; Georges
River, $0,000: Kennebec river, $20,000.
“'Manufacturing”

once.

FREE
■

1 1

m™ Permanently Cured by
DR. KLINE’S GREAT

IE3SEQPSTOPPED
■

■

I I

IP NERVE RESTORER
day's
No Fits after firm
use.
personal or by mail; treatise and

Consultation,
Si TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
to Pit patients who pay expressage only on delivery.
Permanent t'ure, not only temporary relief, for all Nervous Disorder*, Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus' Dance,
Debility. Exhaustion. I>B. R. II.KLINE, Ld.
931 Arch street, Philadelphia.
Founded istl

Coffee.

A spoon, you say, is a manufactured article.
Hut coffee,—well it just grows!
Coffee is really a manufactured article.
Nature quits at the tree! From the tree
to the cup, coffee passes through a great
variety of processes. The market value of
coffee depends upon what man does, after
nature has finished. It is in this respect
that the famous Chase & Sanborn coffee
has made its great reputation.
It is as
much a piece of expert work as a Worth
dress or a Steinway piano. Try this coffee

H
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;
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$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nort-j
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ALL
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KIM)S.

«

PERSONAL

PROP! RTY

Price, $1.50 per share.
Seven one hundred and twenty ci-JnNs of
schooner Charlotte 1 Sibh\. Price, with earnings from date of sale only, v.ao.
One top carriage. Price .sir..

or

particulars cal!

on

EY, Belfast,

Maine,

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Maine.

WALDO MS.— uprtnie Judicial Court,
January Term, 1002.
ADDISON 15. SPA PKOM \s.
LUi IPs M C U N N I N (; i 1 A M.
And now on surest ion !» tie Court tl. ,i 1 h.-iiis
M. ( unmimliaiii. the del. udant. at tho i,,f
M-rviee ot the writ, was not an inhabitant .-i tins
Slate, and had no tenant, .ue!it. m at tor nr\ w it hin the same, that h‘.s goods or esiair l>a\.' been
attached in this action, that he has had no notice
"• -id suit and Hitachi*., ut. m is t»i«i•
■.that
notice ot the p. n.idic\ ot tit
-till be m\,
t,, jhc
w-iul defendant.
y piiMMuuu an attested ,,|iy of
lliiN order, togetliei with an abstract oi He
plaintiff writ, three weeks
successively in 1 la poPu,,‘ican Journal, a new spa per priiii.-d ai Pc Hast
in the ( " iniv of W aldo. the lest
pub!,cat:.a, to
be Not less than
thirty days l.cforc Hat n. \t pu m
\" this Court, to he tioldeii at Pelta-t. w iHiin ind
b>r the t «unity of Wahhn -n the thud I
ue>,luy
"t April, p.nj. that sai.l defendant max tii.-n
and
there appear, and answer to said suit, n lie shall
see cause.

Attest

TIl.KSTON

\VADI.lN. Clerk.

(austk\ct of n.tf. xvurrn
Assumpsit upon two promissory noies, one
gixcii toi >lo a ml interest and the ot her given for
$ICi.::4 and interest, each dated June
p.ioo.
Ad damnum ism Writ dated
A. D.
April
1‘JOl. ami

returnable to and entered at the September Term, mot.
Date of real estate attachment
April 23, A. D.
lbni, at 8h. and .‘turn. in the forenoon.
Plaintiff’s attorney. Geo. F. Johnson. Belfast.
Maine.
A true copy of the order of Court w ith
ahstraet
ot the writ.
3W.»
.-TILE8TON WAD LIN. Clerk.

•
CARPETS,
STOVES, or "anything to sell
by sending us a card will receive a prompt (<
h
call. Antique Furniture specially.

\

33 Main Street,

..Ai,n

Ten shares stock Maine Condensed

% _Attest

having FURNITUR*,

__

mill, ot".. occupied

EDWARD SIB!

p »■

Limited tickets for Boston

I'rin‘,

Price, $250.

For further

“"*»•{&H
A

CHURCH.

r.n.

Oih* fourth grist
>.< Sibley
ompanx.

4 2<
14 88

TO BELFAST.

Portland..-. 11

NORTH
IVus No. 30 and

am

BROOKS.

P M

.12 15
E- X).
4 00
yy D. 4 10

STREET.

VIEW

Price, $250.

M

Waterville..908
Portland

BAY

About one half acre of level land ad i.'ii.nur
title water, about OI!e-ei,,'lllh mile he low steamboat
wharf. Suiiable b.r eotia.ire
The he*! low,non
for a wharf south ot I'oimnere til streei.

W. H. Coombs & Co., ;

we

,.i

ivit!i llm.

Price, $ 1500.

be served in so
west, via all routes, for sale liv L. W. (irnum
ways? There is the clambake or the Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. 1 VANS,
Vice President and General Manager
chowder on the shore; fried clams, F. E. Booth
by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10, 1901.
escalloped clams, clam stew, boiled
clams; and clams ! The lobster also
merits honorary mention, although as
our Maine poet, Major Holman F.
Days sings, with tears in his voice, lie
is fast becoming as extinct as the Dodo.
This by no means exhausts the list; but
«
can

Coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
other throat and lung troubles are quickly
cured by One Minute Cough Cure. One
Miuute Cough Cure is not a mere expectorant, which gives only temporary relief. It
softens and liquifies the mucous, draws out
the inflammation and removes the cause of
the disease.
Acts at
Absolutely safe.
That desirable and well located real estate at once. “One Minute Cough Cure will do all
that is claimed for it,” says Justice of the
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close j Peace, J. Q. Hood, Crosby, Miss.
“My
the estate. Inquire of
j wife could not get her breath and was reN.F. HOUSTON, Executor
lieved by the first dose.
It
has
been
a
Belfast, December 19,1900.—511
! benefit to all
my family.” R. H. Moody.

For Sale at

j

tiakyambrosia filled pie!

of
Om-mile

eorne

PLEASANT STREET.
Jtldivlded hit!f
n nmimw
rent.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

crusted nectar and
Waterville.
Why wanders be in other towns, that Bangor.
well born Prince of Prussia? Let him
Burnham, depart..
come to Boston;—Boston Journal.

toll >ws.

The list of appropriations for river

irreproachable,

sTREFl

Price, $675.

A Full Line of Cutlery.

*°r

MILLER

ON

Nim* acres Minder good *-u!ti\al:on.
Millei Street and Iaiie.dnvil!* av-arae
from post ottiee.

Oil and Gas Stoves

tv;

W;]'

$300

FARM

♦♦♦♦♦♦**

Bears the

you eat.

rebel, when abuse, 1, and war folman's stomach rebels,
lows.
when abuse,’, and indigestion

l'i\e thousand square tcet of land and a <•< -y,
conv-Miieiit briek house
Formerly owm d and
oeeuj'iyd. during his residm.in i'•«’•!fast. v .tus1
William II. I'm!-rot
Maine Supreme
dudn-al Court.
Modern eonvoiii.-nees.
Cnee.
Belfast savings
si'!•;*•'•! t-» nioi t gag* <>t .si.mi Hi
Bank. 8.100.

.-

Chimneys.

each year and add more to that and
I start in our own State a school and
i home and be able to care for more than
nine of our feeble-minded?
Twenty-three States already have like
homes, and let us not have Maine behind in this.
It lias large farms where
a home could be started on the, colony
I plan, where these defectives could be
made as useful as possible and have the
i care that Maine ow es its feeble-minded.

Cure

residence with ell. a
ami carriage house,
and ;t smaller staid*-; all modern conveniences’
Tlie grounds extend from High to Uniot. .streets,
and i-i ntains about one acre. Tennis eouit. Nice
oreliaid.
Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of
wliieh it e<*miuau(Is a tine view. Especially adapt
*l Lot sumim
home or faslnonaide hoarding
house. Six tliousand dollars buys jt.
\ p.,,tiou
of tile purchasenioitev >-an remain on mortgage if
desired.

POOLER MOL vE, HIGH STREET

Massachusetts

OA.’SITOH.IA.
The Kind You Have Always BougM

for sale.

SIRt-.ET.
Belfast. The buildings

but for its defectives,
\ to whom it owes like care it has not yet
I
1 done its duty.
1

SIBLEY.

C.

We have them in all lines the following real estate is offered
and at the lowest possible
HOMESTEAD Ors HIGH

of crime.

The State cares for its deaf and dumb,
its orphans, and has its Reform and In-

Real Estate,

Eire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, steam Kniler

discipline them.
this, many are in
or

tal and moral weakness

Subjects
],

CASTORIA

in a perma-

Statistics prove this, as
the census reports show a rapid increase
in the number of feeble-minded, in
1870 there were only 62S, and in 1880 it
had increased to 1325, and in 1890 to
nent home.

approachable,

> run"

Always Bought

AYtgetable Preparation for As-

and send a

girl, unable mentally to
help herself, being taken away from
the instltution's care, which protects her
and makes her as useful as possible.
ness

I

j

j

Por Infants and Children.

can send but nine, one must be taken
away before another can be sent.
This case shows us the utter helpless-

Kindly let us tell you
I More about It.
*IVe will ifyou will
Call on us,

j

j

CASTORS!

young improvable child to have the
advantages of the schools; and as Maine

We Ever Knew.

R

j

Many
copper pot and iron
*'d with golden doubloons lias
earthed in the neighborhood of
!
andmarks, and scores of lazy
have been ruined forlife by tlie
"f Spanish “pieces of
eight,”
very school boy lias read about
I’irate’s own Book” and Clark
::'s sea stories.
By the way, the

fairer to take her away

to tlie

>i.
roix sends
neigmiovmg islands.
$275,000 worth ior thereabouts of sugar ;
el much of liis treasure.
It | anil other
tropical products, chiefly to
't'd. however, if any of the i the
United States.
Little St. .John
'■>
frequented these parts in J an in Danish' containing only twen-1
itct-iith century ever saw tlie
ty-one square miles and a population of:
At any rate, no treasure lias
one
thousand—devotes itself to the ;
ud iii it through two hundred
raising of cattle to supply passing ves 1
diligent search, aided by tlie eels with fresh meat. The whole island
ods "f tlie negroes, lint odd is
grazing land and all the inhabitants
’he freebooters’ hidings have
are black, except half a dozen governiglit in other places troin time ment officials. There is a

Defectives As It

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives inst ant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
On mid alter Oct. 8, 1901. trains (cm
stomachs can take it. By its use many
at Burnham ami Waterville with through
thousands of dyspeptics hove been
treason.
tor ami from Bangor, Waterville, Portlai
cured after everything else failed. It !
Perennial also is the Pape Ann tur- Boston, will run as follows:
prevents formation of gas on thestom- ! key, curdled topaz in color, flavor sugFROM BELFAST.
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
gestive of the far green seas on
AM
PM
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take. ! “Georges,” garnished with potatoes of Belfast, depart
7 15
1 25
the
and
crimson
with
Point.+7
20
+1 3<»
beets,
mealiest,
City
It can't help
+1 40
twin tureens whence may be Waldo .+7 30
but do you good attendant
Broot- s
42
1 52
ladled the melted butter of the Jersey Knox .+77 54
+2 04
Prepared only by E. 0. Df/A itt& Co., Chicago, i or the
essence of Suffolk, dotted Thorndike.
8 00
2 lo
boiling
Tbe $1* bottle contains 2H times the 50e. size.
j

etc.,

transpor-

go

for Its
Should?

vision, and is not in the least capable of
self-support and self-protection. This
fall it was proposed, as she is so old
and unimprovable, that it would be

The greatest
Tonic Reconstructor

what

business possibilities of

imilling back under I about
$25,000 per

a

Endorse Vino!
And unhesitatingly
Proclaim it to be

Dyspepsia
Digests

When their term of ser-

they

Emphatically

Kociol

guard

shoemakers, bricklayers,

are

Reasons enough why
We so

manufactures, most of which ought to
lie produced on tlie spot. Tlie exports
have long been a miscellaneous and
shabby lot. hardly worth mentioning.
Those from St. Thomas, amounting to

the sights of Charlotte Amasoiled "Bluebeard's Cave”—a
noitou

Y 8-2
y 3-1
Y 9-3

islands, under proper development they are practically unlimited.
Last year tlie imports of St. Thomas
alone amounted to nearly $750,000; and !
those of St. Croix, tlie much larger but1
less populous island, about $450,000. j
They consist mainly of food-stuffs and !

dry

that environ tlie harbor—in
e said, tl.e notorious
bucca-

1*97.

lhe honor of Savelli.
A romance.
1897,.
I he traitor's way
A romance...

these

id you may he sure that among
very little of it is squandered
g or the washing of clothes,

k

+

hite

force.

primi-

the

w

tation home, or if they desire to remain are given positions on tlie police

milk: hut there is little danger
hi any event, since
water is
.in-milk in St. Thomas. Even
drinking purposes has often
ught from some other island,
near

marriage
and

The profit we will
Accrue by always

Mr. Geo. <’. Nichols of Togus, Maine,
writes :
I have used your Liniment,
and find it very beneficial in giving
relief
in cases of chronic rheumaready
tism. It is also an excellent gargle for
all throat troubles. I will always use
it in the future.”
You can get a good-sized bottle at
anv drug store for twenty-five cents.

A romance.

own

vice is over

"likely” looking

By

'•

reprint
h * at s, S. Lovett.
hevitii- d’Anriac.

There is a

than soldiers.

A cus-

it milked in his doorw ay—
’ime a group of mischievous
the herd.

the
men

Incidentally,

■

barrack

more

as

ease

B-P85

duties to perform, but
those who have trades may work at
them when not on duty; therefore tlie
Danish army in tiie West Indies looks

Cows are rare in the

Early

who

term
and

milk of goats
in the

in-

133.12

property, or have an an- tCorreeted numbers.
nual income exceeding five hundred
Prince Henry of PrnuNia.
IJ
dollars. At present this gives St. Thom- k Prince
Henry of Prussia, the only
as island less than two hundred voters. * brother of
the emperor, is n man thtrDenmark s
in tier Jty-eight years of age and much taller
standing army
and of more commanding appearance
western possessions
consists of 250
men.
They are volunteers recruited than the Herman ruler. Personally
from tlie Veteran Corps in the home
country and sent to tlie island for a

carts, each
a siring of from four to
eight
noble through the crowded
mil from the wharves, to the
ives and limbs.
The drivers,
with

112.7

j0111

property clause in
franchise, restricting voters to citi-

zens

cumberous

'MW,

1900,.

'Irs. Trollope, the mother of the novelist Anthony Tiollope,
arrived
in
America in ls’jT. where she remained
t‘U mole than three years
On her re)•' Bugs:.lid she gave to the public
her impressions of our ••oumn ;n a
"iv lew lariThis made a great sen';d-"U at tin- Tina' and has a
peculiar
interest a- a pi'ture of our manners
ci.J ••us-.im* a* a period which has
!•
h.->,.nd tic recollHi-tii.ii of most
I" ~1 now hving.
This volume is a

dream of exclud-

clergyman
performing

to

women.

itherans. Reformed Dutch
1;ans—have a church tor each

■

never

ceremony between black

thirds of the
md the

y

education, and

j

i.ospita;Ties

novel.

but because they have always enjoyed inisetn^es
Apan^^fcui
the same rights and privileges as the
whites. The descendants of the slaves
are another class altogether, as different as the <'hinese coolie is from the St. John, Thomas M.
A study of elementary
mandarin. Even these are improving
electricity
And magnetism by experiment.
with every generation, education being
Two hundred experiments performed with simple, home-made
compulsory under Danish rule, the chilapparatus, loon.. 537. st
dren of white and black going to school
S wan, Annie >.
(Mrs. Burnet tSmith
together. There is also no distinction
An American woman..
115.16
of color in the churches, or in business
Trollope, Frances.
circles. Danes and Englishmen recogDomestic manners of the Americans.
1901.T 73. T 7
nize a man for his worth, wealth and

supported toy the Danish objects

■

"

white blood in their veins,

of

A

Caring

To the Editor of The Journal:
Maine is paying Massachusetts 82,700 a
year anti supporting at the
Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded at
IVaverley nine children only, while the
census of 1890, which is the last we can
obtain until July, gives the number of
feeble-minded in Maine as 1591. Where
are those of that number who are not
at the School for the Feeble-minded?
Of the nine at Waverley, one is a girl
nineteen years old, an unimprovable
case.
She can do no work, not even
the simplest, without constant super-

Satisfaction, and

love

volume in which the Countess who is a
member of the Polish royal family and
an enthusiastic patriot, gives her rem>4
people and events.
her pictures of Napoleon
and orniany other famous historical
character*.tlii» journal reveals a charming personality and a nature aiwavs
pure and womanly in -pile of the times
and the surroundings.

ing a neighbor from the same social,
may the : business 01
religious priv leges they eni
ver us. There are several
themselves on account of difference
joy
.squares, each a little open
in color.
In the Colonial Council ol st.
autifully ke)>t: a theatre, Croix are two black men. and
they (ill
v
reading room, half a their
with credit to themselves
places
e.'.
including a Homan and to the satisfaction of their associ••dvul and a Jewish syuaates. Not a
on the island
use

a

noflf.
Before the dawn.
A story of
Russian life.
Potocka. Anna, Countess.
Memoirs of the Countess Potocka.
Edited by C. Strvienski.
Portrait and illustrations. 1901_
An unusually uvarious and attractive

or

.1

■

T 44.L9

blacker great-grand- Noble, Edmund and
LydiaL. Pime-

their

Maine

would be better to protect those in-

and that the former make the
behind a throne
239.13
most noise and appear to do most of the Mason,’Caroline Atwater.
A lily of France.
A novel.
M 37-1
work. Many of the young mulattresses
are really beautiful, with perfect figures Mason, William.
Memories.of a musical life. Porand a natural grace that would well betrait.
1901. B-M38
come North American young ladies of
Meredith, George.

out of the

I»

give

A desire to

capable

men.

(lay long, gossiping with
toss the way, often exchangnorlv courtesies by tossing
to

II 8

French life in town and country.
Illus.
1901.
(Our European

T on observe, too. that there appears to
lie a great many more women than

I.adies of color sit in these

leaning

v. 823.

also

Lynch, Hannah.

pure white one being rarely seen on
the streets (hiring the heat of the day.

and surge, each individual
ently trying to make the

or even

2

1901.

—a

-!

r.

C 87-13

■

■

1

C 85-10

“God wills it!" A tale of the First
Crusade. Illus.
]) 3-2
Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
The making of Jane. A novel_
228.2
Fraser, William Alexander.
The outcasts. Illus.
F 86-2
Greene, Sarah I’. McLean.
Flood-tide. A novel.
239.4
Grinned, George Bird.
The punishment of the stingy,
and other Indian stories. Illus.
222.23
11 i 111 >. Newell Dwight.
David poet and king. Illus. 221.9 II
Homans, James E.
A 1’. t of the telephone.
Practieal treatise with illustrations,
diagrams and tables. 1901.537.8. II 7
Honey man. A. Yandoren.
Bright days in merrie England.
Four-in-hand journeys. 1901. ..T 42. II <;
Hope, Anthony. (A. II. Hawkins.)
Tristram of'Blent. A novel
113.25
II wells, William Dean.
Heroines of fiction. Illustrations.

in winch »trength can be given—by the
nutrition derived from digested and assimilated food.

miles are shorter than ever.
sts

1

Marietta. A maid of Venice./...
Crockett, Samuel Rutherford.
Joan of the sword hand.
Davis, William Stearns

THE CARE OF DEFECTIVES.

Investigation,

Pleasing,
227.19

Gathered autumn leaves. 1901.811. C 16

cures

icccive*

1901

Crawford, Francis Marion.

diseases of the
stomach and other
organs of digestion and nutrition.
When this is done
food is perfectly
digested and assimilated and the

the utmost

at

animals can
incentive of cruel lush-

t

<-

Discovery

rattled, regardless

are

bruises,

id

March, 1902.

Barbour,.Ralph Henry.

■

toil

LIBRARY.

Observation,

>1<

B...

Boston Terrier
Cigcir.

Belfast,

Me.

«
«

^

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
...BOSTON. MASS.

IN

B1P0BUCIH JODRUAL.

T

Notes of

Six Weeks*

h

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1902.

Trip to Eugland and

Scotland.

Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

II

Early Friday morning we ran into a
! fog bank, but soon passed through it

Republican Journal Pub. Co.

and we were able to sit out on deck for
CHARLES A. PILSBPRV,

} Busg^gtger.

a

si ix rirtion Terms: In advance, S2.no a
year; S1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Ai• vfktisi>'«; Terms: For one square, one
u
length in column, 75 cents for erne week, and
t-nts- for each subsequent insertion.
■

Xot long, however, for it be-

while.

1 gan to rain, and we were

glad

to

gather

inevitable
I books, and escape into the library,
where we spent the remainder of the
day, relieving the monotony by occasion-

shawls, and

up wraps,

the

al visits to the smoking room, or receiving callers from that direction.
We retired early and two of us, at

A Poston paper says the Prince looked tired. So do the readers of the daily

duty, and as he
transgressing
beyond the bounds of forgiveness we
remained some little time, satisfying
our curiosity on many subjects, and
having a very pleasant “call.” We had
barely reached the deck again when
Captain Jones appeared and we laughingly confessed our escapade to him,
receiving a cordial invitation to call
again when he was at home.
We went to our berths that night
rather later than usual, but secure in
the knowledge that in another twentyfour hours we would probably be occupying our own familiar rooms at home.
uot

Jones)

was on

assured

us we

were

was

KING EDWARD’S DOMAIN.

other season when good
medicine is so much needed as in the
is

News of the

Medicine

Spring
There

not

no

i

blood is

impoverished—a
by pimples and other eruptions

on the
face and body, by deficient vitality,
loss of appetite, lack of strength, and
want of animation.

1 lie captain, who with the
other officers on the bridge was wet
observer.

the vegetable
t! at exerts so strong an influence
It has the des a. 1 e onion.
d idlierents and its bitter toes.
’.its food qualities, the me.li1 the onion are unques\
is

w.
as

vot

A-

It

eases
as

•:,.■< us

-o

roi..uamity,

iv

in

nothing

is

through,

calm when we went on deck that mornwere

not

sorry

to seek

the shelter of the chart-room, where a

good part of the morning was spent,
watching the seas break over the bow.

least two cases of

colds, have been cured
Bermuda onions sliced raw and

!•;.

and we

ing.

ol scurvy nothing is
raw onions.
In our
at

of the

wind at iifty miles an hour.
Neither wind nor sea w as particularly

severe

:

_•

velocity

estimated the

Annie Bertha dames soon tracked

us

to

la::, however, and at every exclamation of worn!
or awe that fell from
1 !
la
iga! ;i raw onion is often eaten our lips she Woual scream, “Oh, what it
1- ai. apple, and often with a piece of is? what it is?” getting her English a
ad forms tiie dinner of a working. little “twisted” in her excitement and
The onion, however, is very anxiety to see out of the windows over
We would emerge from our
It contains a large quan- her head.
m
nous.

vinegar,
cyclopedia says:
with

eaten

our

pepper ancl salt.
"In >pain and

comfortable

tity ot nitrogenous matter and of unary s’ .hie sugar: with an acrid volatile
sulphurous oil, resembling garlic. The
oil of the onion is dissipated by boiling,
so that boiled onions are much milder

quarters fora few minutes,
just for the joy of lighting with the
wind and feeling the spray strike our
faces, stinging like small particles of
It was glorious that feeling of
sand.

onions.”...."As a condiment

exaltation that seemed to carry us up
and out of ourselves into the very

than

raw

..-.tide of food they agree
-on.i- stomachs and stimulate
ot are intolerable to others.
.1,
ns with oil make a useful
-i
-tin.nlat.iig poultice foi

or

tumors.”

ing

i

e

lover of onions does
esteem

ev.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

in the

and Pills

Most

-ment

pa:,

There is no sorrow anywhere,
fir care, or pain. The stinging hail
Heats on our faces like a ilail.
Breen waters curl about the rail.
And all tlie stcini's high trumpets blare,—
Whbtles tlie w iini, and roars the sea,
And canvas bellows to be free:
Spars whine, planks creak,- I only smile,
For imim- our keel creeps, mile on mile.

ol

lor

themselves.

his favorite

Dis-

vegetable

Who can retears to his eyes.
e
juicy beefsteak with its proper
.-1 ment of onions; the dish of fried

:

aa.

Fast

ions delicately browned; the savory
bo. rf product oi Bermuda':’ And what
lev. slices of onion adds to your
-/e-i

oi

-:<i<•

11.r-!

dreinh eil
i:

cooling cucumber, both
alike in real cider vinegar,
.ii eiill sprinkling ol salt and
“1

the

us

v

i.d

sea

horses

race.

Heap up to seize each twanging brace,
< >r
.-lip beneath our lifting keel.
Breaming, 1 sei- the scudding clouds,
And ice make in tlie forward shrouds,
A mi.all tin- long waves topped with foam
Vet heed them not; I’m going home.

the

"

—

posting ot the log
DT per._
eagerly that clay, and found that we
had logged but 20fi miles, while the
1-1 1.-11(111(1.
Saturday afteniiH,'! March 1st, a large “remarks” said: “Fresh westerly gale
and high rough head sea. Fine cloudy
iP'iiy 11\vi!."i li\ ;lie lieirs (if lilt* late John
Pei. iletir hut occupied by Lincoln Free- weather.” The remainder of the day
11:11, .riitfe i, '• tire from a defect in the chimney,
teas spent in reading, writing and talkmil was dally burned. The insurance I ing, and
speculating upon when we
-.spired a few weeks before and had should get in—a
j.. i.
never-failing, always
w

a

e

awaited

tlie

renewed. Two oth.-i families had 1
interesting topic. It grew rougher
in tile house, leasing them from
toward night, and about midnight the
Mi Freeman. The furniture was mostly I
-avd... ( apt. Flank Kufus Pendleton and wind increased to a gale, not abating
h
unge; brother, K. Philip Pendleton, ; much until Sunday morning, when it
loin Halifax, N.
;’ e11
s., March 8th. I was rough enough to make locomotion
Jw reck of tlieir vessel, tlie schooner ! rather uncomfortable. The log at noon
'(.a
apt- Hatteras, was reported in' displayed an increase of but twelve
,i,olt
The captain and
f
e Journal last week.
miles over the day before, and the reei
,,i live men were on the w reck seven
marks were:
"Hard westerly gale,
was
I
vessel
The
totally submerged
ilavsqualls.
heavy
Moderating to strong
\e, pt
the afterhouse, on which the crew
winds. Cloudy weather.
High rough
-belter. The w reck was caused by the
to.
Laura coming into collision duringthenight head sea.” And down below were the
“Distance to Portland, 214
with a great mass of wreckage, chiefly logs words:
That meant “home" the next
.Hi piles, which punched a hide through the miles."
I
VC- .-I causing her to 111) in half an hour.
day! It also meant we must hid goodI wo days before the accident, while throw-1 bye to the Cambroman and her
people,
the
a storm,
.ng the deck load overboard in
all of whom, from Captain Jones down
cook broke his leg. He was made as com- to
"George,” occupied a good big corner
fortable us circumstances would permit in i
in our hearts.
We had been privithe vessel so
when
Hut
berth.
an
pper
characters on board, and were
leged
hi.s
the
shipmates
only way
apidiy filed,
loth to give up our little monarchy.
oould g'-t him on deck was by chopping a
li,,,.- through thick planking and pulling Hut still, "1101116” was a big compensahim out by a rope, causing great suffering. tion. Were we glad, or were we sorry?
food We
Alter this the men tried to save what
hardly knew. That afternoon the
uld, which consisted of half a barrel sea calmed down wonderfully, and
they
of salted meat and one turnip. The latter about sunset we all
gathered on deck to
they ate .-kin and all. While on tire wreck see a fast steamer, sailing fiom Halifax
south
bound
steamer
mail
i.c night a large
She probably to lioston, cross our bows in
passed close by them, but did not stop.
to signal to the distance. That evening after dinwas, however, humane enough
another small freight steamer in the dis- ner the two young people stole out on
in a suffering deck.
The stars were shining brightly,
tance that there were men
a
of molten
condition clinging to a wreck. 1 his steamer and the moon
■

H■:

:!'■••:i

apartments

j

j

sending

path

for

the

“West

Arrived there,

End”

we

oil

an

electric.

deposited
tilings
ways—two of us
our

and went our several

starting

out for a round of calls.

n

one

cents.

day.

The

Evening Express and
Mr. Wish of the Argus were called
upon, while to Mr. M. X. Rich, Secretary of the Portland Board of Trade,
a
more
extended visit was made.
Then we called upon Mr. Rice of the
0. M. Rice Paper Company; and at the
Advertiser otliee Mr. Rowell and Mr.
Dunning gave us a very pleasant greeting. The morning sped by, and before
we realized it it was dinner time.
We
the “West

End,” determined to order everything
distinctively American, beginning with
fish chowder and ending with pumpkin
pie, ice cream and finger-bowls. Ob,
how good that dinner did taste! I think
we were all perfectly willing, at that
moment, to exchange all the roast beef
and “tarts” in England for the dinner
set before us, cooked in true New England style.
We had just time enough after dinner to collect our baggage (transformed
already from the “luggage” of a few
hours before) and catch our train comfortably. Two of us, at least, were
rather dreading the length of the afternoon, left alone with our thoughts and
anticipations, and how surprised we
were when at Waterville a friend stepped into the car and was immediately
captured. Into her willing ears tales
upon tales were poured, and our tongues never stopped (allowing for a short
recess at Burnham to change cars) until
the warning whistle at Citypoint notified us.that our “packages and umbrellas” must be gathered together. Other
familiar faces in the car had been joyfully greeted, not least among them
“Jerry’s" ever-smiling one, and it seemed as if our usually rather leisurely
train had

vening
did pull

Mown along over the interAnd when we actually

miles.

into the station what a

surprise
stepping off

awaited me! Instead of
the car into the very faces of a halfdozen fur-coated individuals shouting

T

4S oo
55x 71
4,206 64
ns no

town bonds and interestSelectmen’s orders..
Cash in treasury.
>

pai d

$0,242 81
Following is an abstract of the selectmen’s
report for the year ending March 8, 1002, by
politeness of 11. W. El well, chairman of

62.25

22.00

$4,290.01
RESOURCES OF TOW N MARCH 8, 1902.
Due from State for State road.
$75.00
sheep killed by

dogs..

8.00
11.88

Due from tax deeds
A. F. El well,Coll, on Com.
of 1901. 2,849.04
68.90
Cash in hands of treasurer.
$2,512.82
LIABILITIES.

Poor bills flue April 1st.
$88.00
2.75
Bills of O. Woodbury for wood.
881.78
School funds to be apportioned.
500.00
Outstanding bonds.
15.00
Interest due on bonds.
Excess of resources over liabilities, 1,579.84

Ohio, City of Toledo, i
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oatli that lie is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pav the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Hali/s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 7tli day of December, A. D. 1886.

State

of

j seal j

no benefit from them.
A friend gave me a hex
of Doan’s Ointment. He got it at Edmund Wil-

drug store. I used the box and it cured me.
Other preparations gave me some relief, but it
took Doan’s Ointment to cure.”

the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
tW' Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4wll

Sold for

CELERY, LETTUCE,

FOGG

United States.

take

liemember tile name—DOAN’S—and
substitute.

TELEPHONE

GREAT

on

every box of the genuine
Tablets

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

the

remedy

that

cures

a

cold in

one

day

BROWN

6-‘2.

11

THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
It is toe original and only irenuin** l*:it**nt-<Jiapli :urni. Non-moisture an i Self-wntii
in.: incubator. It i- us. wit!, u: it rin success on TWIiN I'Y-SIX. <;o\ HiNMKM KXl'KI
MENT STATIONS in t
United
tcs, Canada, Austral
and v th -asands of t *.*r a-.s in e\-. rv walk ■:
majority of A:: erica’s bvst known ; e-nit:;.m\\

MK1) VI.

AW A
1

t.

In order to reduce my large stock I shall sell for
next THIKTV DWS any goods in my
store it such cut
A

HI

r

S.’.i

f;

p-

-1 to

rv

.town

‘‘

X M> ii m.III

I'an-American

i.'i

« '<

:..t

prieesaswiiiaslo^.^vuu.

THE

Exposition,

IMI BATG35S
are
b.
country on the gloho wl
for market.
1 heir unequ;.
t

STANDARD

HATCHER

Horse Shoes tor 2 1-2c per lb.
Ho se Nails 10c. per lb.
skates

:t

r. l.* !
( V1' 115 is

good Wood Saw ready tor use tor 45c.
.Shovels, 20c., 50c. and < 5c.

THE

OF

lowest prices.
Axes, 60c.
Thermometers at I 5c.
at

WORLD.’*

Good Handled

Axe
6

dozen Cuat

and

Hat Hooks for 25c.

Good Cross Cut Savs for

>

>

1.00.

Good

All
PA
I \JT^
*
/Alla
1 *_>'«

nuur

run

oi

'.:e

1

sopei

'ey

<u

:.e

inr

irrsisrned and ex it
circular, mailed free, or call on tin
VOl SAVi: I ItKICH I i;v I'lntllASiXi
u,
free on board cars at this point.
A 1>DR li & S

Paints, for House
Carriage uses

John M

and

at cut

\

MOISTURE

Curry Combs for 10c.

Leads, Oils, Varnishes

\

SELF -SUPPLIED

She; rs and Scissors for 10c.
Hard and Woo Saw Files for 5c.
Bicycles worth $35 for >$22.50.
$25 for $16.5
Raisin Seeder for 5c.

Keady

rV! K\ t Yl'HKKS IN< I'KATOK is
under ;i positive agreement that it will
?ati Tact -r> v or-, in the hands of any purchuwh wi ! .\c it a fair trial, or it can be return
and the p;i e paid for it will he refunded. A
agents for the < yphers Ineuhators. we ;»•
authorized to stand hack of this guaranty
in evcry particular.

Handles, 10c.

Amos

Company,

:•

i.

uesir.T

the m.» lone personally.
We vj; tt cm at I A( TOKV i’KK

1“

:

Stockton

Springs, Mains.

prices,

AC.'RSTS.

CMxtd '-’aints at cut prices.
'....

ALSO ALL

Carpenter and Farming Toots. Field

|

Fencing, Axle Grease,Locks,Knobs,
Latches, li

and

I s

Ouilding Ma-

Where

terials.
Nut', is flu- oppoct imtv tu imy for
It will pay \m tu buy now.

ing.

N Trusses ?»

spring paint-

>AI.!:S Sli-tiCTLY FOR CA.5H.

ALI

This is a legitimate sale of good
duce stock.
Come early and avoid the crowd.

goods to

re-

\

Remember-68 Main St,, Belfast.
A

Do You Go

*

3ni.>

50c.

to$'fOT

for your medicine and
drug store articles ?

f-(•

C. BURGESS.

;>

Many new styles and all are
guaranteed to give you perfect

S

satistaction if you say

£

would like to have
here

for them.

r

seem

■

\ou a

Perhaps

so.

drug stores

ot

alike to

\

T

ON

We

I

J

j

; City Drug Store,
T

BELFAST, n.AINE.

Direct all

inquiries

we
our
1

capital stock, $150,000,

Pare

Highland Spring Water,
J. W.
Avenue,

BURGESS,
BELFAST,

mill

Truly

Wonderful

How

Quickly

PER

BOTTLE

AT THE DRUG STORES.

of

taking their boxes to and from the

BELFAST, MAINE.
am

build all kinds of yachts, power
boats, yacht tenders, etc.

prepared to

sail,

row

let it go out

We invite you
to us with your u

store.

ptions.

Gasolene Launches

Poor & Son,

year.

Boat and Yacht Builder,
or

right

$3.00,

E. L. MACOMBER,

I

Xt&n.

a

at

bank.

CHAPHAN’S

Golden Crown Oil

Deposit Boxes for Rent

Our vault is unequalled in Eastern Maine and
UNEXCELLED in security against fire and
burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive

privilege

not

slighted,
to be

33,000.

$5.00, $6.50 and $8 00

delivered anywhere in the city. Orders left
at Fogg & Brown’s, Ward & Wadsworth’s, or
C. L. Fletcher’s, will be promptly attended to.

Waldo

scr

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safa

will

come

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

to

Having bougnt the business and appliances
of J. a. AJeKeen, 1 am prepared to furnish

over or

medicine has

LIBBY BKOTHE *S, Burnham, Me.

Pure Spring Wafer.

as

rushed

sukplus,

prescript

everv

it can
just
skillfully
put up. No detail is

RECEIVERS OP...
New Milch Cows, Veal Calves, Beef ol
every description, and also Hogs,
Sheep and Horses.
Special attention to Now Milch Cows.
V «*ai Calves sold on their merits.
Hogs sold at market price.
Quick returns and market values.
Have had ir> years’ experience.
Write or telegraph for information.
2 restock shipped from Burnham every vlonday.
E. L. LIBBY, B. & A. Stock Yards,
4''*
Brighton, Mass.
E. L. LIBBY, Burnham, Me.

put up
as

EDMUND WILSON, Hrop’r,

I-

ingot medicines as prescrii
by physicians. We try h
to

(

COMMISSION.

working for the hie

are

est results in the cornpow

Every truss fitted by a corapetent
and experienced truss
titter.

£
{■

alike, any m
individuals are ali

are not

than

j Spring.

LIVE STOCK
SOLO

They

for

\ Prepare

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG 1 ROUBLES.
signature is

rib

no

RELIEVES AND CURES

This

ETC.

fifty cents per box by alt dealers. FosCo., Buffalo, N. V.. sole agents for the

n

lighted

the whole of “King Edward’s
step or two, uncertain as to whose change
watch it might be. We soon found that Domain” for this small comer of Walthe third officer (the only one, by the do County, State of Maine, U. S. A.
M. D. P.
way, including the captain, whose name

Belfast.

ter-Milburn

—-—

directly

in

ever seen

ALSO SPINNACH, DANDELIONS, RADISHES,

son's

A. W.

GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts

TP H \/
I

UL I l\

TURKEYS

..

$2,512.82

n ^ I II

DUCKS,

89.28
12.18

118.81

BROWN'S.

CHICKENS,

Highways,$1,435,14; Camp Grounds,
$340; repairs road machine, $48.50, 1,823,64
State road, $150; watering trough,
Having leased the shop of Jones S. Davis, on
159.00 Washington street, we are prepared to do wheel$6.00; soldier’s graves, $3.00.
$12.03;
Police, $14.00; cemetery,
wright work and blacksmithing. Particular at72.82
abatements, $46.79.
tention given to horse shoeing.
Sheep killed by dogs, $8.00; station28.35
ery, $9.35; hall rent, $11.00.
I
Poor bills, $424.96; tramps, $6.75;
E. L. & C. W. BOOKER.
48-1.71
lawyer’s advice $3.00
Belfast. March 12, 1902.—4wll*

958.90

&

I

selectmen:
officer’s bills, expenses or town.
Selectmen’s bills, II. W. El well,
$78 05: D. C. Greenlaw, $48.50;
M. B. Whiting, $88.50. $105.05
17.82
Clerk, $0.02; Vital statistics, $7.70..
Treasurer....
85.00
80.75
Supt. of Schools.
Board of Health.
5.75
Road Commissioner.
144.05
constaof
Collector
Taxes, $104.80;
175.80
ble, $11.00.

Hurd vs. Benner on bonds.
Tax deeds,$ 11.88; justice fees, 75 ets.
Teacher’s wages and board, $757.80;
transportation of scholars, $190.00,
Text books, $68.00; repairs on school
Ilf fuses, $45.81.
Wood, $89.25; janitor's supplies,
$28.00.
Privy, $22.00.

*

Means.

—.

censes

*

*

guess 1 used a hundred salves and
ointments during the time but 1 received little or

EXPENDITURES.
>>11 U2
To paid State tax for 1 '.>01.
458 64
county
State pension and flog li-

TO

Realize What

Readers

constant, never-ceasing itchiness

ing piles.

881 78
4 50
1 us

telephone 28-n

Mr. Walter Coombs of 76 Main street, -ays: "I
was troubled for seven or eight years witli itch-

24 00
12 no

abatement.

OO

*

It's every-day trouble in many households.
Doan’s Ointment brings a relief and cure.
Is endorsed by Belfast people.

>6,242 si

Norton of the

sat down to this meal at

on

*

*

FOGG &

Ever present with itching piles.
With eczema, with irritating skin.

looo

town.

By cash from rebate

Mr.

saw
changed her course, came near them,
silver to our very feet. It was a glori- “Kerredge, kerredge, ladyV” in a deaftheir condition, but offered no help, and ous
night—one of those rare autumn ening and wholly confusiug roar, my
then steamed away, leaving the sufferers to
when it is happiness enough eyes fell upon the smiling countenances
evenings
a
Norwegian
tlieir fate. On the eighth day
to
be alive. We must do some- of half a dozen friends! I doubt if
simply
barque bound to Halifax, N. S., came along
one of them could tell exactly what
to
celebrate
our last evening on any
at
thing
and look them off, and landed them
happened. I'm sure I could not. Our
should
it
The
board.
What
be?
were on the barque
S.
neatly
N.
They
Chester,
was an enthusiastic one, howrmade their framed little sign
politely requesting the greeting
twenty-four days. The officers
breath was not recovered
ever and
had
what
they
money
them
the
stairs
eta ptives pay
passengers not to mount
we were well up Main street in
only a few dollars—and work their passage. leading to the bridge was altogether too until
in their
the carriage. How good it seemed to be
They found this to be very hard
prominent a feature to be disregarded.
When they reached
at home! Every face was scanned to
w eakened condition.
Why not? Half a dozen steps, the deed
if it was a familiar one. Every
Halifax the American Consul General sup- was
and
we stood on that forbid- see
done,
them all home,
and house and tree seemed like
plied their wants and sent
store,
The
old
den
quarground—the bridge.
who is
except the man with the broken leg,
and the conclusion was
termaster smiled at us from the dimly- an old friend,
treatment.
medical
under
ui Halifax still,
wheel bouse and we advanced a soon reached that we would not ex-

Stops the Cough
and works oil the Cold.
cure a cold
axative bromo-Quinine Tablets
No Cure, no Pay. Price 25

Belfast

It

■

funded.
By casli from taxes and tax deeds..
By cash from State school fund and
mill tax.
By cash from use of hearse out of

*

We shall show one of
the finest lots of...

j

;

Square, Belfast, Me

For Your Sunday Dinner

three candidates.
After the business of
the evening was disposed of the worthy
lecturer furnished a very interesting musical and literary program. Thursday evening,
March 13th, the 3rd and 4th degrees will be
conferred on live candidates, after which a
harvest feast will be served.

i sary.
it was about seven when we sat down ;
I11 passing by the bouse of the widow
to breakfast and received our home 1 Rose Snow Tuesday the writer called to
mail—the letters and papers we had I mind the language of .lames in his general
been looking forward to. After break- epistle to the twelve tribes, (viz., Pure religion, and undefiled before God and the
! fast everything was hustle and confusTrunks being taken out, state- Father, is this, to visit the fatherless and
; ion.
widows in their affliction,) by seeing twenty! rooms stripped, officials “inspecting”
| live whole souled and great hearted men
for
I everything— including ourselves,
I and vouths. led bv the grev haired veteran
we were called into the saloon to he
Capt. Charles K. Rhoades, who has breasted
j
and
counted)
finally, “statements" as old ocean's storms 111 every clime for more
to dutiable goods having been made than
forty years, but who is now settled
out, we were tree to say our “goodbvs" dow n to pass the remainder of his years at
and go ashore. And a hard task it was, 1 his pleasant residence on Beech hill, makand one not to be dwelt upon.
Suffice ing an attack upon an eight-cord pile of the
to say that everybody had a kind word ! widow's wood, which before night they
for us all, and although we were loth j had reduced to stove wood. It was a grand
sight, and may everyone of them be “blessenough to do it, we passed down the | ed in basket
and in store."
gang-plank, leaving the connecting link
is the treasurer s report tor the
following
with"Iving Edwards Domain” behind,as I
year ending March 8d, by politeness of J.
we set foot on our own domain of free! R. Hurd:
dom and equality. The ordeal of the
RECEIPTS.
customs inspection was robbed of its
$814 .">4
By cash from last year
l
Collector of taxes for
terrors, as the very courteous gen- I looo and 1001.
5,500 uo
tleman to whose lot we fell was as far 1 By cash from State dog licenses refunded.
10 46
removed from the boors of whom Xew
By cash from town clerk dog liYorkers have been
censes.
24 oo
complaining as
white is from black.
By cash from town clerk other licenses.
By cash from State pension, re-

Post Office

future.

near

Tranquillity Grange, Lincolnville, is in a
most prosperous condition and the present
outlook is very encouraging. The Grange
is doing good work through its earnest
working members and officers. At its regular meeting Thursday evening, March nth,
the 1st and 2nd degrees were conferred on

Tree Mate.

digestion, throbbing, beating heart of the storm
These exBoasted King, who raged about us.
Next came the good-byes to our own
emollient tracts from a poem, by Frank L. Tasker
suppurat- seemed singularly appropriate.
party—hardest yet—but they were soon
|
iiomkw Ann noi'xii.
| over, and the Belfasters were hound

not, howthem for their medicinal

but

ii.es,

■

well with

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a
regular meeting March 4th. A goodly number was out considering the amount of sickness in the vicinity.
Two applications for
membership were presented and accepted.
We hope to have the State lecturer with us

!

r

WE SELL WATCHES.

conferred on ten members at the last
For a program and entertainment
this grange is ready to compete with any
grange in the county.

meeting.

impure, weak and
condition indicated

Make the blood pure, vigorous and
About three o’clock that morning 1 was
rich, create appetite, give vitality,
least, slept the sleep of the just, hap- awakened by a shower of sparks floatstrength and animation, and cure
According to the census bureau Maine
pily unconscious of the happenings of ing across the small space of our port- all
lias 815,764,538 invested in saw mills,
eruptions. Have the whole family
of
out
and
my berth,
the night until they were retailed to hole. 1 was soon
planing mills and timber camps, with our astonished ears in the morning. as nearly out of the port-hole as its begin to take them today.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been used In
annual products of 812,489,401.
At about ten o'clock the sea began to limited size would allow, for I knew
our family for some time, and always with
the sparks must mean that the DominAn Aroostook man who moved to get rough, and at half-past ten we shipgood results. Last spring I was all run
ion night signal of a “Roman candle
down and got a bottle of It, and as usual
Massachusetts some years ago finds ped. an enormous sea, wetting to the
six
red
stars”
was
used
received great benefit.”
Miss Beclah
being
strawberry culture and angora goats skin through a thick overcoat the watch throwing
►
Boyce, Stowe, Vt.
s.
in the “crow-nest,” two-thirds up the to salute Seguin. Sure enough, there
more profitable than potato raising,
the light was, shining steadily, a welHood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
lie markets pork also, but says nothing foremast. The forward hatch over the
Cure and keeps the promise.
come home to Maine.
acnot
been
on
their
had
horses
put on,
about butter. One would naturally ex"nacK to tnepiear om mils oi nome.
count. but a temporary one had been
pert that product from a goat farm.
Soon the occupant of the upper
NORTHPORT NEWS.
The wave made mince
constructed.
berth
was also aroused, and like the
Here is a suggestion from “L. \V. S.,”
volmeat of this, letting an enormous
The deeds were recorded last week by
the >'t \v York correspondent of the
boys fortunate enough to find a knot
ume of water down on the poor, halfhole in the ball-ground fence we "took which the J. N Stewart property at Temple
Portland Argus:
Mr.
FanThe
crazed horses.
younger
turns” looking out until the lights be- Heights, including the Pioneer cottage and
\\ ere 1 a Maine Democrat I vould go
son. one of their owners, always spent
other lots in the same square, and the
rv Vngth i.i
support of Congressman
gan to get nearer together, the pilot
with
and
the
I
of
them,
night
i.itth reld for re-election. He will cer- a good part
watering trough near by, were transferred
came aboard (a feat witnessed by us
to the Beacon Ethical Union corporation.
tainly be- re-elected, and it will be sound happened to he there then, with one of from our
and
"box”)
private
thoughts
party policy to pull in for him. In fact of the crew—a mere boy—as his only
Miss Georgia Kelley and Mrs. L. II.
of dressing began to -come to us. It
party can afford to oppose so good a
Cooper of shore Acres who have been the
companion. He ordered the boy to go
iic servant as Mr. Littlefield.
p
a comparatively short time, howtook
guests of Chas. Woodman of Malden, Mass.,
on deck for assistance, and the boy reto get ready for an appearance on
are expected
U'e ’print this week the closing article fused.
to arrive home this week.
After continued commands, ever,
and before the faintest streak of Miss
series under the caption of “In however, he went, and when returning deck,
Kelley has been in Boston and New
of
dawn began to show we had made a York and will be prepared to delight the
K .c Edward’s Domain,” and which wit',
help was nearly washed overboard,
complete tour of examination, aston- ladies of Belfast and Northport with the
wi are assured have found much favor
three
him
breaking
the man who saved
ishing the captain by our early appear- latest styles in dressmaking.
w
our readers.
There have really
fingers in the effort. Mr. Fanson. afterWe hardly went below until we
Miss Mary B. Grant closed a very suciiei-i twenty articles in the series, al- wards said he thought at the time the ance.
cessful term of ten weeks school at the Cove
were safely at the wharf and breakfast
t! o.igh, through an error in numbering
siiip was going down head first, and was served.
During the sail up the bay j last Friday. This school is supported by
:
s
weeks ago, the final article is
All
many others were of that opinion.
Mrs. Henrietta Hill White of Brookline,
we pressed to the rail, straining our
iiii: ered XI X.
We also print in this
night officers and crew were busy,direct- eyes m the dim light with as much ! Mass. It is the fifteenth year in succession
I
,a:
other interesting letter from
that Mrs. White has furnished a ten weeks
ing and constructing, and many times
eagerness as any of the steerage pas- j
1
tV. Frederick, who writes from
M
term of school for the Cove scholars at a
the merciless seas carried away the
j
sengers, who were out in full force. cost of $100
A .sides, and the third of a series
per year, besides putting in
results of their labors. By morning, i
Oh, how good it did seem to realize that new desks and repairing outbuildings at a
>i rin .1. Dickey, at TliomasviUe,
ti :.
was
!
an
1
shipshape
however, everything
this was actually our own dear Pine
(•
t{
j cost of nearly $200. Comment is unnecesnothing was noticeable to the casual !
papers.

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, is in a
flourishing condition. The fourth degree
was

8pring.
The

Granges.

a

Specialty.

Engines, marine and stationary, sold separately.
Estimates furnished on application.
A sloop yacht and row boats for sale.
3m8*
K. L. MACOMBER, Belfast, Me.

Johnson’s Block.
Commissioners’ Notice,
The undersigned, having been appointthe Honorable Judge of Probate for the <
of Waldo, on tltt* second Tuesday of Felo n:-,.
1). 1902, commissioners to receive and exam
claims of creditors against, the estate of i.
Prescott, late of Liberty, in said County of "

deceased, represented insolvent,

hereby

gi\-

tiee that six months from the date of said ai>|
inent are allowed to said creditors in winpresent and prove their claims, and that
will be in session at tin* following pine.-'
times for the purpose of receiving the same
At the office of Arthur Kitehie, in Libcrt>. n
County of Waldo, on tin* 22d day of March
A. 1). 1902, at 10 oYlothe 22d day of
the forenoon of each day.
Dated this 20tli day of February, A. D. too

July,

ARTHUR RITClflE.

3tl0

CHARLES M. HOWES,

t

v

Tax Collector’s Fotice.
All taxes for 1901 are now due and liabicost.
Taxes on real estate not paid before .1
1,1902. will be returned to the City Solicit.»i
suit per order of the city government. I \'b
in my office in Memorial building daily iron
to 11.90 a. M., and Saturdays from 1250 to 4.20 1
M. C. HILL, Collector

IHtt NEWS OF BELFAST.

the churches.

F. Churchill is to build a stable at
he rrceutl) 1 ought, No. 31 Pearl

„e

^T^HERE

the stores undergoing repairs this
.rebuilt A Paul’s, Ginn A Field’s,
...aIton's and 1. H. Jackson’s.
'.V

*

T. T. will meet this, Thursday,
ii at J.30 o’clock, with Mrs. L. G.
liter of Main and Cedar streets.
(

■

a

-ed list of letters in the Helfast
March 11th: Gentlemen—Royal
Dr. llaggarty, John .1. Leonard,

must

few

cents

stimulating

your old l ooks and if you find
and Resolves, Public or Private
: Maine, to sell, write P. 0. Rox 1083,
j.m, Maine.
.ver

are

Teas—and Teas.

choose with

power.

After

all, the story

name

the importer.

■

Read is fitting up a saw to be used
wood by stearnpower on the Read
v ithport avenue.
The boiler and
ave been on the farm some time.
1

in

teas

■iiber of prisoners in \\ aldo county
reduced to three last week. Two
nee been brought in and the senf the three expire within a week,

for

Calif., subscriber writes:
much enjoyed your letters from
untry, and also meeting some of
Belfast people the past w inter.”

bands,

a

the world.

are

you

superior.

a dance at Equity Grange
night, March 14th. If stormy.
until Monday night, March 17th.

il be

the

Townsend

brothers

"

and

j

The signal for no school was sounded
breasted shelldrake. shot by Dana
of Eincolnville, wa> mounted by Monda\ morning, but the storm abated and
In the
1 oombs last
week, and is oil exhi- the afternoon session was held.
The j >outh Pi boa' y building, which is used as a
( oombs A’ Son's store.
t I11
f very regular and beautiful mark- j polling place. no sessions were held MonThe feet and legs area day.
d is rare.
red.
Shipping Itf.ms.
Sch. Frank <i. liich

j

_

.■ling of the trustee- and otlicersof

Bounty Agricultural Society,1
: Monday evening, was adjourned ;
lack of quorum to t sis, Thursday, '•
at 10 o'clock.
Important matters |
io

the fair will come before tin*
including Hie approval of the
list.
to

•'

um

dDcharged phosphate from Boothbu} .for
L A. Knowlton A ('<». Saturday.Sell.
Helena was towed from Bucksport to Mt.
Waldo last week to load stone for New
York... ’steamer Marjorie to.wed sch. Susan
Stetson from Bucksport to Bluehill last

week,

to take a stone charter
Hon. J.
Manchester Haynes has sold the sch. Hope
Haynes, built at Wiscasset in lsSo,i » Alfred
Winsu)' A- Son, Boston, at private terms
Sell. Joseph W. Hawthorn arrived l uesda} morning itli 4*_'t» M. hard pine lumber
for (Ieo. A. (lilchrest. She had a very rough
—

PACKAGE''
TEAS.—

A special service for children and young
people will be held at the Baptist church
Parents and
next Sunday fore loonat 10.45.

—

j

K'-v.C K. 1-Mgett accidentally cut an artery
right thumb with broken glass a few
It was promptly attended to hut
da\s ago.
give.' him considerable trouble.
in his

The

cor-

respondence.

numbers

!

The following new subscribers have been
added to the lists of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. : 7-4, .J. B. Marsum. 11 igli street; .">8-11, C.
P. (finn. Primrose Hill:
Amos Clements, John
street:
Leonard
Barrows, Shoe factory : •'.'-•j. M. w M. S. S. Co., Lewis wharf;
4'2-2, Mrs. A. S. Paliy, Spring street; 4»c:>,
C.J. Pattee, Cedar street.

|
j
j

thin; they
two

of get-

all

come

heads:

over-

We have taken
the agency
for the

under-digestion.

nether

Oil,

not,
of Cod

Emulsion
balance

Scott’s
to

with your work.

$2.00.

can or

you

We have this in use in our dressmaking department aud will be pleased to show it up at
If not
any time—a two minutes’ trial will convince you that it is thoroughly practical.
satisfactory after trying your money will te refunded.

yourself

'T,M C

CHINES with all

it—true—but, by it, you
can.
There’s a limit, however;
you’ll pay for it

Summer GOOdS==WaiSU’ NVa‘Stird
A' umuiI we shall have
'a choice line of....

for
“can’t eat,’’ unless it comes of
the

your doing
long be well
some sort

readiest

cure

work--you

no

CALL AND SEE US.

and strong, without
of activity.

2 STORfS.

j|
;

‘Tied it. send for
free sample, its a^reeable taste will
surprise you.
3GOTT & BOVi'ME
Chemists.
40
Pc
:reet,
Ne>-/
SOc. and

r*

1

&

21

Carle & Jones,
_„

MAIN STREET.

to Ladies!

Just at present you know it is quite the fail to have skirts
made out of men's

heavy suitings.

We have a

large

number

of handsome patterns, which we are offering at great bargains: at eost, in fact, as they will soon be out of season for
Wo have divided them in two h>ts;
^entlemon.

$1.00; all druggisis.

One Lot, Price $1.50 per
The other Lot. $1.25 per
They

j

Upholstered?....

not

are

last a

the very wide goods.
great while at these

yard, sold for $2-50.
yard, sold for $2.00.
Ft is needless to sa\

they

will

prices.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

We are prepared to do
any kind of repair work
in our repairing depart-

83 Main St., Belfast.

THE NEW STORE,
aaaaaaaaaa,

AAAAAAAAAAA44A♦♦i*4^44444*444440444444444

ment.

OLD FURNITURE....

riARSTON C., 3 Years Old

made over, upholstered
and repaired.

couches:

Made to

«««RACE RECORD 2.19}.*^

Bay horse, 16 Hands High, Weight 1250 lbs.

Orderj

Dam
We have

a

full line of

Maiden

—

!

b\

Sire

Klectioneer

Piedmont

Sre of 160

2-l7\

with records
better than

Sire of 25
with records

F.llsworth Masons are contemplating a
trip to Belfast soon. Esoteric lodge has
been invited to work the third degree there.
The trip, if made, will l>e by steamer.—
Ellsworth American.

full sister

sire of

i

Capt. N. Smart has been quite sick, but is
improving.Mrs. Henry Beals is much

better
Miss Etta Holmes is able to sit up,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Peavey are both
better under the vigilant treatment of Dr.
J. S. Cole—Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nickerson
of Everett, Mass., are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born
March 7th
Mr. Walter J. Nickerson
made a short trip to Unity last week.

Bingen.
It would be hard to tind a more beautiful stalin’! with his >.;/«■ at d nnish in New
land. He is hound to be a sjreat sire of early and ''drone sj»»*,-d. and his eolfs ate !,;
m _M.
.lit -.11; over < ham
and handsome, lie trialed Oeiober. ifloi. three m
Oak Park. He will statu! for servieo at Pearl Hrooks Karin. North Helfast. Maim

Terms, $20

to insure.

H. F.

WE OWN AND OFFER

SHITH, ^'Sine'

$30,000

Sale el Iowa Horses.

Bar Harbor Electric
Co.

Light

Belfast, Maine.

SWANVILI.K.

I

a

We shall receive on M \U< 11 :u\,
head of Iowa horses. They mil weigh
from 1000 to 1400 pounds, and will eon
sist of workers and drivers, with some
good matched pairs. These horses are
direct from the farms on wh: h they
were raised, and are used to eoid weather and deep snows, Unis insuring the
purchaser healthy, nigged horses. They
will he sold at a moderate price, \ati\o
horses taken in exchange. They an bo
seen at the

_PHEN1X HOUSE STABLE,

First Mortgage!! Per Cent. Bonds Qentner & Lancaster,
TOTAL ISSUE, $100,000„

STATEMENT OF COMPANY FOlt 1901.

Less

Receipts.
Operating Expenses
....

Net

...

UNDERTAKERS.

14,894 04

Earnings. *1.1,774 78

R. H. Coombs &rSon,

It will be noted that the annual interest charge
is only $4,sno, or less than one-third of the net
*2wl0
income.
Full information on application.

MASON &

RESTAURANT

ROBES and

Portland, Me.

Connected

by telephone both day and ni.uht.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

1,000 ROLLS WALL PAPER was sc., now Oe.
And during this sale we are making a discount of 25 per cent, on the following sample books: Alfred Peats Co., Potter Mills Co., Decorative
Wall Paper Co., E. J. Hickey Co.
200 dozen Window Shade

CARLE & JONES.

UOUUHI' IN >1 ARCIl.
Is tin* HKST Blood Purifier
and Spring Tonic made.
It makes you eat
It makes you sleep.
It makes you digest your
food.

KENT’S

CELERY

I

NOTICE.

you from 25 to 75 per cent.

F veil HOTTI.E OF

Prepared ;at all hours to »lo KMRAM1ING and FUNKRAI, WORK.
ty7

FOR SAI K.

Closing Out Sale
0F
Wall Papers.

WITH

BURiAL GOODS.

AM FAKERY

The restaurant and bakery business in the
Opera House block. Church street, is for sale,
with tin* ovens and all appliances: also, to he
sold with the business or separately, the horses,
wagons and the new bakery building on Union
street. Apply to
MRS. ,1. W. KNOWLTON,
46 Union Street, Belfast.
titf

!

CASKETS,

MERRILL,

P. O. IJox 4^8.

just received.
”TRULy-

beleast

I

Gross

—

can save

to

May Kir-

what the cost will be.

Hutchings,

Dear Sir: Rockland, Maine, is a sea-coast
town : hard place for paint.
About seventeen years ago, Farrand, Spear A Co., Rockland, began with Devoe. Their first sale
was to paint the Farrington residence, well
known there.
Mr. Farrand says the house appears,
from the street, to be well painted now, and
has never been repainted.
We should like to know more definitely
about a job of paint that has lasted seventeen years on a sea-side house.
It is the
longest time we have had a report on.
Lead and oil lasts three years—a first-rate
job—and nobody says it lasts longer. We
are content to say that Devoe lead and zinc
lasts twice as long: but we know of houses
innumerable, on which our paint has exneeded six years.
|
Yours truly,
21
F. W. Dkvok A Co.
P. S. Sold by J. W. Jones.

is

*i.30

The matter of the proposed Odd Fellows'
Home will be discussed at the regular meeting of Waldo Lodge to-morrow, Friday,
I evening.
A full attendance is desired.
Gov. Crosby Commandery, No. 2HH, Ancient and Illustrious Knights of Malta,
elected the following officers Thursday
evening: Sir knight commander, F. ,1.
Stephenson ; generalissimo, C. li. Patterson ;
captain general, C. 0. Dickey; prelate, S.
R. Locke; recorder, M. C. Hill; assistant
recorder, E. E. Pillsbury; treasurer, Walter
Cooper; senior warden, C. R. Coombs
junior warden,N. J. Pottle; trustee for 18
months, C. 0. Dickey.

Maiden

better than

of which we will send a
sample line for your inWrite to us
spection.
the style and shape of
piece of furniture and
we will estimate about

evening.

We

positively
two alike.

no

YOURS TRULY.

Important

Anything you Want

The regular meeting of Pluenix Lodge,
F. and A. M., will be held next Monday

00,000 Rolls in stock.

and

The genuine has

Secret. Societies.

E

w

this picture on it,
take no other.
if you have not

—

Letter to A.

DATTFUV
rAI I

\\7 A I CT

Easter Neckwear.

**********

can’t

Bert Hamlin.

!

$20 l£ \CH CASH

We go to Boston this week for the latest novelties in

Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
is

of work in our dressmaking department will oblige us to put in
factory machines, and we have two perfect running WHITE MAattachments, which we will sell for

]CH

HI

* MLl

You can’t live

on

Oil

UNIVERSAL TUCKER,”

it tits any machine, preserves absolute uniformity of width between tucks, makes tucks
any desired width, tucks heaviest flannel to thinnest chiffons, no marking, creasing or
previous basting. Cannot get out of repair. Any child can use it. Price

can;

you

Patterson; assistant foreman, George
Darby; clerk, W. .). Clifford; treasurer

1

|

“The “Nemo Self-Reducing” is the only Corset for stout
women that] positively reduces tin abdomen, gives a
graceful figure and assures a perfect fitting dress. All this
is accomplished in the “Self-Reducing Idea," a new method
of adjusting PLAITS and STRAPS.
The “Nemo" is also made in the straight front for
slight people. All the bones are re-enforced so thev cannot break through. Every pair guaranted.
«^“Call at our store and look at them.

F.

—

|

causes

vcr-work, if

v.

Liver

:

card contained 2 dances, all of which were
well filled. Icecream from II. W. Healey’s
was served at intermission.
After the drawing, at intermission, for the
distribution of presents to ticket-holders at
was found that three of the best presents
A second
had been omitted from the lisx.
afterThe Fortnightly C luu ga\ e a sociable and drawing was accordingly held Friday
Half-tons of coal were drawn by
entertainment at the North Church last noon.
Minot E. Stearns, and
Monday evening. The program consisted Samuel Adams and
As
of a few selections on a graphoplione, a the barrel of Hour by M. B. Knowlton.
usual in such cases several ladies drew hair
piano solo by Miss Cora Morison, and the
drew
or cigars, single men
reading h> Miss Ellen D. Townsend of one cuts, shaves
of the Whilomville stories by Stephen Crane. ladies garments, etc.
The officers of the company are as folThe remainder of the evening was spent in
( apt., Wm. M. Welch; foreman, N
lows:

—

many

hese

h

•>;-

Overture, Frolics of Cupid.
Cloven
Selection,
Moicean
The Butterfly,
Song, 1 Wonder if She's Waiting.
March, The Chaperons.
In the absence of Chief Engineer Francis
II. Welch, Capt. Wm. M. Welch acted as
lloor director, with members of the company as aides. Sixty-six couples formed on
for the grand march, led by Capt. Welch
and his sister, Mis. Austin L. Smith. The

11;4|^ie

j

-•

Ball.

No.

corresponin type for
week. See

The home of Mrs. .Josiah Mitchell became
liiled with illuminating gas Monday aftern ion, while the family were out.
The water
got out of the syphon in the cellar allowing
the gas to escape the full size of tin* pipe.
accident occurred in the night an
explosion would probably have resulted or
the inmates of the house been suffocated.

Firemen's

The annual ball of Washington Ilose Co.
1 was held in Belfast Opera House
Thursday evening, March nth. The supper,
which had been a feature of the firemen's
balls in the past, was omitted. The music
was by Meservey’s Orchestra of Rockland,
with G. F. Meservey leader and G. 8. RackThe orchestra gave a conitf prompter.
cert, at the opening, with the following

IVii-sions have been granted as follows:
Ben'. K. Tibbetts, lather) Past Palermo,
MJ: original, Clmrle.s s. B< rr\, China, ss;
Alfred P. Nickerson. Swanville, Ss.

1

1

J

friends of the children are specially invited
be present with their little folks. The
music and the sermon by the pastor will be
‘‘Decision
appropriate to the occasion.
day” will be observed by the Sunday school
with special exercises. Other services will
be as follows:
A meeting for men and
boys at 3.30 p. m.; Christian Endeavor
meeting at <>.30 p. m.; and a gospel praise
and preaching service at 7.50 p. m. Mr.
Pliilbrook has began a short series of evening addresses on the general topic, Great
Life Questions and Their Answers.

The Kialto Dramatic Club entertained
the Camden Stock company Wednesday
veiling before the play, in their rooms in
tic* < >pern Douse Block.

i

V-

to

county

are

too

De Koven

.jular ace,dent happened to one of
\ House hack hor.-e.s last Thurs_i:t
She was all right when put in
at night, but when taken out Eri- |
\g it was found that the “issue”
j
join her near hind leg, leaving an : passage, during which the mate was washed
pla) ing games.
mol.
It is an accident of very rare overboard and lost, the jibboom was broken
Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson enterThe
but neither painful nor danger- and some other damage sustained.
! Hawthorn was towed here from Portland. tained a party of friends at their home
The frames are nearly all raised on the Tuesday evening, March nth. Drive whist
acts
The Monhegan correspondwas indulged in, after w hich dainty refreshsteamer in (ieo. A. (iilehrest’s
r»<Mit'hfca\ Register says: “The new dredging
The inboard linish, cabins, etc., ments were served. A very enjoyable
• ateliers
here tlie past two weeks ; shipyard.
which are being made In F. Y. Cottrell, evening was reported by all present.
ne
very little business as the
A. 11oyt. painter, are as nice
!.. L. and
W. Hooker have leased the
l as been ver\ rough.
About one joiner, and V.
as ail} thing ever put into a vessel in Belfast.
Jones s. Davis blacksmith shop on Washlobster traps have been lost durinter, which will average one dol- j
Last Thur>day evening the Westquotaire ington street, and are fitted up for doing
cap.
Kvery one feels the loss— ; Club celebrated Founder's Day by a picnic wheelwright and blacksmith work. They
barrels of small pollock were supper at w hich the members of the Ocliean are enterprising young men and thorough
non,
Monhegan to New York last Society wen* invited guests. The rooms of mechanics. E. L. Hooker worked three
the hostess, Miss Marion Wells, were very years in the wheel department of Stephentastefully decorated, tlie dining room in son’s carriage factory in Portland. Some
on the jud page an interesting
of the new firm's tools and appliances are
n
Mr. <\ \Y. Frederick, who is, particular being prettily trimmed in red.
of their own manufacture and show metin* winter on the Faci lie coast, in Festoons »»i red were suspended from the
chanical skill and inventive genius.
"iial note he says:
“1 see The four corners of the ceiling to the centre,
regularly and lind that all our and bowls of scarlet poppies were placed to >Nkw Steamboat Line. Helfast merthe coast take a great interest in ; great advantage in different parts of the chants have bought the steamer Florence
The table was trimmed with pop- and she will begin next week on a route ber and in our doings at home.
It is ! room.
Tying to see that all seems to point pies and ferns. Place cards of the prevailing tween Helfast and Stonington, touch ng at
color and a red or white rose at each plate Eggemoggin, Buck’s Harbor, North Deer
r times and better things for us.
and Brooklin.
•. nly deserve
it; ii has been largely completed the decorations. Several of those Isle, Sargentville, Sedgwick
present were attired in old-fashioned cos- She will leave Belfast at 8 a. m. Mondays,
i\ that has caused our misfortunes.”
tumes. one }oung lad} in particular created
Wednesdays and Fridays, and leave stonand snow storm of considerable
a sensation by her strict adherence to the
ington on her return at 7.30 a. m. Tuesdays,
prevailed Sunday and Monday and dress of our
grandmother’s day. In the un- Thursdays and Saturdays, (’apt. J. W. Hen•t in an unusually large precipitation,
avoidable absence* of four of the young nett, who lias been very active in promoting
hes. The storm began with snow
ladies an equal number of young gentlemen the enterprise, will command her. He has
forenoon, turned to rain later in were entertained in order to
complete the received valuable assistance from Mayor
rained heavily in the night and
party. To carry out the old fashioned idea Elmer Small, who presented to the mer*1 to a blustering snow storm Mouone of the last-named appeared in the wedchants the benefits to be derived from the
rning. The total fall was about 7
suit of an ancestor. The evening was line. The steamer w ill be thoroughly reand it was considerably drifted, ding
pleasant!} spent with games and music. paired at Gilchrest’s yard and it is expected
w was very uneven on the ground
Features of the entertainment were singing I she will bejready for the route next Wedn es'.he storm and the greater part of the
by a chorus and by the male quartette* day morning.
'•as on wheels, and this snow helped
The selections rendered were very remarkXkw Aiivkbtiskmrxts. Carle & Jones
le, if any. Schools were suspended
able for their classic worth.
This supper at their new
store, 31 Main street, have the
forenoon.
The steamer Silver
was the fourth in the series given by the
Nemo corsets. Head what they say about
itted her trip fmm Castine and
two societies this winter.
it
not be them.
May
They have taken the agency for the
the last!
Universal Tucker. Two sewing machines
and
11 <\mK CmmiNG Okki-:it.
A Sum; Hkcitaj,. Emery F. White, who for sale-Closing out sale of wall papers
an oversight the otter of a calendar
Jones.John M. Ames Comis stud} ing music in Boston, is at home on a at Carle
uni and Home was advertised last
Stockton springs, are agents for the
Tliis otter was withdrawn, and so vacation and will give a benelit recital in pany,
which has earned the
■<■<1 in these Columns, some weeks the Baptist church next Tuesday, March Cyphers Incubator,
title of “The Standard Hatcher of the
e
now send the Farm and Home
18th, assisted by Mrs. K. S. l’itcher, Mrs. E.
P. Frost and tlie Brotherhood Orchestra. World." They sell at factory prices. Send
"iip year to all who pay one year in
for circular or call and examine the machine
for The Republican Journal, and Mr. White is always obliging in assisting in
Marston C., 3 years old, with
aIio reply immediately to this offer local musical affairs and the high favor in personally
a race record of J’.lpj, w ill stand for service
dven The Webster Rocket Diction- which his talent is held should combine to
The following at Pearl Brooks Farm, North Belfast.
pages, containing 45,800 words, with make the recital a success.
itself
to all music Address 11. F. Smith, Belfast, Me., K F. I).
commend
will
program
nunciation and much other useful
No. ]. See advt—Fuller & Cobb, Hockdion, making it a valuable and con- lovers:
March land, Me., are prepared to do upholstering
book of reference. A sample copy White Squadron,
Orchestra
and repairing in their repair department.
Dictionary may be seen at this office, a. Where’er you walk,
llamlel Old furniture made over,
upholstered and
of
Farm
and
Home
dost
thou
b.
leave
me
.'
sample copies
Oh, Sleep! Why
'So be had.
Handel repaired. Couches made to order.The
Like melting tones it rises,
e.
Brahms restaurant and bakery business in Opera
'\n u Notes.
The Harbours have d. The Dream,
Kubinstein House block is offered for sale. Also the
1 to christen their new
Mr. White.
steamer now
Schubert horses, wagons and new bakery building on
completed at Brewer the Verona. Serenade,
Mrs. Pitcher.
Union street ...K. L. & C. W. Booker
Trial measurements show the follow- If with all
your Hearts,
“Eliiah” advertise to do blacksniithing and wheelMilts: Length, registered, 110.3
Mr. White.
feet;
wright work at the Jones S. Davis shop on
Kucken Washington street_See statements of
my Bark,
registered,28.1 feet :depth,8 feet.Gross Duett, Drift
Mrs. Frost and Mrs. Pitcher.
the
Searsport National Bank, Belfast Na'~‘b 140, net tonnage, 101—The tug a. Slumber
Song,
Franz tional Bank and Peoples’ National Bank of
"rk has been put in
Franz Belfast—II. J. Locke & Son, post office
thorough repair at b. Silent Safety,
Mr. White.
;,iid is ready for service on Penobscot
square, sell watches.1. W. Burgess is
Selection.
od river....The Penobscot was d#
prepared to deliver pure Highland Spring
Orchestra.
water to any part of the city.See advt.
in Boston by storm last week until a. This would I do,
Chapman of the Connecticut painter and paper
F. Lynes hanger—Harry W. Clarke .& Co. have
‘lay at 10 a. m., and arrived here Fri- b. When love is done,
Mr. White.
1
something to say of importance to ladies.
oming at 4 a. m. She left on her r'-1- Whisper and I shall hear,
Picolomini Head what they say about skirt patterns_
T the usual hour
Mrs.
Frost.
Friday afternoon,
Go to Fogg & Brown’s market, Howes
drived in Boston Saturday morning. Flute obligto,
block, for your Sunday dinner. They have
Mr. Philbrook.
"
a fine display of poultry, meats and vegeflier storm detained her in Boston until
a.
A Memory,
Park tables—J. C. Durham, who has been shut
'lay night at 10 o’clock and after a b. The Miller’s Daughter,
Chadwick down for over four months, will start his
-T
Tosti woodworking factory Monday, March 17th,
passage she arrived here Monday c. Good-bye,
Mr.
White.
when he will be prepared to furnish doors,
"lm,K at t; o’clock. She left for Boston
Horse Marines,
March sash, etc., and do sawing, planing and
T8<lay afternoon.
Orchestra.
general mill work. Screens made to order.
■

There
!£T

Beethoven
Choir, Lo, ’Tis Night,
Barnard
Bass solo, The Plains of Peace,

something

<>uite an amount of county
dence. received too late to put
thi> issue, '[.'deferred until next
7th page this week for deferred

A WORD ABOUT CORSETS,
RELIEF FOR STOUT WOITEN.

Oil.

Voluntary, Andante Classique, Op. 93,

Society

Constitu-1

*********

Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver

M, Sunday school; at 6:15 p. M., praise
service, singing led by cornet; at 7:30 P. M„
lecture by the pastor on “What a Universalist has to say about God.” The musical
program will be as follows:

aster

j

CARLE & JONES.

already.

12

ORIGINAL
—

thin

too

fat;

too

are

Fat, enough for your habit, is
healthy; a little more, or less, is
no
great harm. Too fat, consult
a doctor; too
thin, persistently
thin, no matter what cause, take

in.

E. S. Pitcher.
l’ostlude, Chorus from Racine’s Athalia,
Mendelssohn

Buffalo Chop (Formosa Oolong).
Hung Kbb Chop (Formosa Oolong).
Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (English Breakfast).
Okangb Pbkob (India & Ceylon).

will hold its
supper, sale and entertainMemorial Hall on \Y*edne>day afterevening, March Jt*Th. Admission
'i he young ladies of tlie* Murra> Club
e afternoon
supper ami entertain ! will meet this, Thursday, afternoon, at I'.nO,
elltS.
with Mrs. A. A. Smith, High street.
painting by Sanborn representing ! K. M. Sanborn
recent I \ made three round
B. Merriam is on exhibition j
..Tier .1
tables of California redwood for the Seadrug store. The vessel was in side
Inn, Seal Harbor. They were finished
business between Belfast and
in the natural wood.
command of Capt. Isaac ( lark
The next entertainment in the course
ty or forty years ago.
given in the I'niversalist Church will he
tor of The Journal is under obligaMa.j. Holman F. Hay, from
lion. E. (
Burleigh, member of j readings by
unpublished works, Friday, March L‘lst.
from this district, for a handsoinT. H. Marshall, Relief Corps will have a
volume containing the
janual and digest-, rule ami prac- , supper Tuesday, March lMh, at Memorial
JIall. The public are cot di ally invited.
House of Hepresentati "es.
Admission 1cents. Ii stormy, the supper
-a. Mass., subscriber avrites: “I
will be postponed.
tin appearance of The Journal
The members of Seaside chautaiujua Cirit is like seeing the familiar face I
l. I think one never appreciates | cle will meet with Mrs. p. \. Hubbard, 1
Park street. Monda\ alternoon. March 17th.
aper so much as wlien they are in j
Lesson: “The Rand of l.mhiu.” Quota: ed with strangers and far from
tions will be from Luther.
-••ciations.”
ii versa list

of

sure

and all wrong, if

The services at the Universalist Church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
A. m., regular service, preaehing by Rev.
G. E. Edgett, in exchange with the pastor;

Ask your grocer

:a\
;

7.30 p.

Chase & Sanborn tea, insist upon

it, and

*********

right, if you

is all

Prayer meeting at the North Church this,
Thursday, evening at 7.15: topic “The Sins
of the Church.” Teachers’ meeting at 8.15
p. in., Thursday. The Sunday services will
be as follows: sermon by the pastor, Rev.
George S. Mills, at 10.45; subject, “The Doctrine of Horizon ;” Sunday school at 12 in.;
C. F,. meeting at 6 30 p. m.; topic, “The joy
of service,” Ps. 120:5-6, Matt. 25:10-23. The
pastor will give an address in the vestry at

Teas you think of Chase & Sanborn.
They are the largest receivers of fancy

members met with Mrs. Gamtalked matters over informally.
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The Bible class meets at
all are invited.
the parsonage Saturday evening at 7 o’clock.
All are invited.
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you cannot afford to sacrifice

is half told when you

uiieipal officers met Monday and
averse jurors for the April term
urt, C. 1 Cottrell, R. E. Cottrell,
*
hapman and Ansel Wadsworth.
•.
nr Monday prevented a meeting
Just Improvement Society, but a
:

To

care.

Betting

Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday will be as follows: Regular morning service at 10.45 a. m„ preaching by the
pastor; Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Thursday evening at 7 o'clock there will be a
meeting at the parsonage to organize a class
in the study of Browning’s poems, to which

f

Having been shut down for four months, we
shall start up MONDAY, the 17th of March, and
will be prepared to furnish
DOORS,
SASH,
GUTTERS,
MOULDINGS,
FLOORING, ETC.
Also do sawing, planing, turning and general
mill work. We are prepared to make screens to
order, and are ready to give estimates on any
2wll*
thing in our line.
J.

WINE
Tin* three

ONLY 50c.
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Opposite Belfast

C. DURHAM.

Miss Nellie Hunt and Miss Madge Walker
have returned from Boston, where they
Dr. S. W. Johnson of
spent the winter
Belfast was in town on Sunday called to
Consult with Dr. lloit on a critical case.

tilings necessary for pcrlect health.

England and nance, May 31st, July 19th.
England. France, Switzerland, Germany and
Holland, July 5th, Sent. 7th.
England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland. Italy
and France, Aug. 31st, Nov. 7th.
DELIGHTFUL TRIPS AT SMALL COST.

3tl0

F. A. EL WELL,

Portland, Me.

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

Hollander; “The Primary Election
Movement,” by Albert Watkins; “The
Magazine readers will be glad to know Consolidation of Schools,” by C. E.
that George W. Cable opens the March Blake; “Fire and the Forest Reserves,”
Atlantic with the first installment of by C. S. Newhall; and “The Educationhis eagerly-awaited new serial. Bylow al Value of World’s Fairs,” by W. Ordwav Partridge.
Hill.
In “A Century of Choral Singing in
New England,” contained in the March

NEWS

number of the New England Magazine,
Mr. TIenry ('. Lahee ably traces tbe
evolution of our present well-trained
choruses from the old fashioned singing-schools of the early days.

Holman

Maine.”

E. Day’s

Mrs.

Julia

Ward

Howe,

who has
her rich
and lec-

given to the world so freely of
personality through her poems

tures. ami whose name is identified
with the leading movements for the
advancement of net sex, is the subject
ol an
dmirable illustrated article in
the New England Magazine for March.
l'nu“r
the
title
of
“American
shrines the New England Magazine is
a
series
of
presenting
frontispieces.
An attractive view is given in the
M arch number 01 Independence llall,
accompanied by the following appro“We hold
these
priate quotation:
truths to tie self-evident: that all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness.“
The March St. Nicholas comprises a
most varied table of contents —a long
story of a boy’s military company under the command of a shrewd and humorous one-legged veteran of the Mexican war, short stories about the children of James II. of England. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, top-spinning, life at a
girls’ boarding school, a newspaper heat
by a cub-reporter, and the usual brilliant tilling in of verse, jingles, pictures
and scraps of information.
The Atlantic for March contains a
remarkable symposium upon the vitally
important question which is now
absorbing national attention, and upon
which hangs our own future, as well as
that of those most immediately concerned—the Philippine Problem.
Fred
W. Atkinson, the Government Superintendent ol Schools, discusses the Educational Problem in the Philippines.
He
explains the educational condition and
necessities of the Filipinos, what the
Government has done and is doing
about their schooling, and what are
their educational qualifications and
Mr. Charles A. Conant.
prospects.
w ho has just returned from the islands,
discusses the Economic Future of the
Filipinos: their character of mind: the
labor problems involved among them;
the responsibilities assumed, and the
te.sk involved “in seeking to raise such
a people from their present economic
condition up to the level of Western
civilization.”
Both articles have come
at first hand from the centre of action,
and are contributed by the most qualified ot observers, each in his own line.
A very carious bi-literal cipher, which
lias been discovered by Mrs. Gallup
running through tlie lirst editions of
Bacon's works, has excited wide interest m tlie literary world. This cipher
consists of tlie use of two wrong-font
letters at intervals, combinations of
these two letters in groups of five con-

stituting

an

alphabet.

These repeti-

tions ot a w rung-font letter cannot
have been matters of chance. Whether
placed there by Lord Bacon or by the
printer, remains in doubt. If by tlie
printer, they relate a wonderful romance—tlie story of Queen Elizabeth’s
marriage to the Karl of Leicester when
both were coniined in the Tower prior
to the t.ineeu’s accession: the birth of
two sons, of whom Lord Bacon was the
elder, tlie Karl of Essex tlie other.
Lord Bacon considered himself the heir
to the throne of England.
The hi literal cipher further tells that Queen Elizabeth condemned tier own son, the Karl
of Essex, to death. The Cosmopolitan
for March contains an article by Prof.
Garrett P. Serviss fully reviewing this
remarkable lornance—if it is concluded
to have been inserted by tlie printer—
or tragedy it inserted by Lord Bacon.

WEEK.

costly structure, such as that which
Maine had at the Chicago exposition,
and disregarding the Buffalo idea of
having a part in a joint building, the
Maine commissioners have settled

on a

huge log cabin, to be built in accord with
all forest precedents. The cabin will be
devoted exclusively to the advertise-

contains more poems than
first famous book, “Up in

The publishers,
M. Clark & Co.,
Boston, report very heavy advance
orders for “Hester Blair,” which was
brought out Feh. -J8th. Hester is a remarkable sort of a girl, and her love
story and subsequent married life is
one ot the strangest and sweetest in
modern fiction.

THE

Maine Matters.
The Maine commissioners to the St. Louis exposition
have decided upon a Maine building for
the fair which will meet with the approval of all. Instead of going in fora

second book of
poems lias gone to press and will be issued in April.
The name under which
the new volume will appear is “The
Pine Tree Ballads.”
This volume is

larger and
Mr. Day’s

OF

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
C. G. II., Dec. 5, from Port Townsend.
A (7 Hopes, D. Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Dec (> for Queenstown.
A .1 Fuller, sailed from Newcastle, X. S.
W. Dec 11 for Honolulu.
! Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from San
Francisco Dec 27 for Queenstown.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Townsend Oct 29 from Nagaski.
K B Sutton, J P Butman,sailed from Hiogo
Dec. 30 lor New York; passed St. Helena
prior to March 4.
Fort George, Clias. C. McClure, arrived
at Port I'irie Feb 20 from Chemanus.
Gov liobie, from Everett, Wash. Sept 1
for ^vdney, X. S. W., arrived at Cape Town
Jan 6.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at New York Feb.
25 from San Francisco.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Newcastle, N.
S
W. Dec. 23, for Manila.
Mary L Cushing, Newcastle, N. S. W.
for Honolulu, spoken Dec. 21, lat. 31 S, Ion.
159 E.
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, arrived at
New York March 1 from Ilong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
s D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Tacoma Feb. 14 11«>in Honolulu
St Paul, F W
Treat, arrived at Port
Townsend March 8 from Manila.
state of Maine, LA Coicord, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov it; for New Y'ork ; passed
St. Helena prior to Feb. 4.
Tiiiie K Star buck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Honolulu Jan. 15 from San Francisco.
Win 11 Macy, sailed from Port Gamble
Dec. 20 for Algoa Bay.
Win li Conner, li F Coicord, sailed from
Hung Kong Nov 30 for Baltimore and New
York.

ment of Maine as a summer resort, both
within and without....Horace W. Jordan, a native of Ellsworth, who made a
fortune in the cattle business in Boston,
1 died in that
city Feb. gist, aged78 vears.
lie was the first man to ship a lot of
western cattle on the hoof to New
He owns a handsome place
England.
at Jordan’s island, in Frenchman's bay,
and for many summers has paid an annual visit to Hancock county in his
steam yacht.Richmond was the first
town this year to comply with Chapter
gs:; of the Public Laws of 1889.
This
law requires that all towns, cities,
cotinues ana corporations snail deposit
in the State library copies of then annual reports.The w ill of the late Nathan <
Ayer of Bangor has been allowed by the probate court.
Mr. Ayer
made several bequests, including *3.000
for the maintenance of a free bed at
the Bangor hospital and *1,000 toward
the establishment of a home for aged
The remainder of the estate goes
men.
to Fred \V. Ayer and Charles F. Woodard of Bangor, to be held in trust for
his wife, Lucy P. Ayer.
At her death
the property is to be divided
equally
among the five children.The late -Justice Fogler was assigned to the following terms of nisi prius for the year 11)02:
Third Tuesday of April, Waldo: third
Tuesday of May, York: third Tuesday
of September, Somerset: fourth Tuesday of December, Knox. Justice Whitehouse is presiding in Piscataquis, and
the newly appointed Justice Spear will
preside over the terms assigned to
Justice Fogler, beginning in Waldo in
April.Mayor Boothby of Portland
lias received from Isaac B. Rich, one of
Boston’s best know n theatre managers,
a check of *lno in behalf of the fund
for the aid of the Maine Home for
Friendless Boys.The annual spring
meeting of the Bornological society is
to be held at Brickfield, March 2sth.
Prof. F. A. Waugh, Pomologist of Vermont experiment station and horticultural editor of the Country Gentleman,
will be the leading speaker. Prizes will
be offered for leading varieties of late
keeping apples.The Bangor ice crop
for the present season lias been harvested and it amounts to 36,s00 tons. It
will be used entirely for local consumption during the coming warm w eather,
.til of it, with the exception’of a few
thousand tons cut on the rvier, was
harvested on Kenduskeag stream. The
ice is from 14 to 17 inches in thickness
and is clear black and of the first quality.From the copies of the reports of
the Postoliice Department for the fiscal
year ending June MO, nmi, it is seen that
the gross receipts of the State of Maine
postullices amounted to *soi.7M‘i.7*. In
Maine there were for the year iuo,5S(i
pounds of newspaper mail receiving
county circulation, while m .Massachusetts the amount was os,233 pounds_
The President February 27tli sent to the
Senate the nomination of Hutson 11.
Saunders to be l". s. Marshal, district
of
Maine, a re-appointment.The
total receipts for the month of January
and February of this year from th’e
organization of new corporations by
the secretary ol' State and by him
deposited in the state treasury aggregate £13,50.7.The Maine
Teachers’
1
association, formerly the Maine Pedagogical society. lias decided through its
| executiveatcommittee to hold its annual
Waterville in the new City
meeting
Hall next October.South Paris is to
receive
£25,000 tor a public library from
|
! 1 lit1 estate of William II.
Parsons, who
i died in Brooklyn, Feb. 27, aged so years.
I Petition was ‘made March 3d for the
probate of the will. Waterman 'J'. Hew| itt. of Ithaca, a nephew of the dead
'inan, and George Barnes of Brooklyn,
are named as executors.
Mr. Parsons
I was a retired produce merchant.
Matliilde Ilakenson, a servant in the
! family for many years, is to receive
A large collection of books and
i £000.
; pamphlets is to go to the South Paris
j library. The remainder of the estate
is to go to relatives in Maine.Com|
missioner Matthews is now engaged in
making plans for bis report for 19o2.
I He is considering the feasibility of payconsiderable attention to the gran| ing
ite industry of the State. At the present time the granite business is in a
I most flourishing condition and the
I coming season will he the best ever
! known in Maine. At Vinalliaven contracts have been secured which will
bring to that town a degree of prosperity not known since the old days of the
15 per cent, government contracts. In
other places, too, big contracts are in
band and will be pushed along as rap-
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This is the trade mark stamped on every sheet of MF
Roofing Tin—the best roofing tin made- It is

evidence that it has the heaviest and richest coating of
pure tin and new lead, dipped by the palm oil process,
MF is
and manufactured entirely by hand labor.
impervious to rust—will last a lifetime. Ask your
roofer for MF Roofing Tin—or
write to W. C.

AMERICAN TIN PLATE
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You should not feel tired all the time-

healthy people don’t—you won't il you take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla for aw hile.
“Mrs. Catt has not yet suggested that
separate air and sunshine be provided for
the ladies.”—C hicago Journal.
Why should she*. That is a masculine

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Ryes and Nose ran Water.—C. (J. Arch
er of
Brewer, Maine, says: “I have had

Bears the
Signature of

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.

idea.

!
i

I

Catarrh for several years.
W ater would
! run from my eyes and nose for days at a
1
time.
About
four
months
was induced
ago
| to
try I)r. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder, and
since using the wonderful remedy 1 have
It relieves in ten minnot had an attack.
utes.”
50 cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson
and
A.
Co.—ft
A.
Howes
&
j
Cause and Effect.—“If woman votes,”
loftily remarked the politician, “she'll want
to smoke big cigars, and they will ruin her
digestion.”
“Women smoke big cigars in Manila, and
Burmah and Cuba,” was the comment of
the human information bureau, “but I
never heard that it came from voting.”
relief in half an hour.—A lady
in New York State, writing of her cure by
Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart,says: “I
feel like one brought hack from the dead,
so
great was my suffering from heart
trouble and so almost miraculous m\ recovery thiough the agency of fhis powerful
I owe my life to it."
treatment.
Sold by
Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A Co.—lb
Heart

lingers.—“1 believe," said the old farmer, “that w oman »<-ter be a clinging vine.”
“I thought, pa." dryh observed his wife,
(

“that you cut down ail those vines on the
.-</utli side of the house because you said
they rotted the wood.”

nrry.—Take them and go about
business—they do their work whilst
you are doing yours. Dr. Agnew's Liver
Tills are sjstem renovators, blood purifiers
and builders: every gland and tissue in the
v hole anat<«in\ is benefited'and stimulated
in the use of them.
40 doses in a vial, lo
Never "

your

loo doses if“> cts.
bold b\ Edmund
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—il

cents,

Modern Science.—“Why,” snarled the
regulator, “aren't you women at home rocking the cradle, instead of wanting t<> vote*.'”
“Because," crisply answered the lady
physician, “modern nodical authority, says
that a child’s brains are addled by rocking,
and we feel that it is more important to secure legislation on pure milk."
I

'lies cured

in

A

to b

nights.—One apHr. Agnew’s Oint-

plication gives relief.
is a boom for Itching Piles, or Blind,
It relieves quickly and
Bleeding Piles.
In skin eruptions it stands
permanently.

ment

without a rival. Thousands of testimonials
if you want evidence.
35 cents.
Sold by
Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A- Co.—12

j

Onerous.—“Woman,” quoth paterfamilias,

“has a great influence in the home. She
should exercise that, and not ask for the
ballot.”
“Maybe,” patiently replied his wife, “but,
Tatlier, the fact is Pd a lot rather do a thing
for myself than try to coax you to do it,
even if it was good for you.”

j

All who use Atomizers in treating nasal
catarrh will get the best result from Ely’s
Liquid Cream Balm.
Price, including
spray ing tube, 75 ets. Sold by druggists or
mailed by Ely Bros., 5ti Warren St., N. Y.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, lhOO.
Messrs. Ei.y Bros. :— I sold two bottles of
your Liquid Cream Balm to a customer,
\Vm. Lambertou, 1115 Delacliaise St., New
Orleans; he has used the two bottles, giving
him wonderful and most satisfactory results.
Geo. W. McDeff, Pharmacist.

J

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey. sailed from
Brunsw ick. Ga., March 1 lor New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Boston
Feb. 4 tor Fernandina.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at New York
Feb 28 from Brunswick, Ga.,
John C Smith, McDonald, cleared from
Jacksonville Jan 3 for Guadaloupe.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at San
Juan, P li. Jan 27 from New Y'ork.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Jacksonville Jan 8 for Martinique.
R W Hopkins, Ilichborn, sailed from
Fernandina March 4 for New York.
R F Pettigrew, sailed from Providence
March 5 f< r Norfolk.
Willie I. Newton sailed from New York
March 3 for Fernandina.

Lfuzc/y. T<&£c/u/t£

Newspaper
The proprietor

of

Notes.

the

Times talks of publishing

Rumford
a

Falls

daily.

In beginning last week a new volume the
Old Town Enterprise returned to the now
almost universal 8-page form, which is
found to suit the average reader better than
the smaller page.
The National Editorial Association meets
this year at the Hot Springs, Arkansas,
April 15-20. The delegates from the Maine
Pi ess Association are John M. S. Hunter,
Farmington Chronicle; Chester W. Robbins,
Old Town Enterprise; E. A. Merriam,
Madison bulletin, Charles A. Pilsbury, The
Republican Journal, llelfast.
Maine editors

were

well cared for at the

banquet to Prince Henry given in New
York Wednesday night, Feb. 20th, at the
Waldorf-Astoria by the German paper
The State, represented by
Staats Zeitung.
J. P. Pass and M. R. Ilarrigan, Bangor
Commercial; George S. Rowell, Portland
Advertiser; George W. Norton. Portland
Express, and F. B. Nichols, Path Times,
hail excellent seats in the main room near
the table occupied by the Prince and his
suite.
Fire in the tliree-story brick building occupied by The Portland Evening Express and
others, late Wednesday night. Feb. 2f>th,
caused a loss estimated at >4o,000. T he editorial and mechanical departments of T he
Express, with the exception of the press
room, were ruined, but the occupants of the
building escaped with trifling less. How
the tire started is not known. The Express
received offers of assistance from all of its
cpntempories, and accepted the offer of tlie
Argus, from which office it has been issued
w ithout missing a number.
Complexion

!»lr*.

rtoosevpit

l,on<in.

Judge

“Yes,” Sirs. Starvim was saying at the
breakfast table, “it’s a splendid book. It
certainly is strong and”—
! “All, that i(minds me,” remarked the

i

the

butter.”—Philadelphia Press.

No matter how long you have had the
cough; if is hasn’t already developed into
consumption Hr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup w ill cure it.

Every man barked at by a dog is not a
thief. Every man talked about by a gossip
is not guilty.—Atchison Globe.
Years of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of Doan’s Ointment. Never fails.
At any drug store, 50 cents.
It is well enough to make hay while the
sun shines, but if there were no rainy
weather there would be no hay to make.
—Saturday Evening Post.
Relief in Six Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Believes retention of water almost immediately. If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Bowes & Co., Druggists, Belfast Me.
Iy47

Sedentary habits cans© kidney troubles. | Wine” will do this and so marked is its
People who are obliged to sit all day long, j action on the kidneys that you an actstenographers, telephone and telegraph I ually feel it working on them within a

>perators, seamstresses, milliners, shoe few minutes after taking a dose.
It gives them just the kind of ha
nakers, tailors, book keepers, clerks who \
I
stand over a counter, engineers, firemen, they need and it heals up the sore.
jonductors, brakemen, and others on takes away the smarting, burning, pan
iteam and electric railroads, are all more ful, dragged-down, all-gone sensations, as
It takes sediments of all
>r less affected with disease in the kid- if by magic.
<
leys. Long hours in a sitting post ure kinds out of the little nooks and nrners
jramps the kidneys, bowels and other where they lodge and cause brick dust,
irgans in the pelvic regions. Vou will gravel, stone in bladder, inflammation,
If you have any of these troubles,
3nd that nearly everyone of these peo- etc.
ple has constipation, and a great many or even if you have any of the slighter
more of them have kidney troubles and
symptoms of kidney disease, you oug1
It is easier t<- inton’tknow it. Often incipient Bright's to protect yourself.
lisease will fasten itself upon a person | vent than to cure any disease. A bottle
of
‘‘Blood Wine,” costing fifty cents, w;
md the only indication of anything'
wrong that the layman can discern is a ; often stave off a serious trouble, and spar*'
slight aching or tired feeling across the j the patient’s life, to say nothing of saving
small of the back. This goes unheeded great expense and long suffering.
Read this expression of gratitude from
because it in itself is apparently of no !
Let the knowing a Worcester, Mass., woman, who has hah
great consequence.

physician examine

*

Photo

copyright, 1901, by J. Schlosa, N. T.

MBS. BOOSEVELTS LATEST PICTURE.
:

tablislied what is known as a ladies’
cabinet, composed of wives of cabinet
officers. Every week sessions are held
■»‘-<*!iS8 social matters.

the water, when these

an

excellent chance to make

a caret'
Mrs- Ann

symptoms are manifest, and he’ll find a investigation of ‘Blood Wine.’
clouded, discoloied, albuminous iluid I\ Stocking says:
that tells as plainly as a picture that
inside of these delicate and important or1

disease
gans there exists a condition
inch as to need quick and powerful treatment in order to preserve them from decay
and save the life of the owner. Always be
on your guard forth© slightest painorsore- ;
Don't let it go un- i
ness across the back.
heeded for at tli it very instant your kid- j
Lie^

ss

iiiav

uc

m

an aw

n nmumnu,

urn

healthy they perform an important tunetion, that of filtering and purifying the
liquids that pass into your system. They
do it so carefully too that not the most
infinitesimal speck of foreign or diseasebreeding matter can get into the vitals
of the body. Wniie they are healthy,
they do more toward keeping you well

r————-—

j

Mbs. Ann P. Siockinq.
“I live right here in the city where
Blood Wine’ is made.
I have seen
with my own eyes the cures it luts effected all about me, and I have been cured
myself of a very stubborn case of kidney
disease. I suffered for several years, had
all the symptoms that ever accompanied
such a trouble, and tried about every
remedy recommended. 'Blood Wine’
was the last.
1 took it only after being
convinced that it was a truly wondrous
medicine, and it cured mo. 1 went t
the Louis Daudelin Co. and volunteered
this statement, because I knew them t
he honest, upright people and deserving
of success.
'Blood Wine’will cure an-,
form of kidney disease and do it prick:
and thoroughly.
Anyone so alTecti
should try this great medicine just
soon as they can get their hands on :

bottle."

Co to your druggist and look into
carefully; read the literature and asm,
tain for yourself just what it will do.
contains no wine or opiates.
“Blood Wine" costs fifty cents ah a.
but you can
V,

at A

sample

I lows A

<

it free of

charge

oUs, d luuis
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If a Child is restless in the night, starting suddenly from
sleep, tossing about the bed, grinding the teeth -growing
thin and listless, apparently from loss of rest—the troubk is
worms.
A few doses of that famous old remedy,

promi-1

For the first time in many years the
White Hovise is presided over by a real
Social leader.
Mrs. Roosevelt has es-

“I hope you and I won't quarrel when we
married like youi father and mother do,
my dear.”
“Oh, dear, no! You’ll be so much more
easy to manage than poor, dear pa!
“1 suffered for months from sore throat..
Eclectric Oil cured me in twenty-four
hours.” SI. S. Gist, Ilawesville, Ky.

Nip

It in the Bud.

George liliss, one of the most
nent citizens of Lincoln county, died at
his home in Waidoboro March tth of
Bright’s disease, ageil 5s years. He was
born in Waidoboro May its. Is-!:’,, the
son of Dr. Hiram Bliss, whose ancestors
settled in Braintree, Mass., in 1835. Mr.
Bliss was educated in the public schools
of Waidoboro, and the high schools at
Washington, subsequently teaching in
the latter town for a number of years.
Tie afterwards served as telegraph
operator for a number of years, and at
the time of his death was the publisher
of the Lincoln County News. He was
a Republican,
voting for Lincoln and
for every Republican presidential nominee since that time.
He served four
terms as chairman of the board of
selectmen and eight years as deputy
collector of customs, and filled an unexpired term as cohector for the district of Waidoboro.
lie was also a
commissioner of Lincoln county for
had
been
a member of
He
eight years.
the Republican State committee for a
number of years. Mr. Bliss belonged
to King Solomon lodge, F. A. M.;
Maine lodge, K. of P., and to the
Knights of Honor and United Workmen.
Among the surviving relatives is
a brother, Charles F. Bliss,
who has
been postmaster of Bangor.

The complexion always suffer:-, from
Unless the
biliousness or constipation.
bowels are kept open the impurities from
form
of
in
the
the body appear
unsightly
eruptions. l)e Witt's Little Early Risers
keep the liver and bowels in healthy condition and remove the cause of such troubles.
('. E. Ilooper, Albany, C»a., says: “I took
I>e Witt’s Little Early Risers for biliousness.
They were just what I needed. 1
better now than in years.”
am feeling
Never gripe or distress. Safe, thorough and
The
gentle.
very best pills. R. 11. Moody.

are

“Please pass

flow to Detect This Approaching Trouble and

George Bliss Bead.
For The

Habits.

tary

if

Builds up the system, puts pure, rich
blood in the veins; makes men and women
strong and healthy—Burdock Blood Bitters.
At any drug store.

absentminded hoarder.

Some Rules for People of Seden»

than any other organ of the whole anatomy. When they are impoverished and
weak, unable to stand as the barrier
against disease, it's like throwing down
the protecting walls and picket lines of a
great city and letting the enemy, uninterrupted. walk in. Think of these precious organs becoming enfeebled through
want of nourishment. Think of them
instead of being plump, vigorous, healthy, of being thin, lifeless, almost bloodless, eaten full of holes and secretion, a
pus that would makeyou hold your nose,
could you see it. Think of them in their
struggling attempt to obey nature, p.HirA Legal Day's Work.
ing this filthy and disgusting mass into
your lungs, heart and everywhere over
An important decision with rerfv-;! t0 the body, on account of their inability to
the law declaring ten hours of liufor to 1 eject it through the proper channels and
be a legal day’s work, lias been handed out of the system.
down from the Maine law court. The
Does tins appear to you as being healthrescript, which was drawn hv Justice: ful? Yet you. though not suspecting it,
Emery, was in a Franklin county case, : may be in tins very position. If you
that of P. E. Fitzgerald vs. the Internahave a running sore on your arm, you
would bathe it carefully with warm
tional Paper Co. Judgment is rendered
vat r to leanse it, then tenderly cover
for the defence. The rescript is as folit with some healing lotion. This much
lows:
Under Ii. S. eh. 82 sec. 4:'. declaring to protect it from the poisons in the air,
ten hours of actual labor to be “a legal i and to assist your internal medicines to
Your kidneys
day’s work, unless the contract stipu-! act more thoroughly.
need washing as much as yourarm. You
lates for a longer time,” the stipulation
need to llush out that pus and secretion
need not he expressed, nor made before
and assist nature to restore healthy acthe work, is begun.
It is enough if it
tion. You need something known to go
appears from the circumstances and
direct to your kidneys through the blood
the conduct of the parties that they
and that has a healthy effect. “Blood
understood that more then ten hours of
labor was to be performed each day for
the agreed wages per day.
Where a laborer hires to work as one !
of the crew of a pulp mill which to his 1
km wledge is run through the 24 hours,
with one day crew and one night crew,
alternating each week, and lie works in
stuli crew more than ten hours each
day, and receives weekly his per diem :
pay as agreed without claiming more,
it can be reasonably inferred that lie j
agreed to work more than ten hours a
day, and lie cannot afterw ards recover !
pay for the extra hours.
Judgment for defendant.

She could not forbear asking him after
the refusal if he were of the belief that he
would never love again.
“1 dunno,” he said sadly. “It is an even
chance that I w ill have another attack next
spring.”—Indianapolis Journal.

j

|

CRONEMEYER, Agent, Carnegie Building, Pittsburg.
on roofing.

for illustrated book

I

Table Talk, Philadelphia, brings with
it each month so many new and attractive ideas about preparing dainty and
nourishing dishes, that with its helpful
suggestions the work of preparing the
family meal becomes a pleasure instead
of a burden.
Among a number of excellent. articles in the March number is
one entitled "The Housewife’s Day,”
every line of which is helpful to the
busy housekeeper. Another article,
entitled "What to Serve tlie Unexpected Guests,” is full of just tlie kind of
helpful suggestions and directions that
every woman will appreciate when com- idly as possible.
“Hints on
pany comes unlocked for.
Modifying tlie Arduousness of Sick
a
In Buikk.
The much hunted for
trained
Nursing,” by
nurse, is another article worth the yearly cost of Blondin, who has been wanted since
“A Chapter on Cro- last June for the murder of his wife at
tlie magazine.
quettes," and then the “Housekeepers’ Chelmsford, Mass., lias been arrested
Inquiry” department, is a school of in- in New York, and there is no mistake
formation and instruction on cooking about the identity this time. He says
Its menus for each meal he did not murder his wife, hut tied
and serving.
in tlie month, with instructions ‘‘How
because lie was afraid that the crime
to Follow
It undoubtedly
them, make Table Talk the would be laid to him.
most helpful of all the domestic maga- | will be, and it is to lie presumed that
zines, and it stands everywhere as the i the authorities have evidence enough
It is announced that both
authority in its line. Our readers can to convict
have free sample copies of recent is- the Chinese and Russian Governments
sues, or tlie March number for ten have given definite and satisfactory
cents.
assurances
that they will make no
,
which shall have the effect
The March number of the Forum agreement
of closing Manchuria to the trade, comopens with a statement, by Walker J>. merce and
navigation of the United
Ilines, of tlie objections brought by tHe States.A decision
of the Massacliurailroad companies against “The Prosetts Supreme Court Feb. 27th overof
tiie
Interstate
Commerce
posals
rules the exceptions of counsel for
Commission.’’ On another subject of
John C. Best, the farm hand convicted
immediate political interest tlie case of
of the murder of George J. Bailey at
either side is simultaneously presented,
Break Heart
Hill
farm in North
Hon. Tmxtun iieale arguing in favor
in the spring of 1001.
The
of Chinese Exclusion and lion. Robert Saugus
were heard in January.
Hutcheson against it. From the con- arguments
clusion of an article by lion. Charles
The two 21,000-ton steamships which
Deuby on “The Duties of a minister to
China” it appears that this former rep- are now under construction at the yard
resentative of the United States at Pe- ; of the Eastern Shipbuilding Company
king is to lie numbered with the exdus- 1 at New London for the orient trade of
ionists. T he account given by R. E. C. the Great Northern Steamship Com1
Long of “Some Remarkable Engineer- pany, are to be equipped with what is
!
ing Projects” shows that the epithet lie claimed to be the largest lot of electrilias chosen for use in his title is far cal machinery ever installed for marine
from being an exaggeration. Consider- purposes in this or any other country.
able criticism will probably be excited The contract so far awarded calls for
in educational circles by Prof. G. T. nearly $75,000 worth of apparatus for
Ladd’s outspoken exposition of “The the electric lighting and ventilating of
True Functions of a Great University” the two vessels. The contracts call for
and his discussion of the extent to six marine generating sets, consisting
which these functions are at present of compound engines of 150-horse
being fulfilled in America. “Ambassa- power each, to be directly connected to
dors of Trade” is tiie appropriate head- 75-kilowatt generators; also four 00ing of a plea by ,T. G. AVhiteley for tbe horse power engines to operate blowers
reform of tiie consular service. Among for each ship.
other notable articles included in tiie
$IOO-I)r. K. Detcbon’s A nil-Diuretic
contents of this month's issue are “Emmay be worth to you more than $100 if you
ployers’ Liability in the United States," have
a child who soils bedding from inconbv Prof. A. A. Bruce; “German Indus- tinence of water
during sleep. Cures old
trial Corporations and the Forcing oi and young alike. It arrests tne trouble at
Markets,” by AV. Berdrow; “The Merit once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iy47
System in Porto Rico,” by Prof. J. H. Druggists, Belfast, Me.

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Dec 4 for New York.
Edward May, at Kahului Fob 8 forEthel, Dodge, sailed from Rosario Jan 29
for Philadelphia.
Mabel 1 Meyers, N Meyers, sailed from
New York Mar 3 for Pernambuco.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia Dec 3
from Havana.
(dive Thurlow, sailed from Baltimore
Feb 20 for Wilmington, N. C.
1 Vnobscot, sailed from Cape Town Jan 17
for Singapore to load for U. S.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Sa\annah March 1 for New York.
Rose Innis, Melvin Coicord, sailed from
New York Jan 11 for Port Natal.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New York
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
Jan 12 for Buenos Ayres.

KIDNEY DISEASE AVERTED.

TRUES

WORM

ELIXIR

expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, causing the child to sleep well at night, and, naturally, give it a
bright and cheerful dispositi* -n throughout the da\. Dr.True’s
Pin Worm Elixir is a purely vegetable remedy that would not
harm the most delicate child even if it had no worms. In
use 50 years.
Sold at stores generally, 55 cents. Booklet on
Children and Their Diseases free. Write us for it.
will

Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Special

treatment for

Tape

Worms.

Send for

pamphlet.

Fogler’s Last Work.

"Wednesday, March 5th, the fact was
made public that Justice Fogler, and
not Justice Emery, wrote the opinion
of the court in the case of the Kennebec Water District vs. the City of Waterville. The opinion was announced
by Justice Emery, who prepared the
rescript and summary after Justice
Fogler’s death. The opinion deals with
important constitutional questions of
law, among them being the light of
taking the property of a water works
company by another corporation under
the law of the right of eminent domain,
i The question is a new one in this state
! and the public will look with interest
for its publication. The opinon is said
I
to be able and interesting.
The opinions in the cases of Fitzgerald vs. the International Paper Co.,
known as the ten hour case, and Morse
! vs. Stetson, a marine railway ease, also
were written by Justice Fogler, concurred in by the other justices*and were
ready for an announcement at the time
of his death.

WITHOUT ADULTERATION ^

Not higher in price Than others.
Lower than

some.——

WHY NOT GET THE BEST ?

|

The worth of the Pine Tree State is
everywhere appreciated, as witness
these words from the Albany, ST. Y.,
Practically Starving.
Evening Journal: “The town of York
“After using a few bottles of Kodo
in Maine will this year celebrate the
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received perfect
and permanent relief from a severe and 250th anniversary of its foundation,
chronic case of stomach trouble,” says,I. R. and in the State there are 130 towns
1
Holly, real estate, insurance and loan agent, which have existed for over 100 years.
She—I’d never have married you if you of
“Before using Kodol A great old State is the State of Maine
Slacomb, 111.
had not deceived me about yourself.
Cure she could not eat an and
many a fine man it has sent to the
lie—Bather you never would have mar- Dyspepsiameal without intense
ordinary
suffering. service of his
ied me had 1 not deceivid myself about She is now
country.”
entirely cured. Several physiyou.—Boston Transcript.
cians and many remedies had failed to give
^ASVbniA.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by relief.” You don’t have to diet. Eat any
Bean the
/* ™B Kind You Han Always Bouglr;
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never good food you want, hut don’t overload the
Kodol
fails. Sold by A. A. Bowes & Co., Drug- stomach.
Dyspepsia Cure will
always digest it for you. R. H. Moody.
gists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47

Don’t pay two extra profits when you buy
carriages and hampss. Deal with the factory, tiet our lowest wholesale rates. Our system
selling direct to customers is saving thousands of dollars to carriage buyers in everv < .n.\ ..f
country. We quote the same rates to you that we would give the largest wholesale f-.liber. an
offer you an assortment to choose from such as no other dealer can show. With evert \<
1 f it is not in every way satisfactory, you can return the vn
we give the broadest guarantee.
to ua ami we will pay freight charges both ways. We can also

i

\
1

Save two Profits^ i
for you on harness and other horse equipnu ntsTV
Write for our free illustrated catalogue in which we \
describe tin* buggies, surreys, phietons, etc., that have
made our factory famous for their high grade. Don’tS
wait until your need is more pressing; write to-day and V
have the catalogue by you for future use.
I

^

me itUiuniDua WArtrtiAut a nAKNtbb

I

No. 8034 Rngtry. Price $30.30
With leather quarter top.
Shipment from Columbus.

Columbus, 0., P.0. Box 772.
St. Louis, Mo., P. 0. Box 54.
Write to nearest office.
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COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

MOTHERS MUST GUIDE

Deferred from last week.
$ \»H

I

GEN. R.

N<JTO

with what the physiiice
u
case td varioloid.
Mr.
young man and with his wife
"An. about ten days ago, from
Conn., where they have been I
an insane a>\Juui.
They stupile was taken
es in Dos mu.
Mr. Bowes was vaccinated 17
He- house is quarantined, and
and

w.i"

w II

hciTparents

are

ment of Their

i.

Every mother possesses* information of vital value to her young
That (laughter is a precious legacy, and the
responsibility
for her future is largely in the hands of the mother. The mysterious

of Thomaston
Jones, F.
t the M. r. church Minday tnornIns l"\i from Exodus 17:12,
m
hands were heavy.” Although

storm;. quite
Mi>. Ida French

as

a

a

number

that develops the thoughtless girl into the thoughtful woimin
should find the mother oil the watch day and night. As she cares Tor
the physical well-being oi her daughter, so will-the woman be, and her
children also.
When the young gin's thoughts become sluggish, when she
experiences headaches, dizziness, faintness, and exhibits an abnormal
in
back
and
to
the
lower
sition
sleep, pains
timbs, eyes dim, desire Tor
solitude, and a dislike y>r the society of other girls, when she w a
mystery to herself and triends, then the mother should go to her aid
promptly. At such a tune the greatest aid to nature is Lydia E. Peukliani's Vegetable Compound. It prepare-* the young system for the
coming change, and is the surest reliance ic. this hour of trial
The following letters from Mrs. Southard are practical proof of
Mrs. Pinkham’s etlicii-mt advice to young women.

Change

were

j

July. Mr.

in

lias. A. Warren takes
K W. Fen \ has been stopping
M u I lei the past few days on
'iiiess.
Mrs. Maine Coombs and
Ba\ and Buby, ire visiting her
Mi
iml Mr.-. William I Howe....
\

battle of Shiloh and
general. His war record was a long and
honorable one, and at its close he became
collector of internal revenue at Memphis,
Following this he be
an important post.
came interested in the cotton business, and
became one of the largest operators in the
south. Five years ago he was appointed
consul general to Calcutta under the McKinley administration, and has since tilled
the office w ith great efficiency and dignity.

lssell, Alta Heal, Herbert Bullock
Warren, Jr., attended the enter-liven at LiiKjplnville Centre by
tit Minstrel Co. last Thursday.
T F. Jones spent Suuda\ .it Mr.
F. 1'. Hahn's. The storm preventchi rig in Northport and Belfast.
i.y\ (‘veiling the Good Will Circle

:d.

ret

to

us.

b

Wor-

J.
-laughter, Mrs. < It. Hi! of
m ;••<] on relatives h**i•» ]••
•»:m iiiia Mo Mann am red
Ii me
]•• Park. Mass.. Feb. y.vji.
she
In
b\ the death of Imr sistm.
i. Harriman.. .Tim !ami!\ of the
T. Hardin? wi-di i♦» th ink
•:> a ml
relatives !or tie- lov-h
A

t.

i Veil at

<

'. i

11 d'

■

mlith Crocker Ilaii iman,

i

! II av.

;s

st..

if*.- of

i.tun Spriny
Nov.
isyu.
ia: ye faini'
.ill living to
>1 aye with the exreptmn of three,
at middle aye.
.h.ditli Croeker
•'i to apt. 11. I >. i land mail »>et.
"dm had four children, of whom

4"

Mothers Who Allow Their Daughters to Suffer are Cruel When
Read This Mother’s Experience.
Relief is Easily Obtained.

a

f

■

Mrs. Wiilanl
left her western home and came I
are for her parents in their deolinvi:i\ives

her.

<•

grandchildren: two brothers, I
rnoeh
rocker of Stetson, i
ock<-i of Winterport and Mrs. j
M tun of this place,
file funeral
v.
liei*i at her late home Feb.
Wm. Forsythe of Bucksport ofli<
apt. F'-n!. Harriman had charye
-i\

uer,

!d neral.
The flowers were ver\
There was a larye w reath from
Mrs. Willard Finn; a crescent
'A
11. Harriman. a yranddauyhi:vt-d with her grandmother the
art of her-life until she was marapt. William Harriman of sell.
M.'F.t : a larye cross from Capt.
inker Mis. Orrilla McMann, Mr.
<
B. Hill, Capt. Rufus Harriman
Anna C. llairiman.
The remains
.■••d in the famih tomb at SamhMis. Harriman was a faithful wife,
y
mother and sister, a kind and
i friend and neiyhbor.
She will be
missed in her home and by her
■lids.

Sen

I

h e’Jnited States

—
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\nv young girl or any mother is cordially invited to write to
fMrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for advice in regard to her sick*
No one h:*- had greater experience or success in guiding
‘ne^.
*ir dau 'liters to health. Thousands have trusted
:
rs
in,,,
her a.. I ar. .lad. She charges nothing for advice. Write to-day.
»
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•{.•posited with the National City Bank of I.vnn. $5000,
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the above testimonial letters
ishei I- !. rf obtaining the writer’s special perI.ytiiii 5'. 1'iukham Mcdicmu C‘o., Lynn, Ala88.
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iYou

soft

as

everywhere.

your bara
glove

as

tough as wire

as

H

poor looking burI ness like new. Made of
i pure, heavy bodied oil, “sI pcciuliy prepared to withstand the weather.

presented the guests to tlie reception com- | Edward Ilarriman entertained
mittee, ■•'insisting of Mr. Lin.vott, M;>s I inee Whist Club last Friday
North. 1 •
A. M. Small and wife, Mr 1 >. 11.
most hospitably
The Friday
Refreshments were its meeting last week with Mrs.
| Perkins ;iml wife.
|
served dm ing tlie evening and the time was I born
.We are glad to see

the Matpecially ol styles of cotton piece-goods,and
afternoon other cotton fabrics, of winch there is such
Club held an enormous demand, and ol the thousands
of articles particularly adapted to this
1 iion Sancountry, to enable them to supply just
Miss Ann w hat is equirnl.
Tiie superior quality of the goods manuspent in social chat with an occasional ; Ti. *11;j»>on able to be once more at her place
r.
Linscott comes to us o' business, after several weeks of illness. factured in the Utm. d Males, goods reprepromenade.
all important lines, will hardly be
senting
highly recommemlod from the Lisbon High | ...Mis. Hubert Ilicliborn is recovering queMioned, but they have not- been exported
We count ourselves extremely I from a severe cold, which at one time to India in large quantities for the reason ol
school.
the great demand at home and in tlie nearer
I fortunate in securing the services of so threatened to develop into pneumonia
markets of liuiope; but the probabilities
Miss North is an able ! Mrs. J. E. Eaneastei returned to her home
good a teacher.
are that they will upbear in India in inMUhl
* assistant. ,md we are confident that oui I
in Camden last Friday, accompanied b\ her creased quantities i;: too near 1 uture, which
■-ivy rains uf Friday night and Sun- Academe will continue to
grow under tin*
sister. Miss Edith Griffin, who will remain will be a benefit to tin* buyer, combining as
-••d considerable damage to roads :
guidance of such competent teachers. We fora visit... Mrs. W. 1). Coleord suffered a they do diuability and cheapness, as tile indications are that our manufacturers ate
The Saywanl bridge, understand that a new
igt's in town.
piano is to be placed second shock of paralysis last Friday, but looking to this country for an outlet for
as
washed away in the December in the
in
the
The
near
future...
Academy
has rallied considerably, being able to talk ; their goods on a more extensive scale. The
*"«>k another sail Friday morning. fair and entertainment
given by the Lana and it is hoped will show future improve- United Mates is a large buyer of Indian
products, taking about «‘»0 per cent, of all
g. foreman of the section on this
B. Carter Relief Corps was a decided
ment.
Her son, Capt. Albert Coleord, who jute manufactures in the form of gunny
id just passed the bridge when it success. ...Miss Nellie Rrown has been
was
bags and cloth, anil nearly tr» per cent, of
his
vessel
in
Portland
for
loading
>wu stream.
The Freedom stage confined to tlie house for the past week
South America, was immediately informed the raw jute exported, besides buy ing immense quantities of hides and skins, and
made his trip Saturday evening with a severe cold
Mr. Clarence Brow n of her
condition; and lias sold his vessel, j receiving large shipments of indigo, tea,
by the Far well Mills. 11. M. Hig- started for Mexico last Tuesday_ Mr. the bark Willard
Mudgett, and come home mica, carpets, embroideries, etc., and there
lie East Thorndike mail carrier, re- James
and
Miss
Jeannette
Stevenson
Libby
to be in attendance upon his mother.
He is no reason why she should not have a
:rom the Station Saturday evening attended the
much larger share of the import trade,
musical at Pittslield last arrived
his wife which amounts
Saturday,
accompanied
by
to $2~»0,000,000 annually.
!
;t
he Western mail for the first time
Tuesday night—Rev. W. A. Richmond and daughter, Miss Evelyn
Mr. and
i.e has had the route. Report says there
attended the first meeting of the Kennebec, Mrs. E. F. Staples returned
from
Saturday
Adorn** Kulder'd Xen Ynclit.
able ni tiie main line, so the Belfast Somerset and Waldo Ministerial Associatwo weeks’ visit in Xew York_Win.
An American eagle adorns the prow
a as
delayed at Burnham. Mr. llig- ! tion, held in Waterville Tuesday
The Staples and wife have returned from Belof the (lerman emperor’s yacht as a
a> made one or more of his
trips on Ladies’ Aid Society will furnish a dinner at fast, where
they spen: the winter with figurehead. The
design is the work of
every month this winter.Dr. the G. A. R, lia.ll next Thursday from 12 • their
daughter, Mrs. Frank Jackson, and
I
Hurd was called to Belfast on a j until 1 o’clock.
Come and have a good
have opened their house on Church street.
mil trip Saturday morning—Mrs. dinner for ten cents
The many friends
Miss Emma Hinckley of Bluehill is the
Patterson passed last week with of Mrs. Addison Sparrow w ill be glad to
guest of Miss Susie Cousens ...Miss Sarah
hi Fairfield
Mr. and Mrs. .Joseph know that she is gradually gaining strength. Shiite
returned Monday from a visit with
and Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Files were
The junior class of Freedom Academy her
aunt, Mrs. Eugene Greenwood in Medf Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames, Feb. are preparing to present a drama in the
The Current Events Club
ford, Mass
•lames Cates went to Belfast Friday, near future
The subject of the debate to will meet
Wednesday p. m., March Pith,
s.
Mr.
Mrs.
R.
and
of
the
in
be
tlie
students
Saturday
given by
Academy
with Mrs. Henry Overlook.
j
.-ited Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins the Cong’l church to-night is, “Resolved,
Ed.
Hunt
h.
.La Forest Webb and
For the Entire Family.
! that territorial expansion is for the best
were in town Thursday looking
interests of the Lnited States.'*
The
the leading object of Farm and
Although
and veal calves... Miss Helen ! morning service at tlie Cong’l church last
Home, which our readers may procure iti
is passing a week with her aunt, Sunday was well attended
There was no connection with this paper, is, of course, to
die Higgins-Mis- Bessie L. Hig- j service in the evening on account of the
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
best methods of funning, it realizes tint the
d Saturday and Sunday with I storm.
success of the farm largely depends upon
Pittsfield-While <m his way to STOCKTON Sl’li I NtJS.
the management of tlie household.
AcThe minstrel show given in Denslow Hull cordingly much valuable space in each issue
day morning N. \. Webb saw a
is devoted to the wife, mothers and daughThe town officers have been busy last Thursday evening for the benetit of
ters, not
the boys and girls, who
week getting tilings in order for West Main street was voted an all-round are soon forgetting
to become—at least we hope they
<a 1 spring election, which will be
and
a
most
w
ith
a
crowded
are—fanners
and
house,
fanners’ wives. Replete
success,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert appreciative audience.
11eh 10th
The part of inter- each issue with a great variety of original
I
articles on the farm, garden and household,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hub- locator was tilled to perfection I in ('apt. ('.
by the leading rural writers of the day,
»*b. Joth.... Willis Hasty returned
Farm and Home is not only indispensable
S. Park; and the two “end men,” Messrs,
FIGUREHEAD OF THE METEOR.
itstield Frida}-Mr. and Mrs. J. II. IS. Park and Harry Sliute, were “real to the farmer, but meets the requirements
of
the entire family. We cordially recom\
visited Mr. and Mrs. V. _N. Hig- coons,” who “tickled the ribs” of their
mend it as pure in tone and well devised to | an American artist, George R. Barse,
|
t Thursday... Roscoe Ward passed hearers with local hits and “gags.” The
instruct and entertain the farmer and his Jr., of New York. The Meteor is to be
night with his sister, Mrs. Addie quartet and chorus work, character songs family. Farm and Home is sent free to painted white, and the eagle will be
Richard C. Higgins has a nice and cake-walk, were also much enjoyed, those who pay for The Republican Journal gilded, with black outlines. The eagle’*
one year in advance.
The Webster Pocket
driving horse for sale. ...Such a judging by the applause. The cake was Dictionary, 192 pages containing45,800 words head is sixteeu inches in diameter.
»f water came into J. G. Cilley’s awarded to Miss Maud Kendell and (.apt. with much other useful information, will be
TJfe Giiarib.
sent to those who take prompt advantage to
Saturday that Gilman was obliged to Atwater ta visitor in town) by the judge, this offer.
be seen at
1
The Rife Guards are two regiments of
his pork barrel to the cellar stairs. Prof. Wnitten of Belfast, who furnished this office. Sample copies may
cavalry forming part of the British houseN,IS Anna Dyer and daughter Sadie the music for the dance which fcdlowed, ashold troops. They are gallant soldiers, and
Knife
Not
Needed.
d Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. F. L
cornet
and
Kefreshments
sisted by
Surgeon'*
piano.
every loyal British heart is proud of them.
to
cure
is
no
were
Not only the King’s household, but yours,
of ice cream and cake
'rick.
longer necessary
served, and a
Surgery
shotild have its life
Hazel
cures
De
Witt’s
Witch
Salve
1
ours, everybody’s
piles.
About an
social time generally enjoyed.
*• » DOM.
The need of them is especially
such cases at once, removing the necessity guards.
and
when
greatest social event of the season were present from Searsport, and quite a for dangerous,
the
greatest foes of life, diseases,
painful
expensive great
For
scalds,
r,|e reception tendered to Prof. A. E. number from the Harbor, undeterred by operations.
cuts, burns, find allies in the very elements, as colds,
skin diseases it influenza, catarrh, the grip and pneumonia
Our wounds, bruises, sores and
■"it and Miss Edna North last Tues- the muddy state of the travelling.
is unequalled. Beware of counterfeits. R. do in the stormy month of March. The best
The visitors were most generous in their com- II.
veiling at the Grange Hall.
way that we know of to guard against these
Moody_
diseases is to strengthen the system with
"‘Rive committee gave the reception, mendation of the evening’s performance,
A Card.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—the greatest of all life
"‘ding invitations to the Officers of the and gave a cordial invitation to our “coons,”
It removes the conditions in which
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to guards.
il,|eniy, the students, and a few friends. to present the “show” in Searsport, which refund
the money oil a 50-cent bottle of these diseases make their most successful
<
done
as soon as the travelwill
be
was
furnished
the
probably
attack,
gives
vigor and tone to ell the vital
if
it
fails
by
Unity
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar
and functions, ami imparts a genial
•■fiestra, and promptly at 8 o’clock the ling permits. About $37 were cleared, with to cure your cough or cold. We also guar- organs
Remember the
warmth
the
blood.
to
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
r/^ts were led in a grand march by Mr. the gift of $1 each from Capt. John or
weaker the svstem the greater the exposure
money refunded.
11.
former
and
Mr.
W.
Staples,
'dtinond and Mrs. George E. Bryant. Mr. Staples
to disease
flood’s Sarsaparilla makes the
A. A. Howes & Co.,
*
system strong.
W. O. Poor & Son.
Gm45
“^son, as president of the senior class, residents on West Main street.Mrs.

j
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si

Total.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities..

§3,211.317

37
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317.14(5
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,My<no

XaI' I'NAL

Cross
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Deuuet items

j

j
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77.

2
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-7.7
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31. mu:.

..•>

estate

;e

H

-■

Mortgage loans.. 1.

oilateral loan*Stock and ’ooiid
fash in otliee and hank..
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents
•.

e.14

-.

j

Uncollected premiums

l•>
2.
>5.vji 2:-

..

Cross assets..
Deduct items not admitted

-!.•'•

.....

k•

■'

>

4*>

..

Admitted assets.§4.:;v*.nso 2.7

74

Total..
oo.
Deposit capital..
Surplus over amiabilities.e
T»da! liabilities and surplus.—si.
FI ELD & <0 1 M BY, Ai
B

K

COMPANY

A

O'»

00
51
74
831,836 10
1 < >.5 43 05

I

Regulator

»

28o

to

•'

1

71

4

4
Admirttd assets.§ 3.5Is «•
1.1 ABILITIES DECEMBER 31, l 9" 1
>37 s*j
Net unpaid losses..
.$
Unearned premiums...
1,24' 32 > ‘.»1
its 7> s 44
All other liabilities.

oo

FIELD

assets.lo,056,209 80

W

A ss RTS D E< 'EMBER
I

ASH

ASSETS

j

j
j

!

I>K<'KMRKK"31, 1901.

§ 2d< ‘.520 •,;<
51.1.497 5.
Stocks and bonds... 1.350.720 m
Cash in otliee and bank.
323 «tc,7 93
*•> 273
Interest and rents
Uncollected premiums.
177 47*5 37
Gross assets.§3.1 53,449 in
Deduct items not admitted
270 *»S
Admitted

assets.$3,155.17.3 53

31. 190 1
Net unpaid losses.$ 177917 19
Unearned premiums. 1.4 s 44*9 < •.»

§i.*;*;o.3*i*5 2H

Total
Cash capi a I..
Surplus over all liabilities.

FI1.I.D V

I

m»

»'."i

m *

is«».si2 25

I

surplus .$3.15 7173 53
Ql If M It V 4gentS. Bellas!

Willi.imsburgh City Fire lnsmt
of Brooklyn, N,
Assi-: rs m:rK.Mi:u;

1

31,

ft*

(

•>

l'.Mi.

K<*al (‘^late
:vt(»' tgage loans
('oil ii'-ral loan*
Sleeks ami '•■•mis
Cash in other ami hank
liuei e a ami rents
Uncollected premiums

>

•ds.i.'iu iin
r.o m
V>oo no
.1Mmi
..
..
is.hm
..
l' f • SI

...

551

amount

...

Gross assets..-•

\;t.ojo r.o

335,82!» 92
Admitted assets.t.

7s.:.(520 14
Reserved for
insurance. 27.25c,1X3 90
(ommissions and other demands
084,218 49
against the company.—
ers

31, 1901.

estate..

Total liabilities and

31, 1901.

of unpaid losses and
.$
claims
Hcserve for claims agaii.-d employ-

Real

<

s4_'0,05.-..us-_*

$35,844,029
Net

CO.

Mortgage loans

I'de.$116,222,512
...

INS

LI UTILITIES DECEMBER

in 18*53.)

Accident

FI UK

4

66 Wall St., New York

surplus .10,056,209 89
9
QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast.

AT K,SKRISK
AA

A

surplus.$ 3.51 S.01 <»•
QUIMBY Agents, Belt ist.

KfcjYCll K S i’KK

31, 1001.

I.IAIH I.ITIES ME* EMI’.EK

>jn *..*

..

s
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums..

All other liabilities

CO.

NEW

OP

ASSETS OB JKMUElt

YORK.

Gross

Admitted

00
00

ASSETS DECEMBER

33
27
13

31,

$3/775,500143
1,000,000100
all liabilities. 4,493,136]3<>

—...

Total liabilities and

surplus.$9,268,636

JAMES PATTEE &

30,000
1,335.670
83.214
2,581
16.354
94,486

oo

S4
90

20
16
30

...$1,562,303 40
2,58120

73

SUN,Agents. Belfast. 10

assets.$1,559,725 20
31,1901.
Net unpaid losses.$ 101,385 00
1,103,656 80
Unearned premiums.
Admitted

..

Surplus over

*.«

1901.

Net unpaid losses.
.8 522,512 00
Unearned premiums.
3,109,(566 62
143.321 81
All other liabilities.
Total
Cash capital

M.ojo

31, 1901.

Gross assets...
Deduct items not admitted

assets.89,2(58,636 73

LI ABILITIES DECEMBER

surplus..>

Collateral loans-.$
Stocks and bonds
Cash In office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
i iterestand rents..
Uncollected premiums—

00

89,268.3(53 73

assets.

u.

Hamburg; Bremen Fire Insurance Company of Hamburg;, Germany

31, 1901.

..

no
un

aw to

INSURANCE

Real estate.$
15,000
13,000
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
8,171,550
Cash in office and in bank
481,058
Interest and rents.
5,283
Uncollected premiums.
582,745

Tti.r.pi
«'>imi,7s*.
.'•!.:*:»

Total..> 7 *i;.us7 r»j
-■'•o.«mm» im
Cash capital.....
Surplus over all liabilities. l,l' 7.:>;u 07
Total liabilities and

AMERICAN

GERMAN

p•111.

U \l:t I.ITII's I)|-a KMKKi; ::t

All liabilities, except capital stock
and net surplus.
$28,852,182 15
1,000,00000
Capital paid up in cash.
Surplus bevond capital. 3,992,440 SO
3W10

I

'7

1

77.3-

..

.10.056.480 89

Heal estate owned by the company. I
unincumbered. $1,790,575 45
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens.
(5.532,038 02
Stocks and bond* owned by the company, market value.20,191.958 i!2
Loans «)u collateral security
2.498,059 no
Cash m the company's principal office ami in bank.
I,8io,o;i0 ;.s
Interest due and accrued.
287.034.(5
Deferred and unreported life premiums.
795,332 (59

notice that six months from the date of said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which
to present and prove their claims, and that they
will he in session at the following places and
times for the purpose of receiving the same, viz:
At the dwelling house of Estelle K. Bowen, in
Monroe, in said County of Waldo, on the twentysecond day of March, and the second day of August, A. D. 1902, at ten o’clock in the forenoon of
each day.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of February, A.
D. 190*2.
3wl0
JOSEPH PATTEE,
( ionus*
(,
LEMUEL D. PERKINS, I

ins

Total liabilities and

A\I()I'\T
A
11

do, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give

27 7 i.

Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitted

(Incorporated

C> mmissioners’ Notice.

'2
»»*>

Total .$ 1,500,177 17
I .<>• <• 0m> no
Capital.
!,<C7 S3‘J s7
Surplus over all liabilities.,,..

Insurance Co.
of Hartford, ( tain.

The undersigned, having been appointed by the
Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of
Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. I).
1902, commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against, the estate of Albert
J. Bowen, late of Monroe, in said County of Wal-

1
4-7

1

8n
< n

The Travelers

ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
The most diflii-'il teases successfully treated by tun il,and beneficial resuLs guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. Wo treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars
and free confidential advice. Do not put off too
1' tig. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under every
condition and positively leaves no after
possible
ill effect upon Hie health. Sent by mail,
securely
sealed, 52.on. Money letters should be registered.
L H. J W. EMMONS CO., 170 TremontSt., Boston.

31, 1V > l.

Interest and rents
Uncollected premiums.
3o2,uoo oo
All other assets.
..11 ,so8 7()

FIELD &

has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is posi-

\r,

■. ><i

31, L9«>1.

Total liabilities and

tively no other remedy known to medical science
tnat will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guarNo pain, danger, or interanteed at.any stage.

K rs 1»El !•: M B E It

...

Total .§5,383.637 40
Cash capital.
3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,672,672 4o

Dr. Emmons’

ss

Real est ift .c
Mortgage l oans.
iis
latera
aids.
itoeks am!
i'ash in otliee ami in bank.
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.

M>ltM&

OK

no

Hampshire Fire Insurance Jo.,
flanchester, N li

New

$7(52.301 74

...

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
From Winterport at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at
12.00 m., Mondays and Thursdays.
FRFI) W. BOTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, UenT Manager, Boston

31. IflOl

1.1 VISII.ITIK" I>K* EMUKK

AUKKICA,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

RETURNING :

estimate over 400 cords wood, much
cedar, some large; good soil; good buildwell watered—running water to barn; about
5 miles to railroad station; quite an orchardgood chance to increase. Age and poor health
A bargain for prompt buyer. Adcause of sale.
FRED ATWOOD.
dress,
Winterport, Me.

■

25.'...

(

S<)N, \gt its, He fas

ASSETS DK'EMU'.U

Steamers leave Belfast,, (weat ii *r permitting):
For Boston, via. Camden and Rockland, at
(about) 2.30 i*. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
For Searsport. Bucksport and Winterport
Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 \. m.
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

;

’<

332
2

\«sr rs i>e< i.misi-;i:

Net unpaid losses..§ 716,500 00
Unearned premiums..
4,631,037 40
All other liabilities
36,000 00

ings

07

^cottisJ Union and National insurj
Company

23.73s »>7

....

surplus

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

icn acres,

34.173

.>5.424
Total liabilities and surplu.'
FIFl.DvV f’riHHV. Agents, Hella>-.

Total...
>245.'.*37 4.5
Cash capital.400,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
117.454 20

Admitted

Bargain.

adudtted

Ca.'h capital. 1 o"Surplus over all liabilities. 1.481

losses.

Street, Mew York.

Winter Service,

a

t

Net lltipai i..ss0'
7.’..
i’llCiii lied p!
All oiliftjf ia -id i«.<

31, IPOl.

Agents’balances.

Farm at

li

Admitted ,i''et>..>5.424.47.7
LIABIUTIK> DECEMBER 31, 1 91 G

I

Real “state.S 858,462
I Mortgage loans.
1,447,623
Collateral loans..
77.500
Mocks and lames.. 5,328 085
Cash in ottice and bank
1,147.del
Rills receivable.
40,128

Monthly

31. 1901

ASSETS DECEMBER

I'.':

§763.301

assets.

; Total liabilities and
.1 \S. PATTEE

Warren

<»

f Net unpaid losses.. .§ V
t
i..
*7(I3.8pi 74 1 Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.. \)

All other liabilities.

50

).

IXSI KAN

Heal estate.. $ 475 227 29
04" 71 5 "<>
'lort :age loan..
3.32
St.and bi'■ i.i~
32". *2 l1 7 3
l«k
f'asll ll; "ffii’f aii'! i
777 37
24
Agent'.' ba!a;.
s
8
22**
Uncollected preno
:• a :
30.
All other assets.

.§ 27.773 10
unpaid
Unearned premiums.
l‘»4.375 t>2

13UOTHEKS,

•

Hartford.

of

‘".ri.ooo oo
t.nso.ir.7‘.hi

assets

Net

the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

! IKK

si

M

....

y

over

<

v

Mortgage loans.
§184.100 oo
Collateral loans
’40,o(.)o no
Stocks and bonds
327,517 *7
Cash in office and bank.
40.4S2 P2
Int« rest ami rents.
4.07(5 13
HI .syr, 113
Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.—
74.788'>0

ly

tt)7,4

4,806,9 »3 t>
483.5 I > C.s

Total liabilities
iip’ i'.<11."p.
Fit; Id) A (>U1 M bV. Agents, He’fa^t.

a:
no

31, 1 1)01.

LIABILITIES PKCKMBKK

[

!

7"

Mercantile F. & M. Insurance Company

—

|
j

34.54!,475

tr»s‘s:rt

Admitted

—

f

<'

3

!l*

.$

Total.- 5.0973
!.'••'.'•.
Cash capital...
8 12
4.'.x»l
Surplus over all liabditi-‘>

Total liabilities and surplus..$4,541,475 77
JAMKS I*ATTKK & SON. Agents, Belfast, o*

I

ELY

81

■'.

1901.

..

li.-ai

r"

hv

$ 11.599

assets..

ABILITIES DECEMBER 31.

Net
ti
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

..

—

[

L

17

M.w<

..

||

everywhere
cuds—all sizes.

-t.'-T'

Net unpaid losses..
ITiearned premiums.
Contimrent fund
All other liabilities..

—

i

assets...$11.599,<’ll 81

Admitted

—

j

\
j

Gross

v.tftl.

1.1 \i:n.i m-:s i*k< kme.i i; :;!.

JBK

Sold
lu

31, 1901.

estate

..

Admitted ass'-ts.

j

!

—

\

••••

(Jross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

EUREKA I
a

5.661,070 57

.$ 1,106.250 o
5o,9IO(,t
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds
8.802.020 <x»
Cash in office and bank
830,u;>n 1 *>
Interest and tents..
75.0.45 54
Uncollected premiums..
734.130 11

1

lie

makes

4.410,877 80
4,000,000 OO

CONTINENTAL FIRK INSURANCE CO. OF NEW YORK.
ASSETS DECEMBER

Heal

-..

—

\

THE

Baltimore, Md.

.s ’•('•“.siST:'.
Keal e>tatc
.no
Stocks and bonds
7t
Cash in office and bank.
kill -2
Hills ..ivalde.
11
Agents'balances
1"::
Interest and r-ul
rucolleeted premiums.
-17'•.•_ 1
Jl.u.
vii otherassets.

by jffiJI

I Harness OiS

215.344 35

company.
Total liabilities.
Capitil actually paid up in cash
Net surplus beyond capital and
liabilities.

...

j

?

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1901.
amount of unpaid losses and
claims..$
555,653 74
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
3,639.979 71
All o'her demands against the

Guaran-

FidelityJ&

of

..

using EI REKA Hur- jH
nemi
Oil. You can [W
lengthen Its life—make it VV
lust twice as long as it
ordinarily would.
Bgv

1

|
J

also indicated the various
countries into which our exports are sent,
from the nearby West Indies, South and
; Central America to the nations of the far
KaM. As a means of increasing the trade
I
| between the United States and India Gen.
Uatterson suggests:
That our manufacturers combine and
I
j establish a museum or sales-warehouse
in
Calcutta, with samples of all manuj
lactures, under the charge of a compej tent
business man, to have able assistants
I acquainted with the native merchants, not
ouiy in Calcutta,hut throughout the country,
and who know the wants of tiie trade, to
solicit orders and make sales from the samj pies, tne purchaser, after establishing a
credit, to have the goods shipped direct to
him, and in this w ay save ail middle charges,
I and that the manage), should also furnish
the maim fait urers witn samples and de! set Options of goods adapt'd to the trade, esnations,

Last .January I wrote you about my daughter,
I>k\n Mbs. Pin ..ham
and told cm wii.it >ur family doctor said about her.
I saw another doctor
and he sai l she had quick consumption.
After receiving your letter. I began
pivinj ':•■■■ vour remedies, and aft* r taking four bottles of Lydia E. Pinkfiaill’s Vegetable Compmmii and four of Wood Purifier, she
n«av well
M' ii .o> have appeared and are. regular.
and stiN>M'_r
I can never
for
r.mic
saved
enough
life.”
Mrs.
CllAA
they
ray daughter's
praise your
Southard. I’d cnix Mill-*. X. Y.
(Dec. 10. 1900.)

can make
ness
ami

1

615.802 35

as-

Net

25c., She., $1. All drafglsts.

ty Company

ures Catarrh.
for Gaide to Health Book free. New York.

l

oo

571 oO

Aggregate, including capital ami
net surplus.$14,071,948 37
FIELD & QUIMBY. Agents, Belfast. 9

1 Soft 1
^ Harness
|

tory sy stem has grown up, how agricultuie ;
and, in fact, all lines of industry, have been
iv\elmionized by labor-saving macliinery,
and how, as a result, our export- trade has
lie
increased, in all quarters of the globe,
!lmis that in steel, mineral oils, machinery,
o.ai, and nearly all classes of manufactured
goo.ls, the United States leads all other

Dear Mbs. I'ivkham : —I wish advice in regard to my daughter.
She
Is thirteen wars old and never menstrualt^L We have had the doctor to her
did not have enough
She lias been taking iron for
and he s;.i :
In the morning she vomits, some days she
three months but is no better.
If she tries to do
cannot kee;> ny Thing on li«*r stomach until twelve o’clock.
anything sic e -ts faint. lias headache all the time, is as white as marble
her eyes.
Please write and tell m«* what to do
with great da; '•< rings md
as I am disonr ngcd with the doctor.”—Mrs. Cuas. Southard, Phoenix Mills,
•! a :i. l.l. id '"A
N.Y

Stoi

Jam

<oft as yeH-et. 1*>c.
Mnnron> Inhaler

Is."

1,027,543

sets of the company at their
actuil value. !.$14,071,948 37

Consult your doctor. If he says take it,
then do as he says. If he tells you not
He knowa.
to take it. then don’t take it.
Leave it with him. W*» are willing.
J. C. AYER CO.. Lowell, Maaa.

leading and influential factor, and his
retirement is regretted by his former
associates. That he may live long in
happiness and contentment in his new

he aim of the lecture was to show how
trade may be increased between the United
it abounded largely in
Stab's and India,
slat.sties showing the wonderful growth of
the l nit' ll States, industrially amieomtnerc ally.
Gen. i’atter.-on showed how tin-* fac-

'.

inntn w as the ia\i<yhu-i<»f Richard
«. i>tel;i-!' ami was horn in Prosof

Three alzea:

of acres of timber land, the greater part
of which was located in the Kennebec
district. He was first and foremost a
Kennebec man. All his active business
life has been spent in this section and
he has done much to perfect the great
log driving systems of the Kennebec
waters.
In business and banking circles Col.
Milliken has for many years been a

i

apt. Jd. 1 >. Harriman, tiled ai her
Pr ospect Ferry, Feb. y.a d. aft-m a
months.
■mss, ay**d si years ami

»!

hoarseness,
lungs,
whooping-cough, croup,
winter coughs, night
coughs, and hard colds.

Aggregate of all the admitted

<

•<

Oi

weak

and

12.181.832 02
3,60o Oo

....

it cures bronchitis,

12,60© 00

...

Stock ind bonds owned by the
company, market value
Loans secured by collaterals
Cash in the company's principal
office and in bank *..
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection.....

of asthma.

county.

230,000 00

..

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
certainly cures many cases

Sec’y.

$4,000,000.
31, 1901.

ASSETS DECEMBER

liens).

And

W. H. KING.

up in cash,

Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered
$
Loans on bond ami mortgage (first

Entsminger, Langsville. O.

■

1

■

CLARK, President.

~

Hardm?

a: na

to the
State ol .dame.
1819. Commenced Business 1B19.

Capital paid

COLD CURE

ffkky.

r

1VM. B.

We then tried Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, ar.d three and one-hair
bottles cured her.” —Emma Jane

COMPANY,

KOK », COHN.,

day of December 1901, made

Incorporated

lief.

MUNYON’S

aider Ticklepitcher,
Grailv lie Frock
Ernest Carver
.rales,
<
-in.
apt. J-1 -eph < »uld
Bollerson
Alton F. Vndrews
Mrs Mar\ Fm uaid
Hedges.
'•:• rinaii,
El!.-: !‘emlleton
Winid i:
El eneli
man,
'. after w a: ds km- a h
1 ueil’.e
a
Jennm d. Warren
■

>n the 31?t

—

e-avid Mel 'obb
IB belt Bullock
I.eon French

son.

H AUI

One of my daughters had a
terrible case of asthma. We tried
almost everything, but without re-

and in 1807 he was again a member of
the House of Representatives from the
Burnham class. lie was a member of
Governor Chamberlain's Council in
1808 and 180H,
representing Waldo

During his long
Milliken has been

ffiTNA INSURANCE

Asthma

The Englishman says, editorially :
JOHN H. BLAND, President.
lien, 1 atterson gave a niosr grapmc account of the almost incredible strides of home is the sincere wish of his
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1901.
many i
industrial development in America during friends hereabouts.
Keal estate.
.$ 135 460 47
the past ten years. In the last decade of
-== I
n.ooooo
Mortgage loans.
the nineteenth century the United States
<155,744 00
Collateral
b>ans.
has advanced from being one of the greatest
1,150.730 10
Stocks ami bonds
to
the
being
greatest
gianaries of the world
Cash in office and bank
399,0787
i mlu.-trial country of the worid. The Con23.74-1 73
Interest and rents
172.208 07
Uncollected premiums
sul-General explains that this has come
All
assets..
09,158 56
so
other
iar
as
Amerabout almost unrou-i-iously
ica i.**r>elf is concerned. It was hei energy
Gross
assets..
.>2.012,13080
in developing her -jdendid natural resources that has made her industrially the
A
Admitted assets...S2.612.130 so
The lecturer pointed
power she is today.
I.T ABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1001.
out, however, that in time the success of
the United st:11• would doubtless be turn75.072 43
Net unpaid losses.S
ed ag:. nst tin in, as in the course of a tew
or»;.7.'4
Unearned premiums...
..a countries would lie making
104.441 36
\eai> 1.11 r«■ i
All other liabilities.
>uch extensive use of American labor savTotal.S S36.30S.39
in- machinery that they would he able to
t..-,m .ooo on
Cash capital
ci mpote with then tra, satlantic rival up.in
275.822 H
over all liabilities.
Surplus
as
»
.Mr.
Carnegie
1
inure
11tia terms. Still,
|
y >. the grip which America has obtained
Total liabilities and surplus.sj.612.150 ss
upon tie- .-tool production of the world ins
.1 \ MKS BATTUE & SON. Agents. Belfast. ;»•
hei u position from which it can
u
Gen.
e.i:
y ever be abb- i<* oust her.
j
1uues
and
throat
Relieves
nose,
the head
1*..! lei soil’s reference to tiie exhibition at I
almost Immediately. Cures new colds, old
The Fidelity and Casualty Company
.sc Louis should be wid'dy appreciated in;
eoids and obstinate colds. It breaks up any
i.
which is hers-A in a modest way.
I kind of a cold In a few hours, and prevents
of New York.
other
advancing along the same path of conmierPneumonia. Bronchitis, Grippe or
disease of throat or lunjrs.
Unit d
in which the
devt iopmeiit
i:mi*.i i; 81.
assets i*:
the
makes
Munvnn’s
Witch
Hazel
Soap
Sl.-ie- iias achieved Mich stupendous reskin
Sold

the drama ‘T’ncie -i” at FreeFo.lowing is the cast of char-

lit

Abstract of the Annual Statement of the

American Trade.
General There, and

0,1

busy life Col.
largely engaged in
He
not only enlumbering operations.
gaged in the manufacture of long and
short lumber, but he owned thousands
was brevetted brigadier

depo-

(

Cnlcuttn

Plummer A- Patterness, and later was with
son.
He moved to Keokuk, Iowa, with Mr.
Plummer and started a concern there, the
Plummer, Patterson Co., the third member
of which was Wiyiam P. Hubbard. At the
outset of the Civil war he enlisted and entered upon a military career. He organized
a regiment in Iowa and went to the front at
its head. He distinguished himself at the

daughter.

Camden
and >uuda\
...Mr. and Mrs.
"ung went home to Mr. Young’s
Mr. Young lias been
Mimia>.
tin- mail between Camden and Be,was

Pinkham to

Mothers._

with

F.

>

Physical DevelopDaughters. Earn-

est Words From Mrs.

Elias Milliken.

CoL

Col. and Mrs. Elias Milliken are to
Lectures
leave Augusta and take up their resiHe is the 1. S. Consul
dence iu Brookline, Mass. The Kennea Native of Belfast.
bec Journal says: For nearly 32 years
The Englishman, a leading daily of CalCol.
Milliken has been a citizen of
cutta, printed in full the speech of Gen. R. Augusta, having moved here from
Consul
General
for
F. Patterson, U. S.
Burnham in 1870. Prior to that time
India, before a large audience in Calcutta he had resided in Burnham for:’.() years.
Gen. He was born in Scarboro, but moved to
Jan. 20th, on “American Trade.”
Patterson was born in Belfast, a son of Gardiner with his parents when a boy.
When he was lb years of age he located
John T. and June (Ferguson) Patterson
in Burnham. In 185(i he represented
and has several relatives in this city. lie
the town in the Maine Legislature.
lived for several years in Bangor, where he After the war broke out
he was made
still has warm friends among the older the lieutenant colonel of the 14th Maine
men.
He was connected for several years Volunteer Regiment. In 1864 and lSfi.i
of lhomas Jen- he was a senator from Waldo
w itli the hardware concern
county,
in

Bowes is vvk

Should Watch the

PATTERSON

F.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

j
|

Total

Surplus

over

all liabilities.—

$1,205,041 80
354,683 40

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,559,725 20
9
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

SHIP

Many friends are glad to again see Capt.
Walnutt about town.
Mrs. L. A. Colcord left Monday to join
Capt Colcord in New York.

Harold Norton has returned to the Seminary at Uueksport after a vacation of two
weeks.

Hot

The Book ami Thimble Club will meet
with Mrs. Wm. West Tuesday afternoon,
March 18th.
Mrs. F.

Breads

E. Whitcomb arrived home by
She reports Frank

rail Friday evening.

greatly improved.
C. E. Adams, who lias been confined to
the house by an acute ease of indigestion, is
convalescing rapidly.

.

Ship State of Maine, Capt. L. A. Colcord,
arrived at New York March 7tli, after a
line passage from Hong Kong.

Whole.

I

Miss Nina Lord, who has been spending
few days with her sister,-Mrs. Sweetser,
returned to Uueksport, Saturday.

some

a

Sell. K. \\. Hopkins, Capt. (1. W. Wellborn, arrived at New York March 9tli,
after a five days’ passage from Fernandina.

Makes delicious hot

biscuit,
griddle cakes, rolls,

dance was enjoyed last
Friday evening in G. A. K. Hall. Music
was furnished by Carter’s Grcliestraof BelA

very pleasant

fast.

and muffins.

Unclaimed letters in the Searsport postMr. Aibiu Kenny, Miss Plioebe
Mitchell, M ss Edith Nickerson, F. N.
Rollins.

office:

Mrs. A. U. Field and Mrs.
ham will entertain at the
Thursday evening, March
invitation is extended to

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,

L. J. CunningM. E. Vestry

Sears library.
Roads and bridges, winter break-

ing.
Roads and bridges, labor.

A cordial
members and

it).

material.
Road machine.
Street lights.
Abatements.
Discount on taxes.
Interest.
Memorial services.
Fire department.
Town’s poor...

friends.
Postmaster Black receives a report of the
weather every morning printed on slips,
which are freely distributed both in tbs
village ami along the routes. Signals are
also displayed from the highest tlag-stafi' in
town and on the K. Fk D. wagons. The

Insanity.

Incidentals.
Town officers.

wagon signals are highly appreciated bypatrons along the routes, and during planting, haying and harvesting will prove in-

valuable to

out

l’aid outstanding orders of I960...

State tax.

farmers.

dog licenses.
county tax—.
State pensions.
bounty on seals.
town orders, 1901.

100 WILLIAM

ST.

NEW

YORK.

CLARKK’S CORNER, (Prospect.)
Elmer Clarke has returned from Frank1,0621*
with his mother, Mrs.
1,711 18 fort and is boarding
177 66
Delia Clarke....S. J. Ward is in very poor
225 00 health....Selden Clarke will move to his
128 80
Will Sparrow has rehome this spring
146 49
(ill 35 turned from Jackson, where lm has been
54 32
visiting_Albert Larrabee went to Belfast
32 79
last Friday on business—Ada Clarke is
253 04
for her aunt, Mis. Emer1,477 17 doing housework
154 60 son, in Winterport....Justin Grant is quite
262 90 smart
again.-• Arthur Willis of San Jose,
716 31
Cal who has been visiting Arthur Boyd,
$2,006 66 has gone to Bangor to visit his uncle.
81 88

|

—

1,852 08
55 00

Rev. W. A. Luce came, home sooner than
192 00 he expected. lie was called to officiate at
31 00
the funeral of Mrs. Charles Rand, which
8,982 13
was held at the church in Troy last Thurs$14,174 48 day. Much sympathy is feit for Mr. Rand,
Assets.
$2,654 (Hi who is left with three small children... Mr.
Liabilities..
2,254 23 Ed. Woods and daughter Laura returned
home from Portland recently. Miss Woods
Balance in favor of the town.
$399 S3
Rosie Walker, who
The Old Folks Concert was indeed a great is convalescent.Miss
has been in Rockland for some time, is
success.
The costumes showed both tact
home soon to spend the spring.
and ingenuity in their make-up. It was expected
short order.
are prevailing in town, although
Mumps
careful
had
been
emevident that
training
(mm Ain.
Died in Searsport March 7,
no new cases have been reported... .Charlie
the chorus, for the selections
upon
ployed
190*2, Capt. Leroj Dow, aged 00 years, 1
Mitchell and wife, who have had employthe time perfect, and
month and 17 days. Capt. Dow was born were finely rendered,
ment in Massachusetts for two or three
The success
the
effect
naturally
pleasing.
in Searsport Jan. *20, 1842, a son of the late
arrived here a few days ago with the
of the affair is a merited compliment to the years,
Alexander and Sarah (.Mason) Dow. At an
intention of living on his farm this year.
The
T.
a
leader.
Rev.
R. Williams as
solos,
early age he began a mariner's life and has
During his absence he rented his place to
commanded brig ( lytic, barks Thomas duet and recitations were warmly applaud- several different ones, but for the past year
lack space to give
Dana and John Currier, and the ship C. B. ed, and we regret that we
it has been under the management of liis
mention.
Carver, which was sunk in collision by them personal
brother-in-law, Eugene Stewart. It is resteamer Glenmorganshire in lliogo Harported that Mr. Stewart would like'to rent,
NORTH SKARSRORT ITEMS.
for a few years, some good farm pleasantly
bor, Japan, June 7, 1885. After two years
trial in Japan the case was carried to the i
Capt. Geo. E. Chapin is reported a little situated
Mrs. Llewellyn Carter from
court." and tried at Yokaliama and Shanghi. better.
Palmyra, who has been visiting relatives
A verdict was finally rendered by the K11-;
Mrs. F. L. Truudy is still a very sick and friends in Troy the past week, spent
one night with Mrs. E. E. McCauslin and
glish Court in London for ship and cargo. woman.
returned home Saturday... .Carl Giles, who
Nothing but the pertinacity of Capt. Dow
Waldo Chapin will return to New York
has been spending several weeks with
saved the verdict to the owners of the ship,
this week.
friends in town, started for Montana last
lie proved in his methods of conducting
Mrs. Emma Dow and daughter visited at
the case that had he studied for the profesMonday_ Miss Vivian 1L Tabor, daughE. W. Seavey ‘s last week.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tabor ot this
sion he would have made a line lawyer.
A. Stinson is still confined to the house, town, has been chosen by her class in the
( apt. Dow married, first, Miss Ella Havener, who died several years ago, and
College of Liberal Arts, Boston University,
by and will be for some time.
whom he had one son, Harry L., who is
A. Stinson wishes to thunk Ins many to deliver the farewell address in Tremont
now second officer on steamer Pathfinder.
friends for their kindness in calling on him Temple at the graduation in June. She is
a member of the Pi
Beta Phi fraternity*
.Second, he married Miss Cora Eaton, who during his late sickness.
Miss Tabor has more than ordinary ability,
with two daughters, Sally and Kate, surC. F Ilill nearly lost one of his team
He was at work on the
horses Friday.
west side of the mill stream and when about
ready to start for home fastened up the
tugs and reins and started the horse off
ahead. Instead of coining up around by the
bridge the horse took the short cut, or
winter road, across the pond and when in
mi' 1 stream broke through.
Fortunately
help was at hand and a rescue effected in

TREATMENT AT HOME.

POKY OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.
March 7. Sch. Frank (J. Rich, McClintock,
Booth bay.
March 11.
Sell. Joseph W. Hawthorn,
Hoffses, Darien, Ga.
AMERICAN PORTS.
New York, March 4. Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
Norfolk; sld, bark Adam W. Spies, Reunion and Mauritius; (>, cld, sch. Jose OliYverri, Charleston, sld, sch. J. II. Lamprey,
Belfast; 7, ar, ship State of Maine, Hong
Kong; sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, Macoris;8,
ar, bark Rebecca Crowell, Savannah; sch.
Georgia Gilkey, Brunswick; 9th, ar, sch. R.
W. Hopkins, Fernand ina; 10, ar, sch. Almeda Willey, Brunswick; sld, sch. Henry
R. Tilton, Norfolk.
Boston, March 5. Ar, sch. Hattie S. Collins, Stonington; li, ar, sells. John Paul,
Black River, Ja.; Senator Sullivan, Fernaudina; Lucy E. Friend, Newport News; 10,
sld, sch. Laura M. Lunt, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, March 4. Cld, sch. Young
Brothers, Boston; 7, cld, sch. S. M. Bird,
Charleston, S. C.
Baltimore, March 4. Ar, bark Frances,
Rio Janeiro;,% ar, bark Glad Tidings, Turks
Island, via Wilmington, Del.
Portland, March 7. Cld, bark Willard
Mudgett, Bahia Blanca; ar, sch. Win. B.
Palmer, Baltimore; !*, ar, sch. J. W. Hawthorn, Darien, Ga., (will tow to Bellast)
reports off Cape Hatteras had mate washed
overboard and drowned.
Ar, sch.
Fortress Monroe, March. 4.
George V. Jordan, Pensacola for New York.
sch.
S.
G. Has4.
March
Ar,
Pascagoula,
kell, Richardson; in, cld, sch. Carrie E.
Look, Veazie, New \ ork.
Pensacola, March d. Sid, sell. Ilattie C.
Luce, New York; ar, sch. Lyman M. Law,
Portland ; 7, ar, sen. Lucia Porter, St. Pierre,
Mart.
Mobile, March ;>. Cld, sell. Annie Lord,
Havana.
Charleston, March 5. Sid, sell. Viola
Reppard, Boston.
New Haven, Cuuu., March 5. Ar, sell.
D. D. Haskell, Savannah.
Brunswick, March 5. Ar, sch. J. \Y.
Balauo, New York; li, cld, sells. Maud
Snare, Lowell, Havana; Gov. Ames, New
York.
Carrabelle, Fla., March f,. Cld, sch. Ella
M. Willey, Noaiik.
Seattle, Wash., March 5. Ar, ship St.
Paul, Treat, Manila via Port Townsend.
Savannah, March 7. Ar, sell. Jacob M.
Haskell, Portland.
Newport New s. March 7. Sld, sells. Henry
W. Cramp, Carter, Portsmouth, N. 11.; Geo.
W. Wells, Boston ; 8, ar, sells. R. F. Pettigrew. Providence; Mary E. Palmer, Boston ;
in, sld, sch. li. F. Pettigrew, Portland.
Wilmington, N. C., March 8. Ar, bark
Olive Thurlow, Baltimore.
Norfolk, March s. Ar, sch. J. C. Straw-

Makes

Miss Maude Colcord is the guest of the
Misses Plummer in Philadelphia.

NEWS.

bridge, Coombs, Boston.
Georgetown, S. C., March
C. Pendleton, New Y ork,

1,056 01

Foreign

Dr. Hartman’s Free Advice to Women~A Generous
Offer to The Afflicted.

BLYLER.
fU

5fMRS.YV.A-

AALLISON^
i

ports.

Sail Juan, Feb. 24. In port, sell. Pendleton Brothers, Veazie, from Baltimore.
£t. John, N. B., March fi. Cld, sch. John
I. Snow, Turks Island.
Kingston, Ja., Feb. 20. Sid, sch. Susie P.
Oliver, Kendall, Moss Point, Miss.
In port, sch Aetna,
Macoris, Feb. 20.
Chipman, from Guanica, P. R., arrived lltli,

Secretary Illinois Woman’s Alliance.
Mias A. Brady, Corresponding Secretary Illinois Woman’s Alliance, -writes
from 2725 Indiana avenue, Chicago, 111.:
“Last year from continued strain in
literary work I became very much exhausted, my nerves seemed to give way,
and I had backache, headache and serious indigestion. One of my friends suggested that I -.ry Peruna. It certainly
acted like magic on my system.
“Within ten days I felt new life and
occahealth given me, and by taking
sional dose off! and on when I feel extra
tired, I keep my system in perfect
order.”—Miss A. Brady.
Miss Millie Baker writes from 290 Last
Ohio street, Chicago, 111.:
I suffered for vuars with weakness

sail about March 1 for New York.
Bermuda, Maich 3. In port, bark C. P.
Dixon, Turks island for Baltimore, repair-

to

....

Miss.A.

\ Brady.

Ar, sell. F.

S.

'

Mrs.Nellie

ing.

Fernando Noronha, Feb. 22. Passed,ship
Wm. II. Conner, Colcord, Hong Kong for
Baltimore and New York.
Zaza, Cuba, March 0. Sid, sch. Welltleet,
Rutledge, north of Cape Hatteras.
Kalnilui, S. I., Feb. 22. Sid, bark Edward
May, Hanson, San Francisco.
MARIN E MIS C EI. L A

N Y.

Spoken. No date, l<> miles north of St.
Thomas, bark Alice Reed, Montevideo for

Delaware Breakwater. March 2, hit. 85 02,
Ion. 75 lu, bqe Edward C. Mayberry, from
Charleston for Portland.
Seh.
Pendleton Satisfaction, Burgess,
Brunswick for Philadelphia, put in at
Lewes, Del., March 4th and reports encountered a severe S. \\\ gale Feb. 24, off
Hatteras, during which lost jib and about
20,ooo feet ol the deckload of lumber.
The timber tor the vessel to be built by
Carleton, Norwood A Co. at Rockport has
arrived by the sch. Annie Kimball, and is
being discharged. Work will be commenced
at once putting up the frame.
It is reported on good authority tint the
claims lor damages between tlie Charles D.
Hall, which was sunk, and the Fannie
j Palmer
have been settled without recourse
! to the courts, each party concerned assuming half the responsibility and costs.
After
helplessly about the Atlanj tic for 30drifting
days the coal barge Cardenas has
I
FREEDOM.
been
finally
picked up and towed safely
Several severe gales w'ere
Jlrs. I'elk ins spent Sunday in Skowhe- | into New York.
but
the barge w ithout masts or
encountered,
Mrs. Gustavos Bellows is suffering
gun
sails weathered them and the crew of live
from nervous prostration.The senior j men is now safe alter having faced death
class of the Academy will give an exhibi- continuously since Feb. 2.
The bureau of navigation reports fortytion at Montville Centre next Friday [
six vessels of 8,001 tons gross were built in
last
the
at
debate
Academy
evening_The
| the United States and officially numbered
Thursday evening was well attended and during February. Of this number thirtymuch enjoyed. The subject, “Resolved, nine vessels of 0,372 tons were built on the
Atlantic coast, and six of 2220 tons gross on
That territorial expansion is for the best the Pacific coast. The
largest steel ves.,^1
interest of the United States,” was well included in these figures is the ship Atlas,
discussed. We hope the students will take 8.881 tons gross, built at Bath for the Stand1
ard (01 Company.
a deeper interest in their debating society,
Waldoboro, March 7. George L. Welt
I_The dinner served by the Ladies’ So- ! has closed a contract with William F.
Palmer
of Boston to build another large
was
ciety last Thursday at G. A. R. Hall
j
The students appreciate I schooner, to be completed in the spring of
well attended.
1008. This schooner w ill be larger than the
j
these dinners as well as some of the pro- Baker Palmer,built here, and larger than the
fessional men. Snail we not have more of Prescott Palmer built by the N. F. Company
them ?_Miss Bertha Bryant has been very at Bath. She will be the largest schooner
in the Palmer fleet. This schooner, temporill. We are glad to learn that she is improv- arily known as “No 8," will be set
up iming_The Academy is doing its usual good mediately after the launch of the Paul
now
on
the
This
stocks.
assures
work. A new piano is to be put in this Palmer,
work to our mechanics for another year.
week_Mr. Knowles Bangs has been seriRockland, Me., March <». The Italian bark
ouslylill for the past week. He is a little Adele, which went ashore near Seal island
some weeks ago after lying in Rockland
better at the present writing.
harbor more than three months, was sold at
THORNDIKE.
auction to-day by U. S. Marshal Saunders
Waldo County Pomona Grange will meet of Portland.
The vessel, which is a craft
with Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike of 400 tons, was bid in by John McKay of
Portland for £750, and the cargo of shooks,
Station, March tstli. Address of welcome said to have been w orth 87,000, was sold to
by Mrs. B. W. Downs—Mrs. J. G. Gilley Thomas Brophy of Gloucester for £120.
was taken suddenly ill Sunday.
Dr. Cook The bark is badly damaged and it is estiof Brooks was called and she is quite coni- mated it will cost £2,500 to put her in condition. The claims against the craft for
fortable^at this writing... After an absence salvage, etc., amount to nearly £2,000. The
of liij years Ira Gordon of Montana lias cargo was insured for £0,000and is supposed
been visitingjhis cousin, Mrs. Porter Hurd, to have been rendered useless by its soaking. The bark will be temporarily repaired
and other relatives in town.... Elijah Simp- and towed to Portland.
son and Omar Johnson passed Tuesday in
The Ashing
Rockland, Me., March 0.
Waterville—R. F. Jaynes and wife passed schooner Clara Bella, commanded by Capt.
William Pulk, went ashore on Fisherman’s
a few days last week in Waterville_Mr.
island during the recent gale and became a
and Mrs. S. A. Cottin recently received total loss. The crew escaped by means of a
dory, and after some hardship reached this
news that their son Carl, who has employSaturday. Capt. Pulk states that his
ment in Ohio, has been very ill with pneu- port,
craft had 2,000 pounds of fish aboard for the
monia at the home of a friend in New Y ork, Rockland Fish Co., and was on the Green
where he was visiting, but is now very island ridge when the storm came down.
They made for the whistling buoy. The
j much improved—Ira Howard of Pittsfield storm
gathered so thickly that the vessel
is visiting at Alfred Howard’s_Mrs. Eph- did not hold her course, and (
apt. Pulk
He
raim Johnson and son Omar passed Friday found that she was in shoal water.
tacked
but
too
for
the
off,
vessel was
late,
with friends at Waldo_Mrs. Albert Palmsoon on the rocks and rapidly filling.
For
er of Knox passed Saturday afternoon with
two days the crew had been given up as
her sister, Mrs. A. W. Ward_Miss Carrie lost, and their return w as hailed w ith much
j Ward of Pittsfield is the guest of her parI euts, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ward.Mrs.
SANDY POINT.
I Arthur Jackson of Yassalboro recently
Miss Emma Black left last week to visit
| visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ilenrj friends in Birehville, Brewer and Bucksport.
Parsons-Omar Johnson returned to
Mrs. Lucinda Harriman has closed her
i Keene, X. II., Saturday—Delbert Bolin house and
gone to Needham, Mass., for the
and Harvey Coffin are confined to their
Mrs. Lydia Staples is in
spring months
homes with the mumps_Mr. Rolfe of
Bangor for a visit
Capt. Francis Heath
Unity was in town last wreek in the interest and wife of
Bucksport were here last week,
of the Portland Packing Company—Alvin
visiting relatives—F. E. Daggett and .1. E.
Ayer, the traveling preacher, passed a few' Littlefield were in Belfast
Saturday on busidays last week at Leslie Bradford’s_R. F. ness— Mr.
George llagar, who has been on
Jaynes has been very ill the past week. a
barge several trips, arrived home Friday.
He is attended by Dr. B. P. Hurd and is
Mrs. Sarah Jordan Clifford is visiting
t hought to be some better.
The creamery
relatives in Massachusetts_The weather
is in charge of Mr. 7. Rich of Waterville
is very unlike spring here at this writing.
assisted by Willard Sparrow_J. Dumont
Last week robins were seen and flounders
H iggins attended the Free Baptist Quarterly
were caught—The mumps are taking both
meeting at Jackson Mills Saturday and
old and
here. Your correspondent
Sunday—James N. Higgins of Brewer is has been young
a victim the past week.Mr. C.
visiting at H. M. Higgins’.Mildred, A. French
recently bought an incubator for
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bartlett, use in his
hennery_Capt. Norman Perw as quite sick last week_Fred Patterson
kins left last week in his vessel, sch. Sasan
if visiting liis daughter, Mrs. Will Ward, in
Stetson, for Portland.
Fairfield.
Paint Your Buggy for 75c.

peculiar to women, severe bearing-down
pains, and continual headache.
“After using five bottles of Peruna I
was as well and strong as ever.”—Miss
Millie Baker.
Mrs. Nellie Blyler, 670 W. Twentieth
street, Chicago, 111., President of the
Ladies of the G. A. R., has the following
to say about Peruna:
Gentlemen—“I recommend Peruna
especially for women as it promptly
cures the weakness of our sex and will
always be sure to give satisfaction.”—
MRS. NELLIE BLYLER.
Mrs. W. A. Allison, Assist. Matron of
Peoples1 Hospital, 758 Sheffield avenue,
Chicago, 111., writes:
have had frequent opportunities
to observe the wonderful curative cf-

fects of Peruna. It alleviates pain
and soreness, Increases the appe'ite
and so tones up the entire system that
the patient quickly regains strengta
and health.'’—Mrs. W'. A. Allison.
Free Home Advice.

of the great multitude <>t
suffering from aorne form
female disease and yet unable to (i
any cure. Dr. ,Hartman, the renowned
specialist on female catarrhal dieases, has announced his willingness
in

view

■

women

to direct the treatment of as man,)
as
make application to him
during the summer months wltho

cases

charge.
Those wishing to become path n .*
should address The Peruna Medic, u?
Co., Columbus, Ohio.

..

vive him.
The funeral took place Tuesday
afternoon, March 11th, from his late residence, and was eouducted by Rev. II. \Y,
Norton.

COUNTY
SKAliSMONT.

Y. A. Simmons made a business trip to
Miss Alice Simmons is
Boston last week
at home from Kent’s Hill for a vacation of
two weeks.... Miss (ha Robbins, who is attending school at Castino, is spending her
vacation at home—At the fourth quarterly
conference, March nth, Rev. Wm. Berkeley’s return was requested... Mr. E. C.
Somes of Revere, Mass., is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. A. (i. Caswell
Miss Edith Wilson is at home from Castine—Mrs. Emma
Taylor returned from Boston last Saturday.
News has been received of the critical
illness of Mrs. I). W. Wing in Haverhill,
Mass—Mrs. Frank Berry was called to
Appleton last Wednesday to attend the
funeral of her father, Mr. Clarendon Dun-

Town Meeting. Our town meeting was
was held Monday, and resulted as follows:
Moderator, F. 11. Park.
Clerk. W. M. Parse.
Selectmen, Assessors and < werseers of the
Poor, N. Roulstone, F. 1. Mortland, J. A.
Colson.
Town agent, Mial Sargent.
Treasurer, C. O. Sawyer.
Auditor, ( E. Adams.
Constables, E. B. Garey, G. W. Field,
Peter Monroe, M. Ward, G. F. Marks.
Highway surveyors, the selectmen.
Fire wards, A. L. Mosman, G. E. .Marks,
F. A, Buker.
Fence viewers, tlie selectmen.
Pound keeper, W. ('. Mathews.
Surveyor." of wood and bark, C. 0. Sawder, C. Whittum.
Sealer of weights and measures, C. O.

—

—
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Sawyer.

staler of leather,.!. II Sullivan.
Culler of hoops and staves, W. B. Sawyer.
Member of school committee for
years,
G. A. Bowen.
superintendent of schools, Mrs. E. F.
l)a vis.
Truant officer, J. A. Carver.
Collector of taxes, A. F. Mathews.
Voted to instruct the selectmen to pay no
Bills against the town to people who owe
the town for taxes.
Voted to pay the members of Phineas
Pendleton Engine Co. and the Fire Wards
$3 each, not to exceed G3 members.
V«»ted to make a discount of 10 per cent,
on ail taxes paid by July 1, next, and 5 per
cent, oil all paid before Jan. 1, 1903.
Voted to make a discount of 20 per cent,
oil all highway taxes paid in cash before
June 1st.
Voted to pass over the articles in the
towui warrant to see howr much money the
town would raise to buy books for the Sears
Library; and to expend a sum for the permanent improvements of the roads, under
the offer of the State.
On article 40, to see if the town will instruct the selectmen or such a committee as
it maj choose, to buy an alms house, or
build an addition to the pest house, to accommodate the town’s poor, and how much
money it will raise therefor, it was voted
that Mial Sargent, J. 11. Kneeland and .1.
tV. lirock be a committee to act with the
selectmen and take such action as they
think best.
Tlie following appropriations were made:
For common schools.$ 1,100 00
free High School.
500 00
support of poor and other
town expenses.
2,500 00
repairs of roads and bridges,
labor.
3,000 00
200 00
repairs of sidewalks.
breaking roads the past winter

repairs on school houses.
free text books.
Memorial service.
discount on taxes.

500 00
150 00
200 00
50 00
800 00

$9,000

00

The reports of the town officers for 1901,
showed as follows:
Valuation, real estate.$423,319 00
personal estate. 173,180 00
Total valuation.$596,499 00
Number of polls, 280; rate of taxation,

.0196.

Paid Selectmen’s orders, as follows:
Common schools.$ 1,68110
Free High School.
540 00
Schoolbooks.!.
228 62
127 35
Repairs, etc., to school houses
...

CORRESPONDENCE.

ton.
CENTRE MONTVILLE.

Elmer E. Hall, a well-known citizen of
this town, died March od after a little over
Mr. Hall was a bright
a week’s illness.
young man with many friends. He was an
experienced school teacher for many years,
a correspondent of various newspapers, had
filled the offices of selectman and auditor of
the town’s accounts. He filled the latter
office for the'municipal year just ended, and
his last work was to deposit the manuscript
with the printer. He will be greatly missed.
The funeral services w ere held March 9th.
Mrs. F. B. Johnson came home from
Portland last week.F. M. Poland of
Greenville is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Poland
W. P. Jones is ill
I
! w
ith
acute
rheumatism.The
many
friends of Rev. George C. Howard are glad
to learn of his recovery from a recent severe
; illness.
Mr. Howard is a student at the
j North Western University in Evanston
111., and is also pastor of a church in the
Rock
River Conference
of
Metliodisf
| churches, it is expected that Mr. Howard
| and wife will visit relatives in Maine the
—

—

|

■

;

coining

summer.

NORTH

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

marked feature of the meetings at the
Roberts’ school house is the excellent singiug. Little Bernice l’art-ridge has sung
several solus. Her singing is much enjoyed
j as she has a very sweet voice and sings
\ with much expression. Her singing oi
“The Coronation Hay” was specially enA

j

]

I

An Israelite meeting was appoint! joyed
for last Monday night at Mr. Wilbur
Ridley’s, but it was postponed until later, as
the weather w as not good_Mr. Harry F.
Hichborn of New York is visiting at Mr.
Frank Crockett’s... .Mr. Will Jacobs left
Friday for Clifton, Mass., where he has employment— Miss Inez Staples is in Brooks,
visiting friends and relatives.Mr.
Trueman Lathrop of Stockton Springs village is visiting at Mr. Marion Staples’_
Among those sick with the mumps are Mattie and Helen Littlefield, Wilbur and Clifford Staples and Henry Clifford.Miss
Helen and Master Willie Calderwood are attending the High school in Prospect village.
Mr. Joseph Massureof Winterport visited relatives here last week.
—
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That Beautiful Gloss

from the varnish in Devoe’s Varuist
Floor Paint; costs 5 cents more a quart,
though. Sold by J. W. Jones.
comes

j

BELFAST PK1< E

Produce Market.

—

—

TO CURE A COED IN ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Ajl
druggists refund the money if it fails to
ur e.
E.W. Grove’s Signature on each box

to $1.00 with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint.
It weighs 3 to 8 ozs. more to the pint than
othens, wears longer, and gives a gloss
equal to new work. Sold by J. W. Jones.

/'ut<r /’rrthirt

r.

>

Pet ail Price,

He hi if Market.

00a 1.00
Beef, corned, p tb, Saltl Wilue p hbl..
Butter Salt. 11 lt>, 1st020 Oat Meal p It.,
4a5
Corn p bu.,
77 <Tiiions p Hi.
4
t 'racked Cot n p bu., 77 < >il. Kerosene,
gal.,13a 11
Corn Meal p bu.,
77 l’olloek p 11,,
4 a I.A
Cheese p It-.
151 on; Pork p lb.
12
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.5>u Plaster p bid..
1.',::
< 'odlish, dry, p tb.
~,u s live Meal P lb.
3
Cranberries p qt., Stop) Shorts P ewt.,
1.20
Clover Seed,
5
lllaM Sugar p It.,
Flour p bid.,
4.75tof>.2:1 Salt. T. 1.. p tm.,
33
II.C.Seed pbll.,
2.5)0 Sweet Potatoes,
Lard p tt.
13 Wheat Meal.
5

1

KOI* V

<)K THK

NATIONAL

REPORT OF THE

BANK,

At Belfast, in the Stateof Maine, at the
of business February 2f>. 11)0*4.

The

close
at

KE-iOlTHUKS.

Total.

$15n,ooooo
83,<tOO 00

fund
Surplus
('ndivideil profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..

9,t>01

MAKltiKD.
Bkiixsks-Getch ell. In Freedom, March 1,
by Charles P. Hutchins, Esq., George Bridges

and Vesta Getchell.
Knowlton-look. In Pangor. March 7, at 39
High street, by Rev. Henry E. Griffin, Forest A.
Knowlton and Miss Eva M. Cook, both of Monroe,
Me.
Simpson-Colk. In Dixinont, March 1. Algernon J. Simpson of Dixmont and Miss #da May
Cole of Etna.

1>1KL>.

I

I

j
I
i
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i
!

|

j
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Kerry. In Rockland, March 2, Charles It., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah C Kerry, a native of Ea>t
Boston, Mass., aged 21 years and 8 days.
Blodgett. In North Bro<ksviIle, March 2.
Mrs. Eliza J. (Gnndle) Blodgett, widow of R. J.
Blodgett, aged 79 years.
Beal. In Castine, February 24, Lionel W. Beal,
aged 3 years and 0 months.
Bickford. In Winter Harbor, February 25,
Vida Bickford, aged 10 years, 10 months, 17 days.
Bliss. In Waldoboro, March ■*, George Bliss,
aged 64 years.
Danforth. In Belfast, March 8, infant child
of Emery and Blanche (Leighton) Danforth,aged
6 weeks.
Ellingwood. In Belfast, March 8, Arthur C.
Ellingwood, Jr., aged year and 24 days,
Haskell. In Little Deer Isle, February 27,
Mrs. Nancy Haskell, aged 71 years,
Hall. In Montville, March 3, Elmer E. Hall,
aged 40 years.
Heath. In Castine, February 23, Miss Martha
C. Heath, aged 54 years, 9 months and 18 days,
Higgins. In Belfast. March 7. Jeremiah lliggins, aged 87 years, 5 months and 26 days,
Magee. In Camden, March 2, Mary Frances
Magee, aged 55 years, 11 months and 26 days.
Burial at Owl’s Head cemetery,Sooth Tnomaston.
McDonald. In Belfast, March 7. Kmma E.
(Abbott) McDonald, aged no years and 3 months.
Oder. In Bartlett’s Island, Eeinuary 22, Mrs.
Hannah Ober, aged 76 years, 1 months and 17 days.
Perkins.
In Dayton, Nev., January —, Augustos Perkins, formerly of Belfast, aged65 years
and 10 months.
SiDKLiNGER. In Kockland, March 4, John B.
Sidelinger, a native of Waldoboro, aged 74 years
and todays. Burial at Waldohoio.
Steele. In North Brooksville, February 26.
George W. Steele, aged 63 years, 10 months and
26 days.
Terry. In Centre Montville, March 4, Clara
M. Terry, aged 58 years, 9 months and 7 days.
Tolman.
In Rockville, Rockport, March 4,
Mrs. Abigail Tolman, aged 91 years and 5 months.
Tolman. In Owl’s Head, South Thomaston,
March 6, Arthur L. Tolman, aged 28 years, 10
months and 19 days.
CASTINE.

County Attorney Bedford E. Tracey and
Coroner Fields were here March 5th and
held an inquest over the remains of the
infant found on the beach a few days before.
The coroner’s jury rendered a verdict to
the effect that the infant came to its deatli
by strangulation at the hands of some
person or persons unknown to the jurors.
County Attorney Tracey will make a
through investigation of the case, employing
a detective.

Belfast, in the State of Maine,

the

at

February 25. 1002
RESOURCES.

Loans and discounts.. >
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
C. s. Ronds to secure circulation..
stocks, securities, etc.,1
Banking lumse, furniture, and li\

>

t tires..

other real estate owned.
Due from approved reserve agents..
Internal-Revenue stamps.
<'hecks and other cash items..
.Vues of other National Bank-.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
/ 'tufa/ Money luseree in Hunk,
specie.— r;,2f.r. oo
Legal tender notes. B 1.0*7 00
Redemption fund with F. S. Treas
urer. o per cent, of circulation.

$(>39 I

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.

CONDITION Ol

Peoples N tionaI Ba;
business,

Loans and discounts. .$8< •3.' f.3 04
Overdrafts, sccnrcil and unsecured
1 n()‘J 21
1'. S. Bonds to seen re circulation....
1' n.noo (to
Stocks, securities, etc..
78,hint ;$
2'.','" •< m m >
Banking-house, furi> it it re and fix t ares
Other >eat estao-ovvneii
7 ,1 86
Due from Natioi al -auksmot reserve
"3080
agents).•.
Due from approved reserve agents
48.."71 oh
Internal Revenue stamps
184 38
Checks and other cash items.
881 84
Notes of other National Banks
4.150 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents..*.
232 l»3
Lawful Money lie see re in Her el:, riz.
Specie..1 7,992 50
Legal render notes. 2.200 00 20,1'.'2.80
Redemption fund with 1'. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation>..
7,500 00

I

I ;

f»<

Total.$274
LIABILITIES.

40

Capital stock pai l in.§

National Bank notes outstanding.
lnO.noo no
con no
Due to other National Banks
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
18,218 60
Dividends unpaid.
I.*>l2oo
Individual deposits subject to check. 264.71*2 64
Demand certificates of deposit...
11,843 14

f

Surplus fund
Fudivided profits, less expenses and
t a xes

Total.$639,157 78
Allen. In Rockland, March 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Allen, a daughter.
Davis,
n vjontville, March 8, to Mr and Mrs.
Charles E. l)a'is, a daughter.
Hkhkick. In Brooklin, February 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Herrick, a daughter.
Heath. In Orland, February 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Heath, a daughter.
Peek ins. In Penobse< t. February 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. William L. l’erkins, a daughter.

—

—
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OK THE CONDITION

BELFAST

40 lo 75 May p ton,
io.no a 12.00
Apples p bu.,
0
dried, t lb. f>a <■ 11 ides p It'.
2.00to2.25 I.anib p lb,
12
Beans, p«*a.
l.amh Skin>.
medium.
2.
5nal.no
7
Yel'eyes, 2.;i5to2.5)U Mutton p in.
50
Butter p tb.
20to_'j < >al p l)U., :!2 lb,
0a : I’otatiu s p On.,
Mi
Beet', sides, p tl>,
c.A Wound Hog,
Beef fore quai ters,
7A
40 c45 Si raw p ton,
io.o«"
Barley p bu.,
Cheese p tb,
12 Turkey p 1W,
IS a 10
Chicken p tb,
lOt.012 Tallow p it.,
1A a3
Calf Skins, pi r lb. Oaio Veal p lb.
for7
Duck p It).
14 a 15 Wool, unwashed.
IS
IS Wood, hard.
3.507) i.»xi
Fggs p do/..,
Fowl p tt>,
Sa 15. Wood, soft,
o.Od
(leese P tb.
14al5

j

..

IMPORT

Llilil.V!

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]
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1

paid

National Bank notes outstanding...
1 dvldemls unpaid..
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand certificates oi’deposit...
Certified checks
Bills payable, including cert’.heaths
of deposit of money borrowed
Liabilities other than those above
stated

D-

State of Maine, County of \Vali><> ss.
w escott, Cashier of the above-named
I,C.
i
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of rav knowledge and beTotal..§274
C W WESCO IT, Cashier.
lief.
State of Maine, County of Walc
Subscihred and sworn to before me this 5th
day of March, 1902.
1. FRANK R. WIGG1N, Cashier of t
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON
I named bank, do solemnly swear that
Notan Public.
statement is true to the l»e»t
t ni\ k.
Correct—Attest:
ami belief.
JOHN Ct. BROOKS,
FRANK R WIGGIN. <
I Directors.
WM. Ii. SWAN,
Subscribed ami sworn to before me
T W. P1TC 'ER,
f
day of March, 1002.
A. A. HOWES.
J
J. 8. HARRIMA
.--,
1

SHERIFFS SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.

J

l.s.
'--

Notary

Correct. Attest:
ROBERT F DCNTON.
CH AS. I*. H A ZKL I'l NF.
.JAMES P ATT EE,

D

I

o

1

Taken this Till day of March, A. D. 1902, on
execution dated Janu try 14, A. D, 11*02. issued on
REPORT OK THK (0!SI)IT10!> OK TH
a judgment rendered bv the Supreme Judicial
Court for the County of Waldo, at a term of said
Matronal Ea
Court begun and holden on the first Tuesday •!
January, A. D. 1902, to wit, on the 11th day of At Searsport, in the State *of .Mhiim
A.
D.
A.
1902. in favor of Charles
January,
Boynclose of business February 2.'. !
ton of Searsmont, in said County, and against
John T. Morrow of Ureal Falls, in the State of
RESOl ROES.
Montana, for twenty-four dollars and thirty cents,
Loans ami discounts.$D
costs of suit, and will he sold at public auction at
and unsecured..."
Overdrafts,
secured
the office of W. 1\ Thompson, in Belfast, in said
r.
Waldo County, to the highest bidder, on the 12-th L. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
etc.
I
Stocks,
securities,
of
A.
D.
in
forethe
1902. at ten o’clock
day
April,
110011, the following described real estate and all I Banking-house,furniture and fixtures
the right, title and interest which the said John I Due from National Bankspmr reserve
agents)
T. Morrow had on the 7th day of March, A. 1>
1902, at a hours and 40 minutes' in the afternoon, ! Due from State Banks aud Bankers..
Due from approved reserve agents
when the same was seized on said execution, to
wii: a certain piece of land situate in said Sear.— Checks and other cash items.
mont, on the southerly side of the road loading Notes of other National Bank*.
Fractional paper currency,nickels and
from Cooper's Corner, so-called, in said Searscents.*.
mont, to South Montville, and hounded as folI.meful Money Reserve in Look. i:
lows: southwesterly by land of Leonard Cooper
Specie.
5,748 2‘,»
and S. S. Gould; southeasterly by land of o. B.
Ilegal tender notes.2,Tonne
Fuller; northwesterly by land of land known as
Redemption fund with C s Tieasthe Emelin*- Jameson lot and lot formerly owned
urer, 5 percent, of circulation.
by James Wallace, and northeasterly by said j
road, being the late homestead of the late
Total. $2<
Thomas vi. Morrow.
March 7. 1902.
I
LIABILITIES.
3wll
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sherifl.
Capital stock paid in.
fund...
Surplus
I'n.iivided profits, lt*s> xpenses ami
<

Searsport

..

Notice

f F reclosure.

:.
taxes paid.
Whereas, Henry O. Dodge and Margaret A. National Banknotes outstanding
Dodge both of Belfast, in the Counts of Waldo Dividends unpaid..
and State of Maine, by their mo 11gag*■ deed dated
Individual deposits subject to check
the eighteenth day of August. A. D 1890. ami recorded in the Waldo County Registry ot Deeds, i
Total..
..>.
Book 247, Rage 204, eonve\ed to me. the undersigned, a retain lot or parcel of laud with the’
State ok Maine, Corvrv ok \\ai
buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast, on the
westeily side of the road leading from Belfast
I. A. IL Nichol- Cashier of the
city to the lVrkins’ null stream, so-called, meas- bank, do solemnly sweat that tie*
uring twenty rods on said road, forty-one rods on meat is true to the best of m\ ktmw
tiu* non It side adjoining a road laid out. and
belief.
A. M
M( ilOL.s.
thirty-nine rods on the south side adjoining land 1
Subscribed and sworn to before m.
formerly of Edward W. Perkins, containing live dav of Mai eh, 191-2.
acres, more or less, being the same premises conCHARLES K. AD
veyed to said Margaret A. Dodge by Lewis A.
L.S. }
Notary 1
]*-'
KnowIton, by bis warranty deed dateu November
Correct. Attest:
27.1891, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds.
(1. PENDLETON,)
JAMES
Book 232, Page 284, and being the same premises
1
(lEORHE F. SMITH,
occupied by said Henry o. Dodge and viargaret
J. B. NICHOLS,
)
A. Dodge as a homestead at the date of said
mortgage; and whereas, the condition of said
Commissioners’ Nolit e
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Win'TKREout, State of M vine, M \k
Waldo ss.
Dated this uth day of March, A. I>. 1902.
HERBERT E. KNOW ETON.
We the undersigned having been duly
D.
3wll
ed by the Honorable Judge ot Probai
...

CONNECTICUT PAINTER
and PAPER

HANGER, will paper for you a room
FOR $2.26,
furnishing paper and all. Ceilings whitewashed,
TWO FOR 76e.
Painting at lowest price. I give a guarantee
for a first-class job. Address.
A. BLOOM, 38 High St. Belfast, Me.
lwll»
Drop a postal card and 1 will call.

and for said
Commissioners to
and decide upon the claims of the cm
the partnership estate of A. D. Harlow
late of W interport, w hich estate has hen
seated insolvent, hereby give notice agn
the order of the said Judge of Probat'
months from and after February, i;>o_\ In
allowed to said creditors to present ai
their claims and that we will attend t"
assigned us at the office of Fred An
Winterport, at 10 o’clock a. m. Niturd.n
5th, and Aionday Aug. it, 1902 of each of -:i
FREl) ATM OOP. »
CHAS. It. HILL,

county,

